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Abstract
The theory of Brownian motion is a cornerstone of modern physics. In this thesis, we
introduce a nonequilibrium extension to this theory, namely an effective Markovian theory
of the Brownian motion of a heated nanoparticle. This phenomenon belongs to the class
of nonequilibrium steady states (NESS) and is characterized by spatially inhomogeneous
temperature and viscosity fields extending in the solvent surrounding the nanoparticle.
The first chapter provides a pedagogic introduction to the subject and a concise sum-
mary of our main results and summarizes their implications for future developments and
innovative applications.
The derivation of our main results is based on the theory of fluctuating hydrodynamics,
which we introduce and extend to NESS conditions, in the second chapter. We derive the
effective temperature and the effective friction coefficient for the generalized Langevin
equation describing the Brownian motion of a heated nanoparticle. As major results, we
find that these parameters obey a generalized Stokes–Einstein relation, and that, to first
order in the temperature increment of the particle, the effective temperature is given in
terms of a set of universal numbers.
In chapters three and four, these basic results are made explicit for various realizations
of hot Brownian motion. We show in detail, that different degrees of freedom are governed
by distinct effective parameters, and we calculate these for the rotational and transla-
tional motion of heated nanobeads and nanorods. Whenever possible, analytic results are
provided, and numerically accurate approximation methods are devised otherwise.
To test and validate all our theoretical predictions, we present large-scale molecular
dynamics simulations of a Lennard-Jones system, in chapter five. These implement a
state-of-the-art GPU-powered parallel algorithm, contributed by D. Chakraborty. Further
support for our theory comes from recent experimental observations of gold nanobeads and
nanorods made in the the groups of F. Cichos and M. Orrit. We introduce the theoretical
concept of PhoCS, an innovative technique which puts the selective heating of nanoscopic
tracer particles to good use.
We conclude in chapter six with some preliminary results about the self-phoretic motion
of so-called Janus particles. These two-faced hybrids with a hotter and a cooler side
perform a persistent random walk with the persistence only limited by their hot rotational
Brownian motion. Such particles could act as versatile laser-controlled nanotransporters
or nanomachines, to mention just the most obvious future nanotechnological applications
of hot Brownian motion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Overview
Brownian motion denotes the incessant thermal jitter of mesoscopic particles suspended
in a fluid. It is so abundant in nature that its occurance reaches from such inert particles
as dust grains to such complex structures as living cells and viruses. Objects as small as
molecules or ions of salt, which might spoil your soup, up to relatively large grains on the
order of a tenth of the diameter of a human hair are constantly in Brownian motion [1, 2].
Although the statement that “all atoms are in motion” was documented as early as in 59
BC [3], and probably many others were aware of this phenomenon, e. g., Johann Ingen-
Housz [4], it was only in 1828 that the Scottish botanist Robert Brown reported on a
systematic investigation into the motion of “the particles contained in the pollen of plants;
and on the general existence of active molecules in organic and inorganic bodies” [5].
What he did not know then, but what later awarded Perrin the Nobel prize was that the
Brownian motion of mesoscopic particles, which can be observed by a simple microscope,
proves the atomic structure of matter real [6].
Today, the term “Brownian motion” often refers to stochastic processes in a much more
abstract context. Thus, not only pollen or dust grains perform Brownian motion, but also
such intangible quantities as stock prices have been described by Brownian motion [7, 8],
albeit with mixed success [9]. In physics, Brownian motion has gained importance for
its universal role in bridging the gap between the atomic scale—the realm of quantum
physics—and the macroscopic scale, governed by the deterministic laws of physics. Brow-
nian motion is what drives the mesoscopic or “middle world” [1] where the considered
particles are too large for quantum effects to play a role and too small to allow a classi-
cal mechanistic description. Mesoscopic systems, such as colloidal suspensions, represent
ideal up-scaled models for molecular crystals or glasses, providing unique insights into the
mechanisms governing the particle scale. Last but not least, this world is of such relevance,
since it is where life’s fundamental processes occur: cells, bacteria, organelles, biomolecules
etc. are among the most prominent inhabitants of the middle world.
A microscopic description of the origin of Brownian motion, namely the thermal mo-
tion of the solvent particles, is a challenging task [10]. Following the elegant theoretical
discussions of Einstein, Langevin, or Ornstein [11–13], to mention some pioneers, the
difficulty is usually avoided by postulating a simple universal form of the resulting force
exerted by the solvent onto the Brownian particle [14]. Thus, the laws of Brownian motion
are formulated as a hydrodynamic theory in which all microscopic details are subsumed
into a set of parameters describing the solvent’s effective interaction with the Brownian
particle. This approach has proved to be a versatile analytic tool for a wealth of applica-
tions, and has provided the basis for the development of a general calculus of stochastic
dynamics [15, 16]. In the classical Markovian description, the force driving the Brown-
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ian particle is assumed to be Gaussian “white noise”, a delta-correlated random variable
weighted by the product of the homogeneous solvent parameters temperature T and vis-
cosity η. Rephrased in simple terms, the Brownian particle is continuously impinged upon
by surrounding solvent molecules and thus exchanges energy and momentum with its envi-
ronment. This process is well-understood under thermal equilibrium conditions. But the
recent surge of optical trapping, tracking, and nanosensing technologies [17–20] prompts
the question how the classical theory of equilibrium Brownian motion needs to be modified,
if the Brownian particle is maintained at a temperature substantially different from that
of the solvent. While in many applications the heating of the Brownian particle is an unin-
tended side effect, there is an increasing number of emerging techniques that deliberately
exploit heating, as e. g., laser surgery [21] or photothermal detection [22, 23]. The latter
technique also provides the basis for a new spectroscopic method called “Photothermal
Correlation Spectroscopy” (PhoCS) [24]. Heating can cause several complications, such as
thermophoresis [25, 26] or heat convection [27, 28], which require a closer look at the mi-
croscopic foundations of Brownian motion. In the following, we consider situations where
the heated particles are sufficiently small and isotropic, and the observation time scale is
such that these thermophoretic and convective effects may be neglected to a first approx-
imation. We focus entirely on the kinetic effects due to the nonuniform temperature and
viscosity around the particles. We further neglect a number of other minor contributions
arising from the temperature dependence of the solvent density, the direct heating of the
solvent by the heating mechanism, physical and chemical surface effects of the heating,
etc. A good practical realization of the idealized situation we study, which is relevant for
many practical applications, is provided by metal nanoparticles diffusing in focused laser
light. But our results should also pertain to other hot colloidal particles and heat emitting
(e. g., strongly fluorescent) macromolecules.
This chapter serves as a rather pedagogic introduction to the subject of this thesis
and presents an overview of the most important results derived in the following chapters∗.
Starting from the classical theory of equilibrium Brownian motion, by developing the
necessary nonequilibrium generalizations of the relevant laws of statistical mechanics, we
finally arrive at a comprehensive description of hot Brownian motion.
1.1 Brownian motion in equilibrium
In thermal equilibrium, the Brownian motion of colloidal particles in suspension is charac-
terized by two physical parameters: the thermodynamic temperature T0, and the hydro-
dynamic friction ζ0. The former determines the kinetics of the particulate motion, while
the latter describes the dynamics and is obtained as a response coefficient for the slow
modes of motion.
To make an explicit statement, consider Langevin’s popular formulation [12], where the
laws governing Brownian motion take the simple form of Newton’s equation of motion for
a particle of mass m subject to a drag force −ζp/m and a randomly fluctuating thermal
force ξ(t):
p˙+ ζ0p/m = ξ (t > 0) . (1.1)
As a cumulative representation of a large number of chaotic molecular collisions, ξ is
naturally idealized as a Gaussian random variable. Its variance is tied to the Stokes
friction coefficient ζ0 such as to guarantee consistency of the averages 〈. . .〉 over force
∗ Large parts of this work have already been published in scientific journals—see page 99 for a list of
original publications. Where appropriate, verbatim sections of these articles are incorporated in this thesis
without further indication.
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histories ξ(t) with Gibbs’ canonical ensemble, namely
〈ξ(t)〉 = 0 , 〈ξi(t)ξj(0)〉 = 2kBT0ζ0δijδ(t) . (1.2)
This prescription implements the celebrated fluctuation–dissipation theorem for the system
comprising the Brownian particle and its solvent at temperature T0. The friction coefficient
ζ0 is proportional both to the solvent viscosity η0 and a geometrical factor determined by
the size, shape, and surface properties of the particle.
It is well known that this convenient approximation neglects persistent dynamic cor-
relations in the motion of even a single Brownian particle [29, 30], so-called long-time
tails [31–33], and inter-particle correlations [34, 35], and that it cannot be generalized to
relativistic dynamics [36]. Yet, for many applications, and even for some nonequilibrium
generalizations of Brownian motion involving external forces or time- or space-dependent
temperature fields, these complications can be disregarded, and the simple Markovian
picture serves as an excellent starting point for more elaborate theories [31, 37–40].
In experiments, the commonly accessible observable is not the particle velocity p/m
but its position r, or rather its displacement ∆r(t) = r(t) − r(0) at time t from the
initial position r(0). Moreover, both r(t) and p(t) are stochastic variables, so predictions
cannot be made for individual realizations but only for the moments of their distributions.
Formally solving eq. (1.1) and correlating the solutions p(0) and p(t > 0) yields
〈pi(0)pj(t)〉 = mkBT0δije−ζ0t/m, (1.3)
where the scale is set by the equipartition theorem, which demands the equal-time value
to be 〈p2i 〉 = mkBT0. Complementing eq. (1.1) by
r˙ = p/m , (1.4)
is the subject of a famous discussion by Ornstein and Uhlenbeck which predicts [14]
〈∆r2i 〉(t) =
2mkBT0
ζ20
(
ζ0
m
t− 1 + e−ζ0t/m
)
, (t > 0) (1.5)
for the mean square displacement in each coordinate xi. It is instructive to examine the
two limits t → 0 and t → ∞. The expansion of the exponential function exp(−ζ0t/m) =
1 − ζ0t/m + ζ20 t2/2m2 + O(t3) around t = 0 annuls the first two terms in brackets, such
that, to leading order in t, we obtain
〈∆r2i 〉(t) =
kBT0
m
t2 , t m/ζ0 . (1.6)
Observe, that the prefactor to t2 in this relation constitutes the particle’s mean square
velocity 〈p2i 〉/m2. In contrast to the ballistic regime for short times, the long-time behavior
of eq. (1.5) is diffusive, i. e.,
〈∆r2i 〉(t) =
2kBT0
ζ0
t , t m/ζ0 . (1.7)
Here, the prefactor contains the diffusion coefficient D0 = kBT0/ζ0, which has already been
obtained in Einstein’s seminal paper of 1905 [11]. Only recently, the initial ballistic regime
was observed in gaseous systems [41], and in experiments with colloids in suspension, this
regime was explored indirectly [33]. Computer simulations of a colloid in a liquid solvent
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Figure 1.1: A typical plot∗ of the mean square displacement of a Brownian particle over
the time t. The continuous curve has been determined in molecular dynamics simulations
of a colloidal particle in a Lennard-Jones (LJ) solvent by D. Chakraborty. All quantities
are measured in terms of the basic LJ units σ and τ (see chapter 5 for details). The
asymptotes are indicated to reveal the ballistic (∼ t2) and diffusive regimes (∼ t).
do resolve the transition from the ballistic to the diffusive regime directly, as figure 1.1
depicts, providing a unique tool to test the hydrodynamic theory of Brownian motion.
Strictly speaking, in view of how it deals with long-ranged and long-lived correlations
arising from conservation laws governing the solvent hydrodynamics, the practical and
commonplace Markovian description via eqs. (1.1)-(1.4) applies only asymptotically for
late times [31, 43]. For one, the finite viscosity of the solvent gives rise to a persistent
correlation between the particle momenta at two distinct times. Pictorially speaking, the
particle’s momentum is not randomized instantaneously but shared with a blob of the
surrounding fluid that grows in time as the flow field penetrates the fluid. This process
is diffusive in nature and leads to an algebraic decay, the long-time tails, in the velocity
autocorrelation function, which are absent in the formulation (1.3) [44–46]. Second, the
finite density of the solvent lends some inertia to the fluid displaced by the moving particle.
The total mass set into motion by a moving particle is therefore larger than the bare mass of
the particle, m, and it can be shown that it takes an effective value ofm∗ = m+mf/2, where
mf denotes the mass of the fluid taken up by the particle volume [47, 48]. Corresponding
corrections to eqs. (1.3) & (1.5) have recently been analyzed with single-particle techniques
in nanostructured environments [30, 33, 49, 50]. In the following, we will, however, not
deal with corrections of such kind. Rather, we demonstrate how the effects of the solvent
inhomogeneities caused by heat emission from the Brownian particle can be incorporated
into a Markovian model of hot Brownian motion [51] that generalizes the usual equilibrium
Langevin equation (1.1). In the course of this generalization, the two parameters ζ0 and
T0 are renormalized to ζHBM and THBM, respectively. The explicit construction of this
renormalization constitutes the main result of this thesis.
∗ The majority of plots displayed in this thesis were generated using the package pgfplots, a powerful
tool for scientific data plotting [42].
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1.2 Brownian motion of a heated particle
Consider a Brownian particle, for simplicity of spherical shape—but more irregular shapes
are expected to yield similar results [52]. The relation between its friction coefficient ζ0
and the viscosity η0 of the solvent depends both on the particle shape and size, and on
the mode of motion. For a spherical particle of radius R, for example, it reads
ζ0 = 6piη0R (1.8)
for translational motion. So far, thermal equilibrium conditions have been assumed. Now,
consider a situation where the particle is kept at an elevated temperature Tp as compared
to the ambient temperature T0 at infinity. The heating can be accomplished by a focused
laser beam partially absorbed by the particle [23, 24], but other processes might be con-
ceivable e. g., exothermal chemical reactions on the particle surface. As a consequence, a
temperature profile T (r, t) extends in the solvent surrounding the particle and induces a
viscosity profile η(r, t) due to a pronounced temperature-dependence η(T ) of the viscosity
of most liquids. Clearly, the system is out of equilibrium. However, a close inspection of the
underlying processes of heat and vorticity diffusion reveals that their equilibration times
are much shorter than the Brownian time scale of a nano- or micrometer-sized particle.
Due to this strong time scale separation, a nonequilibrium steady state (NESS) is estab-
lished, characterized by stationary temperature and viscosity profiles with respect to the
particle position. Recently, major progress has been made for isothermal NESS [53]. They
are characterized by persistent external driving and dissipation, which inhibit their relax-
ation into equilibrium. Experimental realizations of this paradigm include a laser tweezer
continuously moving a colloid out of its equilibrium position in a potential trap [54, 55].
It has been demonstrated that some systems of this type can be described by generalized
versions of the equilibrium equations (1.1) and (1.2) [39]. In this work, we ask the ques-
tion whether it is possible to describe the NESS motion of a heated Brownian particle
by, first of all, a hydrodynamic, but even more, a Markovian theory, as in the equilibrium
case. This implies that we need not consider the microscopic details such as the molecular
composition of the solvent or the precise nature of the molecular interactions, but that we
coarse-grain the description in terms of simple mathematical bulk properties and bound-
ary conditions. Figure 1.2 illustrates this step. Mathematically speaking, it amounts to
integrating out the “fast” degrees of freedom, i. e., the microscopic ones, and retaining
only the “slow” mesoscopic variables [32, 56, 57].
In analogy to a state in equilibrium that is characterized by a homogeneous temperature
and viscosity, we wish to characterize the state of a heated Brownian particle by effective
values for the temperature and friction coefficient. We therefore ask the question how
these effective parameters are to be determined. To answer it, we operationally define
THBM and ζHBM by the requirement that the Brownian motion of a fictitious equilibrium
system characterized by these parameters is equivalent to that in the actual nonequilibrium
system.
1.2.1 Effective friction coefficient
The Stokes friction coefficient of a particle is defined as the ratio between the force (or
torque) applied to the particle and its resulting (angular) velocity. Strictly speaking, this
ratio is only well-defined for an adiabatically established steady state of uniform motion—
otherwise the friction force is frequency-dependent. In the classical Markovian theory of
Brownian motion this is dismissed as a short-time effect, and we shall pursue the same route
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⇒
solvent / embedding medium:
temperature
profile
η
viscosity profile
η
η
surf
p
Figure 1.2: Illustration of the leap from a microscopic to a hydrodynamic description. The
artistic sketch (left) resolves the atom or molecular structure of the nanoparticle and the
solvent with the dynamics arising from the detailed molecular interactions. The diagram
(right, by M. Selmke) is an abstraction of the former by treating the nanoparticle as a single
object providing a specific boundary condition to the continuous solvent characterized only
by its (space-dependent) viscosity and temperature.
for hot Brownian motion. That is, we define the effective friction coefficient ζHBM as the
ratio between the force acting on and the velocity of a heated particle in uniform motion.
The difference to the isothermal case manifests itself in the spatially varying viscosity
η(r), which implies a modified flow field u(r), which in turn yields a renormalized viscous
force on the heated particle [58–60]. To evaluate ζHBM exactly, one needs to solve the
generalized Stokes problem
∇p = 2∇· ηΓ = 2Γ∇η + 2η∇· Γ , ∇·u = 0 , (1.9)
for the pressure p and strain rate tensor Γ, which is in general a formidable task. So-
lutions for various boundary conditions are discussed in section 3.1. For water, with a
temperature-dependent viscosity of the form η(T ) = η∞ exp[A/(T − TVF)], an approxi-
mate result for ζHBM is derived, which reads
ζ0
ζHBM
≈ 1 + 193
486
[
ln
η0
η∞
]
∆T
T0 − TVF , (1.10)
for a heated particle where, at its surface, the temperature of the fluid attains the value
T0 + ∆T . See figure 1.2 for an illustration.
1.2.2 Effective temperature in the thermodynamic approximation
As pointed out by Einstein [11], the process of Brownian motion can be understood as a
detailed balance of antagonistic fluxes. This principle has been formalized more recently
in theories of “steady state” or “stochastic” thermodynamics [53, 61–66], which extend
the notions of thermodynamics to nonequilibrium situations. In particular, on the level of
a single particle trajectory, it is understood that energy is continuously transferred from
the solvent to the particle and vice versa, i. e., it can be imagined as being transformed
from thermal into kinetic energy and back. In a stationary situation the mutual energy
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transfer must be balanced to obey the first law. Moreover, to obey the second law, it must
not cause a net average entropy change, which was the origin of major reservations against
the modern interpretation of Brownian motion till the early 20th century. More precisely,
the spatial integral over the local excess dissipation φ(r)—i. e., the heat created (per unit
of time) by the solvent flow at position r in response to the movement of the Brownian
particle—must on average match the rate of kinetic energy transfer W˙p to the particle,
〈W˙p〉 =
∫
dr 〈φ(r)〉 . (1.11)
And, to respect the second law, one has to require that the integral over the local entropy
flux to the solvent—i. e., the local dissipation rate φ(r) divided by the local solvent tem-
perature T (r)—equals on average the entropy flux S˙p = W˙p/Θ conferred to the Brownian
particle: ∫ 〈φ(r)〉
T (r)
d3r =
1
Θ
∫
〈φ(r)〉d3r . (1.12)
This then defines the wanted effective Brownian temperature
Θ =
∫ 〈φ(r)〉d3r∫ 〈φ(r)〉/T (r) d3r , (1.13)
if the dissipation φ(r) is expressed in terms of the viscosity η(r) and ∇u(r). To do so,
it is tempting to set 〈φ(r)〉 = φ[〈u(r)〉] in eq. (1.13), which is then computable given the
solution to the (deterministic) Stokes problem. The result however differs notably from
the exact result given in the following section.
1.2.3 Effective temperature from fluctuating hydrodynamics
A numerically more precise prediction is obtained from the theory of fluctuating hydro-
dynamics. This is a formal framework that exploits the time scale separation between
the motion of the Brownian particle and the solvent fluctuations. It allows us to treat
the Brownian particle as a fixed boundary for the fluctuating solvent dynamics. Thereby,
a decoupling of the fast solvent dynamics from the slow Brownian degrees of freedom is
achieved. On this basis, hydrodynamic results for the solvent become applicable to Brow-
nian dynamics. The averages 〈· 〉 are understood to be taken over time intervals shorter
than the particle relaxation time, which amounts—due to ergodicity—to taking ensemble
averages over systems in which the particle velocity U is kept fixed. As simulations by
Keblinski and Thomin confirm, “the time-integrated response of the velocity field around
a Brownian particle has exactly the same distance dependence as the velocity field around
a particle moving with a constant velocity” [43]. Extending the theory of fluctuating hy-
drodynamics to the NESS conditions characterizing a heated Brownian particle, we obtain
a slightly different definition of the effective temperature, namely
THBM =
∫
T (r)φ(r) d3r∫
φ(r) d3r
. (1.14)
Because of the explicit appearance of T (r) in this expression, implicit dependencies on T (r)
via the constitutive relation η(T ) of the solvent enter THBM(∆T ) only to order O(∆T
2).
Therefore, THBM and Θ coincide up to first order in ∆T . Often, the accuracy of experi-
mental data does not extend beyond the leading order in ∆T , in which case it thus suffices
to calculate an approximate prediction for THBM by using the isothermal dissipation func-
tion φ0(r) in eq. (1.14). Again, in order to evaluate φ(r) and thus THBM exactly we need
the solution to eq. (1.9).
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1.2.4 Effective temperature of different degrees of freedom
The definition (1.14) of THBM yields the same temperature T0 in the isothermal limit,
irrespective of the functional dependence of φ(r). But this dissipation function strictly
depends on the degree of freedom considered. Just as it is natural to expect different
friction coefficients for, e. g., the rotation and translation of a sphere, it is obvious from
eq. (1.14) that we should also expect different values of THBM for different degrees of
freedom.
We show in this work, that the effective temperature governing the displacement in
either coordinate xi, i. e., the translational Brownian motion of a spherical hot particle is
given to first order by
T xHBM = T0 +
5
12
∆T +O(∆T 2) . (1.15)
The orientation of the same particle, i. e., its rotational Brownian motion, is found to be
governed by
T θHBM = T0 +
3
4
∆T +O(∆T 2) . (1.16)
The translational velocity autocorrelation function bears yet another temperature, namely
T vHBM = T0 +
3
4
∆T +O(∆T 2) , (1.17)
and for a solid hot particle of density ρp in a solvent of density ρ, the scale of the angular
velocity autocorrelation function is set by the temperature∗
TωHBM = T0 +
3
4
(
1 +
225
675 + 90
√
30ρp/ρ+ 120ρp/ρ+ 2
√
30(ρp/ρ)3
)
∆T +O(∆T 2) .
(1.18)
These nontrivial averages between the ambient temperature and the one at the hot par-
ticle’s surface present results which cannot be guessed without the idea of fluctuating
hydrodynamics. It should be noted that these results hold only under the assumptions
of Fourier’s law, T (r) = T0 + ∆TR/r, and a divergence-free solvent flow field, which are
reasonably well met for moderate heating in common solvents such as water. Given that
premise, the numerical coefficients in equations (1.15) through (1.18) can be addressed as
“universal numbers”. The specific solvent properties, expressed in a constitutive relation
η(T ), leave their signature in the second order in ∆T of the effective temperatures.
The first two temperatures can be physically understood as the late-time limit of a
time-dependent definition of the effective temperature THBM(t). The diffusive regime (cf.
figure 1.1) of hot Brownian motion is thus mapped to that of isothermal Brownian motion
at THBM(t → ∞) = T x,θHBM. And the velocity autocorrelation, 〈U(t)·U(0)〉, governed by
the short-time limit of THBM(t → 0) = T v,ωHBM, leaves its signature in the ballistic regime
of the mean square displacement at short times. Technically, the former temperatures are
calculated from the stationary dissipation functions, while the latter are obtained from
the transient solution of the hydrodynamic equations. The rationale is that each of the
effective temperatures above is determined by how long-ranged the velocity field induced
by the particle motion is. In particular, for short times, this is limited by the vorticity
diffusion into the surrounding medium. The shorter the effective range is, the higher
the corresponding effective temperature is. As a result, the temperatures corresponding
to the kinetic degrees of freedom are in general higher than their counterparts for the
configurational degrees of freedom.
∗ For ρp = ρ, the expression simplifies to TωHBM = T0 +
27849−1035√30
25207
∆T +O(∆T 2) ≈ T0 + 0.88∆T .
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Figure 1.3: Results of the molecular dynamics simulations [67]: the different effective
temperatures for translational Brownian motion of a heated nanoparticle. The symbols
depict the “kinetic” and “diffusive” effective temperatures, T vHBM ( ) and THBM ( ), as
measured from the kinetic velocity and mean square displacement of the nanoparticle,
respectively. The solid lines present the theoretical predictions of T vHBM ( ) and T
x
HBM
( ) based on the temperature and viscosity profiles present in the system. For the
“diffusive” temperature T xHBM, eq. (1.14) has been evaluated using the stationary solution
to the Stokes equations, and for the “kinetic” temperature T vHBM, the appropriate transient
solution has been employed. These match the measured values within error bars, while
the thermodynamic estimate ( ), defined by eq. (1.12), fails to do so slightly, and the
naive guess ( ) of identifying the surface temperature T0 + ∆T with either effective
temperature crudely overestimates both. Note that, because of the somewhat peculiar
thermodynamic properties of the Lennard-Jones system, the theoretical predictions differ
slightly from those for common experimental systems, as given in eqs. (1.15)-(1.18).
1.2.5 Comparison to experiments and simulations
Figure 1.3 shows how our theoretical predictions compare to the results obtained from
large-scale molecular dynamics simulations of a nanoparticle suspended in a Lennard-
Jones fluid which were performed by D. Chakraborty. The coincidence is remarkable
over a large range of nanoparticle temperatures albeit the many possible deviations of
the model system from the ideal system, such finite size effects, the influence of fluid
compressibility, or artifacts from the numerics. That the temperatures T vHBM and T
x
HBM
are indeed meaningful quantities is corroborated by the analysis of the distribution of the
nanoparticle coordinates and momenta. As figure 1.4 reveals, the velocity components
are Maxwell–Boltzmann distributed with an inverse temperature β = kBT
v
HBM, while
the coordinates follow a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution with β = kBT
x
HBM. Besides the
mentioned simulations, there are also recent experimental observations of the hot Brownian
motion of gold nanobeads [24, 51] and nanorods [68]. Figure 1.5 depicts results from
an ingenious measuring technique which puts the selective heating of nanoscopic tracer
particles to good use, namely photothermal correlation spectroscopy (PhoCS). Particles
passing through the common focal volume of a heating and a detection laser beam leave
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Figure 1.4: Normalized distributions of the kinetic and configurational degrees of freedom
of a hot nanoparticle of different temperatures Tp. Left: The simulation results for each
velocity component vi (symbols) nicely follow the theoretical prediction (solid curves),
p(vi) ∼ exp(−v2i /kBT vHBM). Right: Even in an anharmonic potential V (r), we find the
nanoparticle positions to be Maxwell–Boltzmann distributed with the effective tempera-
ture T xHBM (solid curves) [67]. To corroborate our conceptual approach to discriminate
between the “kinetic” temperature T vHBM and the “diffusive” temperature THBM, the for-
mer is also plotted (dashed curves), exhibiting a clear mismatch at high nanoparticle
temperature.
Figure 1.5: Effective diffusion coefficient DHBM of hot gold nanobeads traversing a
Gaussian laser focus in water [51]: the experimental data (open/closed symbols for
R = 20/30 nm) match our theoretical predictions within error bars. (The effect of the
inhomogeneous heating by the Gaussian laser profile has been incorporated as detailed in
section 5.1.)
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a trace of photothermal bursts in the detector, which encodes information about the
diffusivity. By auto-correlating the time series it is possible to extract the effective diffusion
coefficient DHBM from the measured data in dependence on the imposed laser power. It
translates, given the cross section of the nanobeads, into a temperature increase ∆T of the
solvent at the surface of the particles. Figure 1.5 depicts the dependence of the effective
particle diffusivity DHBM on the particle temperature for two different particle sizes. The
curves obtained from our theory of hot Brownian motion faithfully follow the measured
data points over the range of experimentally realizable temperatures. It must be noted,
though, that these are not directly accessible but they can only be estimated from the
incident laser intensity and the particle cross section, a matter which is complicated by
the fact that the former depends in an intricate way on the particle position within the
laser focus [69]. Therefore, the proportionality factor mapping the laser power to the
temperature increment ∆T was left as a free fit parameter in generating these plots.
Nevertheless, the predictive power of the theory is not eradicated.
1.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the novel phenomenon of hot Brownian motion, the
Brownian motion of heated nanoparticles in a cooler solvent. The strong gradients in
temperature and viscosity make it a genuine nonequilibrium process. The departure from
the realm of equilibrium statistical physics often resembles a leap into the unknown, where
thermodynamic quantities, such as temperature, are no longer well-defined. However, by
calculating effective parameters, we have arrived at an effective equilibrium description of
hot Brownian motion in certain limits. From the dynamic autocorrelation of the particle
velocity, we have defined the “kinetic” temperature T vHBM which describes the short-time
dynamics of a hot nanoparticle and governs the Boltzmann distribution of its kinetic
degrees of freedom. The diffusive behavior at late times, on the other hand, is found to be
described by a Markovian Langevin equation with the effective temperature T xHBM and the
effective friction ζHBM; T
x
HBM governs the Boltzmann factor for the configurational degrees
of freedom. This briefly sums up the main results of this thesis.
The details are presented in the following chapters. We start, in chapter 2, by deriving
the theory of hot Brownian motion based on the theory of fluctuating hydrodynamics.
The abstract derivation is complemented by an exemplary illustration of the concept of
effective temperatures and friction coefficients. In chapter 3, our general results are then
evaluated in various realizations of hot Brownian motion. Since some of these results
do not allow a presentation in closed form, some approximate and numerical methods are
discussed in chapter 4, before we turn to the comparison with simulations and experiments,
in chapter 5. Finally, we conclude with the outlook onto some possible new applications
and open questions.
It is the decided purpose of this work to provide a concise compendium of funda-
mental findings which together constitute a theory of hot Brownian motion for a single
suspended particle. With this at hand, various systems that involve the motion of heated
nanoparticles may now be addressed by exploiting the powerful formalism of Langevin and
Fokker–Planck equations. A whole class of new nonequilibrium phenomena is waiting to
be investigated.
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Chapter 2
Theory of Hot Brownian Motion
One of the main predictions of our theory of hot Brownian motion is that a generalized
Stokes–Einstein relation holds for the late-time dynamics. Given both the effective tem-
perature THBM and the effective friction coefficient ζHBM of a heated Brownian particle, it
reads
DHBM =
kBTHBM
ζHBM
. (2.1)
This relation yields the diffusion coefficient DHBM which determines the mean square
displacement of the particle MSD(t) = 6DHBMt. That the Brownian dynamics of a single
heated particle is indeed constrained by this quasi-equilibrium relation is corroborated by
molecular dynamics simulations, both for the translational and rotational diffusion [67, 70].
Thus, we may speak of an effective Markov theory of hot Brownian motion, which is
formulated in terms of a generalized Langevin equation with effective parameters ζHBM
and THBM. For translational motion, it reads
ζHBMr˙ = −∇V(r) + ξ(t) . (2.2)
The effective Gaussian thermal noise ξ(t) is characterized—formally analogous to the equi-
librium case—by 〈ξ(t)〉 = 0 and 〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉 = 2THBMζHBMδ(t− t′).
In this chapter, we derive this theory in detail and discuss a simple illustrative example.
2.1 The nonequilibrium steady state
As mentioned in the introduction, a liquid’s viscosity is usually sensitive to its temperature,
as expressed in a constitutive material relation η(T ). This translates into a inhomogeneous
viscosity profile η(r, t) whenever the temperature is inhomogeneous, T = T (r, t), as is the
case around a heated particle. In principle, since the particle is performing Brownian
motion, the temperature profile depends on both space and time in an intricate way: heat
flows from the particle into the fluid creating a temperature gradient while the particle itself
moves erratically thus changing the boundary condition for the heat flow and subsequently
the temperature profile. In turn, the friction entering the equation of motion for the
Brownian particle changes in dependence on the temperature profile. Hence, the mutual
feedback of the two processes, particle motion and heat flux, poses a complicated time-
dependent problem, the likes of which are commonly rationalized in stochastic differential
equations with a nonsingular memory kernel [30, 32, 71, 72].
As a technical simplification, the heat flux from the particle to an ambient thermostat,
which is responsible for establishing the gradients, is taken to be stationary. This means
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that we require that heat diffuses much faster than the particle. A quick estimate justifies
this assumption: the particle diffusivity of nanometer-sized beads in water is on the order
of [73]
O
(
D =
kBT
6piηR
)
=
10−23 J K−1· 102 K
10−3 N m−2 s· 10−(8...9) m = 10
−11 . . . 10−10 m2 s−1 (2.3)
compared to the much larger heat diffusivity on the order of (κ – thermal conductivity, ρ
– density, cp – specific heat capacity)
O
(
κ
ρ cp
)
=
0.5 W m−1 K−1
103 kg m−3· 5· 103 J kg−1 K−1 = 10
−7 m2 s−1 . (2.4)
Similarly, we disregard the finite time-scale for vorticity diffusion, i. e., the long-time
tails [45], as its diffusion coefficient, the kinematic viscosity ν, is on the same order of
the heat diffusivity:
O (ν = η/ρ) = 10−3 N m−2 s /(103 kg m−3) = 10−7 m2 s−1 . (2.5)
In other words, we assume a strong time-scale separation between particle motion and the
energetic and kinetic equilibration of the solvent. Altogether, these assumptions may be
subsumed in the notion of a nonequilibrium steady-state Brownian motion, generalizing
the usual equilibrium Brownian motion.
Under these conditions, it is now justified to omit the time dependence of the temper-
ature field T (r) when the position r is taken relative to the hot particle. In section 1.2, we
have introduced this convention, already, in passing, in order to evaluate THBM. Specifi-
cally, we have employed the solution to the stationary heat equation for a point-like heat
source. It is deduced from Fourier’s law,
q = −κ∇T , (2.6)
which relates the heat flux q via the thermal conductivity κ to the temperature gradient.
Imposing the continuity condition of the steady state,
0 = ρcp∂tT = ∇· q , (2.7)
yields—under the assumption of κ = const.—Laplace’s equation for T (r). Its solution for
a heat emitting sphere of radius R at temperature T0 + ∆T is
T (r) = T0 + ∆TR/r . (2.8)
This temperature profile translates, in general, into a monotonic and continuous viscosity
profile η(r) for which the solution to the Stokes equations (2.9) often requires numerical
methods.
2.2 Equations of motion
The kinetics of the hot Brownian particle can be described in terms of its linear and
angular velocities, U(t) and Ω(t), respectively. The solvent in the volume V surrounding
the Brownian particle B is dynamically characterized by its velocity field u(r, t) and
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pressure p(r, t), r ∈ V , which are connected by the Stokes equations for incompressible
(Newtonian) fluids
ρ∂tu = −∇p+ 2∇· ηΓ ≡ ∇·Π (2.9a)
∇·u = 0 (2.9b)
with the strain tensor
Γ ≡ [∇u+ (∇u)T ] /2 . (2.10)
The usual boundary conditions at the particle surface ∂B are “no slip”, i. e.:
Ω(t)× r +U(t) = u(r, t) for r ∈ ∂B . (2.11)
Because of the assumed strong separation of the time-scales of particle and vorticity dif-
fusion mentioned above, we may neglect temporal velocity variations ∂tu, and use the
stationary Stokes equations. (This neglects the retardation effects in the solvent backflow
around a moving Brownian particle that give rise to the long-time tails.) Yet, due to ther-
mal fluctuations of the solvent, the velocity field u(r, t) is a spatially strongly fluctuating
quantity. It can be understood as being driven by a stochastic stress field τ˜(r, t), [74]
added to the right hand side of eq. (2.9a),
∇·Π(r, t) = −∇· τ˜(r, t) . (2.12)
Newton’s laws of motion hold for the Brownian particle, and read
mU˙(t) = −
∫
∂B
Π(r, t)nˆ(r) d2r , (2.13a)
J · Ω˙(t) = −
∫
∂B
r × [Π(r, t)nˆ(r)] d2r . (2.13b)
In the following, we restrict the discussion to translational motion of the Brownian par-
ticle, i. e., we consider eq. (2.13a) only, but the argument may equally well be applied to
rotational motion.
Under isothermal conditions, the theory of fluctuating hydrodynamics [48, 75, 76]
demonstrates how the full dynamics of the Brownian particle and the solvent can be
contracted to a Markovian Langevin equation
mU˙(t) = −ζU(t) + ξ(t) (2.14)
for the Brownian particle alone. Here, ζ (= 6piηR for a sphere of radius R) is the Stokes
friction coefficient that determines the systematic part F = −ζU of the force onto the
particle if dragged through the solvent at a constant velocity U . The effective stochastic
force ξ follows from a spatial integration of the fluctuating stress in the fluid that yields
〈ξ(t)〉 = 0 , 〈ξi(t)ξj(t′)〉 = 2kBTζδijδ(t− t′) . (2.15)
How these properties of the contracted description arise, and in which way they are mod-
ified for a heated Brownian particle, is the subject of the following sections. The essential
assumption underlying this discussion is that of a strong scale separation between the
hydrodynamic and microscopic time and length scales. That is, we take the instantaneous
establishment of local equilibrium conditions in every (infinitesimal) subvolume ∆V (r) for
granted—even when the total system is not in equilibrium. Otherwise, the assignment of
space-dependent thermodynamic quantities such as the temperature T (r) would have to
be discarded altogether.
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2.3 A short primer on the theory of fluctuations
2.3.1 Conjugate variables and the entropy production rate
It is known from equilibrium statistical physics, that the physical quantities describing a
finite system take values x which are close to their mean value x¯ most of the time, but
fluctuations around that value do occur. The probability distribution of these fluctuations
is given by [74]
p(x) ∝ e∆S(x)/kB , (2.16)
where ∆S ≡ S(x) − S(x¯) denotes the entropy difference between the system described
by the value x and by the mean x¯. According to Clausius’ law, this change in entropy is
just equal to the minimal work required to reversibly change the system from the state
characterized by x¯ to the new equilibrium state described by x,
∆S(x) = ∆W (xˆ→ x)/T . (2.17)
For the sake of simplicity, we now choose x¯ = 0, without loss of generality. For small
fluctuations x− x¯ = x, the entropy can be expanded in a series around x = 0, for which it
has a maximum as conditioned by the equilibrium assumption. Thus, (∂S/∂x) = 0, and
it suffices to maintain only terms up to second order,
S(x) = S(0)− 1
2
βx2 , (2.18)
where β is a positive constant. We directly read off ∆S(x) = −βx2/2, with which the
probability density follows from eq. (2.16) to be
p(x) ∝ e−βx2/(2kB) . (2.19)
This allows the calculation of the moments of the physical quantity of interest. In the
following, we require the second moment,
〈x2〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞
x2p(x)dx = kB/β , (2.20)
for a properly normalized p(x) [74].
The above argument can easily be generalized to multivariate variables, essentially by
substituting x → xi and turning simple products of the form βx2 into the sums βikxixk
(with the usual Einstein summation convention), where βik = βki. Further, we introduce
the notion of the conjugate variable Xi to xi. It is defined by
Xi ≡ −∂S/∂xi , (2.21)
such that the total differential of the entropy reads
dS =
∂S
∂xi
dxi = −Xidxi . (2.22)
Note that the reciprocal relation xi ≡ −∂S/∂Xi also holds true in the linear regime of
eq. (2.18), where Xi = −∂S/∂xi = βikxk, and thus
dS = −βikxkdxi = −xkd(βkixi) = −xkdXk . (2.23)
As a consequence, we find for the rate of entropy change
S˙ =
dS
dt
=
(
∂S
∂Xi
)(
∂Xi
∂t
)
= −xiX˙i = −Xkx˙k . (2.24)
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2.3.2 Correlation functions
In general, systems slightly out of equilibrium are described by dynamical equations re-
taining only the linear order of the system variables xk,
x˙i = −λikxk . (2.25)
For visualization, consider a simple relaxation process in one variable, x˙ = −λx, of which
eq. (2.25) constitutes the direct generalization. Eq. (2.25) can also be expressed in terms
of the conjugate variables as
x˙i = −γikXk via γik = λilβ−1lk . (2.26)
Furthermore, it can be complemented by a stochastic term to
x˙i = −γikXk + yi , (2.27)
in order to describe fluctuations of the system from equilibrium, turning it into a Langevin
equation. The correlation functions 〈yiyk〉 of these stochastic “forces” are found to be de-
termined by the kinetic coefficients γik via so-called fluctuation–dissipation theorems [74],
〈yi(t1)yk(t2)〉 = (γik + γki)kB δ(t1 − t2) . (2.28)
Again, this result is the direct generalization of the one-dimensional problem x˙ = −λx+ y
with the random force y(t) characterized by its mean 〈y(t)〉 = 0 and its correlation function
〈y(t)y(0)〉 for time-translation invariant systems. The solution x(t) is determined from the
random force history,
x(t) = e−λt
∫ t
−∞
y(t′)eλt
′
dt′ , (2.29)
which yields the correlation function
〈x(0)x(t)〉 = e−λt
∫ 0
−∞
∫ t
−∞
eλ(t
′+t′′)〈y(t′)y(t′′)〉 dt′dt′′ . (2.30)
Under the Markov assumption of memoryless noise, 〈y(t′)y(t′′)〉 = Kδ(t′−t′′), the integrals
can be evaluated to
〈x(0)x(t)〉 = e−λt
∫ 0
−∞
Ke2λt
′
dt′ = Ke−λt/(2λ) . (2.31)
On the other hand, we see that 〈x(0)x(t)〉 = 〈x2〉 exp(−λt). Thus, by inserting eq. (2.20),
we find
〈y(t′)y(t′′)〉 = 2λβ−1kB δ(t′ − t′′) = 2γkB δ(t′ − t′′) , (2.32)
which indeed coincides with eq. (2.28) when we set i = k = 0.
2.4 Effective temperature
2.4.1 Fluctuations
While the definition of Θ = 〈W˙p〉/S˙ used in eq. (1.13) is based on an intuitively plausible
argument lent from equilibrium thermodynamics, one may ask the question whether it
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fully captures the effects of the gradients in temperature and fluid velocity. The theory of
stochastic thermodynamics introduces the trajectory-dependent entropy [65],
s(t) ≡ − ln p(x(t), t) . (2.33)
Along any trajectory, the total change in entropy then consists of two parts,
∆stot ≡ ∆s+ ∆sm , (2.34)
where ∆sm denotes the change of entropy in the medium surrounding the particle. Under
the condition of a constant temperature T , it is related to the heat ∆qm dissipated by the
medium via the generalized Clausius formula ∆sm = ∆qm/T . The steady state condition
imposed on eq. (2.34) implies, in particular for the ensemble averages,
〈s˙〉 = −〈s˙m〉 . (2.35)
In this way, we related, in section 1.2.2, the average particle entropy to the viscous dissipa-
tion within the solvent, which lead us to the definition (1.13) of the effective temperature.
While stochastic thermodynamics is a powerful tool for systems driven out of equi-
librium by external forces [38, 39, 54], so far we are not aware of any conclusive results
concerning systems in which the equilibrium condition is broken by spatial inhomogeneities
in the temperature. Therefore, it is a priori unclear how the above results should be gen-
eralized. A major shortcoming might result from the order in which averages are taken
when evaluating the dissipation function φ. In the definition of Θ, the dissipation function
of the systematic flow field is used, φ = φ(u) [77], but a more rigorous treatment should
rather consider 〈φ(u + u˜)〉, i. e., the averaged dissipation function of the full flow field
including the fluctuating part u˜. In equilibrium, both ansaetze coincide, but the temper-
ature gradient distorts this identity, as shall be sketched in the following. Consider the
integral
S˙ =
∫
V
φ(r)
T (r)
d3r . (2.36)
as the sum of infinitesimal contributions φi/Ti. For the systematic temperature T (r)
and flow field u(r) around the hot Brownian particle, there is a one-to-one mapping
between φ<,> and the temperature T<,> at two points, and their contribution to S˙ is
φ>/T> + φ</T<. If we consider, however, fluctuations in the flow field, the averaged
contribution to S˙ is
δS˙ =
1
2
(
φ> + ∆φ
T>
+
φ< −∆φ
T<
)
e−(∆φ/T>−∆φ/T<)
+
1
2
(
φ> −∆φ
T>
+
φ< + ∆φ
T<
)
e−(−∆φ/T>+∆φ/T<) . (2.37)
Expanding the Boltzmann factors, a direct calculation shows that
δS˙ = φ>/T> + φ</T< −
(
T−1> − T−1<
)2
∆φ2 +O(∆φ3) . (2.38)
Consequently, the expression S˙ in eq. (2.36) overestimates the entropy production rate.
That is, the hot Brownian temperature is underestimated when determined from the
average rate of kinetic energy supply 〈W˙p〉 from the fluid to the Brownian particle, and
the rate of entropy production S˙ in the fluid in response to the particle motion.
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2.5 Fluctuating hydrodynamics
Together with M. V. Gnann, we developed an exact scheme for calculating the effective
temperature THBM, beyond what was achieved in ref. [77], and generalizing the line of
arguments by Hauge and Martin-Lo¨f [76] to nonisothermal conditions. Starting from the
fundamental equations (2.9) - (2.12) for the Stokes flow field, this description with an
unlimited number of degrees of freedom was mathematically rigorously converted into a
contracted description in terms of the Brownian particle’s degrees of freedom only. The
somewhat formal explicit calculation, which was contributed by M. V. Gnann [67], is
quoted in the appendix 2.A.
The main assumption made even for the case of inhomogeneous temperature and vis-
cosity fields is that of local equilibrium conditions, such that the fluctuation–dissipation
theorem
〈τ˜ij(r, t)τ˜kl(r′, t′)〉 = 2η(r, t)kBT (r, t) [δikδjl + δilδjk] δ(r − r′)δ(t− t′) . (2.39)
holds locally [37, 75]. More precisely, we consider a partition of the fluid into elements
of size ∆V , assumed small enough such that temperature and viscosity gradients may
be safely neglected, but large enough to contain an ample amount of fluid molecules for
thermodynamic averaging. The rate at which entropy is produced in each element by
viscous dissipation is given by [78]
∆S˙(r, t) = [τij(r, t)Γij(r, t)/T (r, t)]∆V , (2.40)
where τ(r, t) denotes the total shear stress tensor,
τ(r, t) = 2η(r, t)Γ(r, t) + τ˜(r, t) . (2.41)
The trick to obtain the correlation function of the random stress is to view eq. (2.41) as a
Langevin equation for some quantity whose rate of change is τ [79]. By comparison with
eq. (2.27), we identify the following terms:
x˙a → τij(r, t), −γabXb → 2η(r, t)Γij(r, t), ya → τ˜ij(r, t) . (2.42)
This allows us to write the entropy production rate (2.40) as ∆S˙ = [x˙aΓij/T ]δV . On the
other hand, by eq. (2.24), we have ∆S˙ = −Xax˙a. Thus, we can identify the conjugate
variable itself,
Xa → −[Γij(r, t)/T (r, t)]∆V . (2.43)
Note that the index a must be interpreted as multi-index i, j, such that terms with two
indices a, b in section 2.3 are identified with quantities bearing four, i, j, k, l, here. From
the center identity of (2.42),
−
∫
r′
γijkl(r
′, t)[−Γkl(r′, t)/T (r′, t)]∆V (r′, t) = 2η(r, t)Γij(r, t) , (2.44)
we obtain the kinetic coefficients
γijkl = 2T (r, t)η(r, t)δikδjlδ(r − r′) . (2.45)
Inserting these into eq. (2.32) finally yields the fluctuation–dissipation theorem (2.39).
In order to proceed with the contraction of the infinite-dimensional Langevin equation
(2.12) for the fluid velocity field to the Langevin equation (2.14) of the Brownian particle
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alone, the fluid velocity and pressure fields are both split into a systematic part (u, p),
and a fluctuating part (u˜, p˜). This separation is defined exactly such that the boundary
condition (2.11) applies to the systematic part only, while the stochastic stress is added
to the Stokes momentum equation for the fluctuating part only. To be more specific, the
complete set of equations to be solved reads [67, 75, 76]
∇ · Π(r, t) = −∇p(r, t) + 2∇· ηΓ(r, t) = 0, r ∈ V (2.46a)
∇ · u(r, t) = 0, r ∈ V (2.46b)
u(r, t) = U(t) + Ω(t)× r, r ∈ ∂B (2.46c)
and
∇ · Π˜(r, t) = −∇p˜(r, t) + 2∇· ηΓ˜(r, t) = −∇ · τ˜(r, t), r ∈ V (2.47a)
∇ · u˜(r, t) = 0, r ∈ V (2.47b)
u˜(r, t) = 0, r ∈ ∂B , (2.47c)
where B denotes the Brownian particle. The sum (u+ u˜, p+ p˜) then solves the inhomo-
geneous Stokes problem with inhomogeneous boundary conditions, eqs. (2.9)-(2.12), and
Newton’s equations of motion now read
mU˙(t) = −
∫
∂B
(Π(r, t) + Π˜(r, t)) · nˆ(r) d2r ≡ f(t) + f˜(t), (2.48a)
J · Ω˙(t) = −
∫
∂B
r ×
[
(Π(r, t) + Π˜(r, t)) · nˆ(r)
]
d2r , (2.48b)
where we shall concentrate on the translation, eq. (2.48a), as already mentioned above,
but the derivation for the rotation follows along similar lines (cf. appendix 2.A).
We see from eqs. (2.46) that there is a linear relation between the particle velocity
U(t) and the fluid flow velocity u(r, t) and pressure p(r, t). Therefore, the systematic
force f(t) must be proportional to U(t),
f(t) = −ζHBMU(t) , (2.49)
with the proportionality constant being the effective friction ζHBM of the hot Brownian
particle. For arbitrary values of U , the following identities hold, as detailed in eq. (2.99)
of the appendix,
−U ·f =
∫
V
Πij∂iuj d
3r (2.50a)
=
∫
V
[η (∂iuj + ∂jui)− pδij ] ∂iuj d3r (2.50b)
=
∫
V
φ(r)[U ] d3r , (2.50c)
where we have indicated in the last line, that the left hand side is a functional of the particle
velocity U . As eq. (2.49) holds for all U , we find for the effective friction coefficient:
ζHBM =
∫
V
φ(r)[U ] d3r
/
|U |2 . (2.51)
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The effective temperature THBM is determined by calculating the temporal correlation
function of the random force f˜(t). To this end, we need the identities
U · f˜(t) = −
∫
V
u· ∇· τ˜ d3r +
∫
V
η
2
(∂iu˜j + ∂j u˜i)(∂iuj + ∂jui)d
3r (2.52a)
= −
∫
V
u· ∇· τ˜ d3r +
∫
V
Πij∂iu˜j d
3r (2.52b)
=
∫
V
τ˜ij∂iuj d
3r , (2.52c)
as shown in our publication [77], and equivalently in eq. (2.100) of the appendix. From
the last line and by inserting the correlator (2.39), we construct
U · 〈f˜(t)f˜(t′)〉·U =
∫
V
∫
V
(∂iuj(r, t))(∂kul(r
′, t′))
〈
τ˜ij(r, t)τ˜kl(r
′, t′)
〉
d3r d3r′
=
∫
V
2η(r, t)kBT (r, t)δ(t− t′)
× [(∂iuj(r, t))(∂iuj(r, t′)) + (∂iuj(r, t))(∂jui(r, t′))]d3r
=
∫
V
2kBT (r, t)δ(t− t′)φ(r, t) d3r .
(2.53)
Since the random forces follow to be δ-correlated in time, their correlator can be written
as 〈f˜(t)f˜(t′)〉 = K1δ(t− t′) with the fluctuation strength
K =
∫
V
2kBT (r, t)φ(r, t) d
3r
/
|U |2 . (2.54)
In compact notation,
〈f˜(t)f˜(t′)〉 = 2ζHBMkBTHBMδ(t− t′) , (2.55)
with
THBM =
∫
V T (r, t)φ(r, t) d
3r∫
V φ(r, t) d
3r
(2.56)
being the effective temperature of a hot Brownian particle. This is the main conceptual
result of this thesis. THBM coincides with Θ in eq. (1.13) in the zeroth and first order in
the temperature increment ∆T , but deviates in higher orders, as shown in appendix 2.A.1.
Using in eq. (2.56) the isothermal dissipation function φ0(r, t) obtained from isoviscous
Stokes flow, yields the “universal” coefficients stated in section 1.2.4, which are often
sufficient for practical applications.
2.5.1 Oseen’s approximation
It must be mentioned here, that this result for THBM holds only for Stokes flow, i. e., when
the Reynolds number is negligibly small on all scales. For instance, in two dimensions,
this condition cannot be fulfilled in an unbounded system, and Oseen’s correction to the
Stokes equations is often used. It consists of adding the term ρU · ∇u = ρ∇· (uU) to the
right hand side of eq. (2.9)—see section 3.1.4 for details. For completeness, we need to
investigate the effect of this term on the identities (2.50) and (2.52). It is straightforward
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to see that the line (2.50a) is left unchanged while ρuiUj must be added to the square
bracket in line (2.50b). However, this only leads to the vanishing term
ρUj
∫
V
ui∂iuj d
3r = ρUj
∫
∂B
uiujnˆi d
2r − ρUj
∫
V
uj ∂iui︸︷︷︸
=0
d3r = ρ|U |2
∫
∂B
Uinˆi d
2r = 0 ,
(2.57)
where we used the no-slip boundary condition for the second equality. To the contrary,
the set eq. (2.52) is modified by Oseen’s correction, since we then have
η(∂iuj + ∂jui) = Πij − pδij − ρuiUj , (2.58)
where only the pressure term vanishes, as before, when multiplied with (∂iu˜j + ∂j u˜i), but
we are left with
−ρ
2
Uj
∫
V
ui(∂iu˜j + ∂j u˜i) d
3r =
ρ
2
Uj
∫
V
u˜i∂jui d
3r , (2.59)
to be added to the right hand side of the expressions (2.52b) and (2.52c). The simplification
arises from integrating by parts and applying the boundary condition (2.47c), namely
u˜ = 0 on the particle’s surface. Obviously, this addition amounts to the substitution
τ˜ij → τ˜ij + ρ
2
Uiu˜j (2.60)
in eqs. (2.52c) and (2.53). In the latter equation, we then have the correlation function
〈(τ˜ij + ρ2Uiu˜j)(τ˜ ′kl + ρ2Uku˜′l)〉 instead of 〈τ˜ij(r, t)τ˜kl(r′, t′)〉, where the notation (. . .)′ is used
to indicate field values taken at (r′, t′), throughout. By the construction of the random
Markov process, τ˜ and u˜ are assumed to be statistically independent∗. Thus,
〈(τ˜ij + ρ
2
Uiu˜j)(τ˜
′
kl +
ρ
2
Uku˜
′
l)〉 = 〈τ˜ij τ˜ ′kl〉+
ρ
2
(
Uk〈τ˜ij u˜′l〉+ Ui〈τ˜ ′klu˜j〉
)
+
ρ2
4
UiUk〈u˜j u˜′l〉
= 〈τ˜ij τ˜ ′kl〉+
ρ2
4
UiUk〈u˜j u˜′l〉
= 2η(r, t)kBT (r, t) [δikδjl + δilδjk] δ(r − r′)δ(t− t′)
+
ρkBT (r, t)
4
UiUkδjle
−λ(t−t′)δ(r − r′) ,
(2.61)
where eqs. (2.31) and (2.39) have been used for the last equality. The precise value
of inverse hydrodynamic relaxation time λ−1 must be found by solving the underlying
dynamical equations, i. e., the Stokes equations with Oseen’s correction. On dimensional
grounds and from the analogy to the relaxation time ζ/m of a single Brownian particle,
we infer the relation λ ∝ η/(ρR2). Except in the limit λ → ∞, the correlation function
(2.61) is not simply proportional to δ(t − t′), as eq. (2.39) for Stokes flow, and thus the
force autocorrelation function does not take such a simple form as eq. (2.55). Rather, by
inserting the expression (2.61) into eq. (2.53), we find
〈f˜(t)f˜(t′)〉 = 2ζHBMkB
(
THBMδ(t− t′) +
ρ
∫
V T (r, t)(U · ∇u)2 e−λ(r)(t−t
′) d3r
8
∫
V φ(r, t) d
3r
)
, (2.62)
with THBM as defined in eq. (2.56). The additional term is no longer independent of U
since (∇u)2 ∝ φ and hence (U · ∇u)2 cannot be of the same order in U . At this point,
∗ This assumption is at least questionable, considering that the whole description is found to be nonlinear
in the particle velocity U .
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at the latest, it becomes obvious that the aforementioned discussion in terms of a linear
response theory breaks down. The problem lies in the assumption, manifest in eqs. (2.46),
of the fields p(r, t) and u(r, t) to be linear in U , which is true for the Stokes equations,
but fails when Oseen’s correction is added. Thus, the linear analysis above is not exactly
correct and a more complicated nonlinear calculation is required, in principle, such as some
mode-coupling approximation [80]. Eq. (2.62) already suffices, however, to depict that the
fluctuation strength of the random forces on an infinite Brownian cylinder is composed of a
dissipative part, as for finite particles, and an inertial part. Since φ(r, t) ∝ η(r, t), it is the
ratio η/ρ ∝ λ that essentially governs which of the two parts dominates. The overdamped
limit, well-known for finite particles where their inertia is neglected, would correspond to
λ → ∞, in this case—realizable either by η → ∞ ∧ ρ < ∞, or ρ → 0 ∧ η > 0. But the
limit ρ→ 0 must be excluded since it leads to the Stokes equations, which we know possess
no bounded solution for the motion of an infinite cylinder. The limit η → ∞ requires a
careful physical interpretation. Formally, its implementation is possible. However, care
must be taken that one of the salient features of hot Brownian motion, the spatially varying
viscosity, is adequately reproduced. Assuming a characteristic viscosity scale η∞ such that
η(r, t) = η∞ηˆ(r, t) holds, the order of integrating and taking the limit η∞ → ∞ may be
interchanged in eq. (2.62). Moreover, the limit
lim
λ→∞
e−λt
λ
= lim
λ→∞
−te−λt
1
= 0 , (2.63)
obtained by applying l’Hoˆpital’s rule, holds even for t → 0. With some constant c, the
second summand in eq. (2.62) can be rewritten as∫
V T (r, t)(U · ∇u)2 e−cη∞ηˆ(r,t)(t−t
′) d3r
8η∞
∫
V φ[ηˆ(r, t)] d
3r
η∞→∞−−−−−→ 0 . (2.64)
It can be imagined as the rod being confined not by solid walls, which are known to regular-
ize the two-dimensional Stokes flow, but by a solvent which becomes solid asymptotically
at its surface. Hence, the convective term is damped completely, and since the first term
in eq. (2.62) does not depend on the viscosity scale η∞, the effective temperature THBM of
the infinite cylinder takes the same form (2.56) as in case of a finite particle. The details of
this limit are discussed in section 3.1.4. For a profound treatment of the two-dimensional
problem, we must go beyond the stationary description and need to include the time de-
pendence of the particle motion properly. This is a formidable task, not yet resolved, but
a glimpse into what is to be expected can be gained in the following subsection.
2.5.2 The “kinetic” temperature
In deriving THBM above, we tacitly assumed the Markovian description of hot Brownian
motion to apply. This means, we considered the dynamics of the Brownian particle only
on a time scale on which all inertial effects, stemming from the particle mass itself or
the mass of the displaced fluid, no longer play a role. To be even more precise, we
also assumed that the Stokes flow field has established itself in the whole fluid volume.
In reality, however, shear modes propagate diffusively, the kinematic viscosity ν ≡ η/ρ
constituting the diffusion coefficient of the vorticity ∇×u. Moreover, in real compressible
fluids, longitudinal modes are excited which have no effect on the long-time dynamics but
affect the short-time limit, and leave a signature in the velocity autocorrelation function
〈U(0)·U(τ)〉 of the Brownian particle. In equilibrium, equipartition relates its equal-time
limit, 〈U2〉, via the effective mass m∗ to the mean thermal energy 3kBT0. This relationship
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defines another effective temperature T vHBM of a heated nanoparticle, which, in general,
differs from the value of THBM as calculated above. As it has been pointed out by Joly
et al. [81], a transition of the temperature from T vHBM to THBM with time is observed in
molecular dynamics simulations. While the explicit calculation of this transition remains
a difficult task, the limiting values follow from a purely hydrodynamic prescription and
are given explicitly by THBM and T
v
HBM, as detailed below.
The definition of both effective temperatures is structurally the same. For we conjec-
ture that the rigorously derived expression (2.56) for THBM is only the limit for late times
of a more general formulation of the effective temperature, namely,
THBM =
∫
V T (r, t)e(r, t) d
3r∫
V e(r, t) d
3r
, (2.65)
which is the spatial temperature average weighted by the energy functional e(r, t) =
e[u(r, t)] describing the flux of energy between the solvent and the Brownian particle.
This functional is composed of the viscous dissipation function and the kinetic energy
density of the fluid, albeit with an, in general, unknown relative weight of both terms.
The exact form of e(r, t) depends on the solution to the Navier–Stokes equations, the
momentum equation of which reads
ρ
(
∂tu+
(
u· ∇)u) = −∇p+∇· η∇u . (2.66)
Their general solution is, to put it mildly, very difficult. There are, however, two limiting
cases in which the Navier–Stokes equations simplify and can be solved:
1. Stokes flow which describes transverse (shear) modes and is governed by the mo-
mentum equation
ρ∂tu = −∇p+∇· η∇u , (2.67)
2. and Euler flow which describes longitudinal (compression) modes and is governed by
the momentum equation
ρ
(
∂tu+ (u· ∇)u
)
= −∇p . (2.68)
For the configurational degrees of freedom, the derivation at the beginning of this section
has shown that their effective temperatures are determined by the stationary solutions to
the Stokes equations. Therefore, we have seen that the energy density relevant for T x,θHBM
is just the viscous dissipation φ(r, t).
For T vHBM, the nonstationary time-dependent flow field around a particle is required.
Whenever one mode dominates the other as is the case e. g., with longitudinal modes
for a translating particle, and with transverse modes for a rotating sphere, the energy
density associated with the solution to the Euler and Stokes equations, respectively, serves
as the weight in the average (2.65). Explicitly, for a spherical particle, the two kinetic
temperatures are∗
T vHBM =
∫∞
R T (r)ρ(r)u
2(r) dr∫∞
R ρ(r)u
2(r) dr
(2.69)
∗ The integrals over the angular dependence in the numerator and denominator cancel each other since
the temperature is taken as a radial field T (r). To simplify the notation, this is indicated by using the
symbols u2(r) =
∫
u2(r, θ, φ)dθdφ for the square velocity and φ(r) =
∫
φ(r, θ, φ)dθdφ for the dissipation
function.
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Figure 2.1: Stokes and Euler flow around a spherical particle moving at constant speed U
with respect to the reference frame are depicted in the left and right vector plots, respec-
tively. Most apparent are the longer range of the Stokes field as compared to the Euler
field, and the “no slip” boundary condition of the former as compared to the “no influx”
boundary condition of the latter. While the boundary conditions affect the direction of
the velocity fields, it is only the radial dependence of the magnitude of the velocity fields
that determines the effective temperatures.
for the translational degrees of freedom, and
TωHBM =
∫∞
R T (r)φ(r) dr∫∞
R φ(r) dr
(2.70)
for the rotational degrees of freedom. Formally, the latter coincides with the definition
of THBM. But the dissipation function φ(r) is here associated with the nonstationary
solution of the Stokes equations, which contains a cut-off function with a characteristic
length rc ∝
√
τ . In many cases, a good approximation is already obtained by substituting
the upper limit in the integrals in eq. (2.70) by R + rc and using the stationary solution
to the Stokes equations. Moreover, as the longitudinal modes propagate at the speed of
sound, which is high in most fluids, the nonstationary solution to the Euler equations
in eq. (2.69) can, in many cases, be safely substituted by the stationary one without
introducing a cut-off.
The Lennard-Jones system provides a notable exception due to its strong compress-
ibility. The speed of sound is therefore so low that, during the characteristic relaxation
time of the particle’s velocity autocorrelation function, the longitudinal modes do not
propagate virtually to infinity, as assumed in eq. (2.69). This necessitates the use of the
transient solution of eq. (2.68) in the definition of the effective temperature T vHBM. In sec-
tion 5.2, we discuss how to extract such transients from molecular dynamics simulations of
Lennard-Jones systems. As it turns out, on the length scale of these systems, the diffusive
propagation of the shear modes is comparable to the sonic propagation of the longitudinal
modes—quite opposite to what is expected in commonplace liquids such as water.
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2.6 An illustrative example
A particularly simple and yet instructive toy problem is provided by a single viscosity step
from η = η0/κ at the surface of the particle, r = R, to η0 at some distance r = βR. For the
translation of a spherical particle, the general ansatz for the velocity and pressure fields,
u = urrˆ + uθθˆ and p, reads [78]:
ur(r, θ) =
(
a0 +
a1
r
+ a2r
2 +
a3
r3
)
cos θ
uθ(r, θ) = −
(
a0 +
a1
2r
+ 2a2r
2 − a3
2r3
)
sin θ
p(r, θ) = p0 +
(a1
r2
+ 10a2r
)
η cos θ ,
(2.71)
where ur and uθ denote the radial resp. polar velocity components. In an infinite homo-
geneous system, the coefficients are [74]
a0 = U, a1 = −3UR/2, a2 = 0, a3 = UR3/2 , (2.72)
with the particle speed U relative to the resting fluid at infinity.
With a step in the viscosity at r = βR the coefficients ai take two different values
each—to the left and right of βR. These coefficients are found by matching the boundary
conditions at r = R, r = βR, and r → ∞ for the velocity and the stress. More precisely,
the following linear system of equations needs to be solved, the full details being given in
section 4.1.1:
Ma = v (2.73)
with
M ≡

0 0 0 0 1 0 0
R3 R2 R5 1 0 0 0
−2R3 −R2 −4R5 1 0 0 0
R3β3 R2β2 R5β5 1 −R3β3 −R2β2 −1
−2R3β3 −R2β2 −4R5β5 1 2R3β3 R2β2 −1
0 R
2β2η0
κ
2R5β5η0
κ
2η0
κ 0 −R2β2η0 −2η0
0 0 R
5β5η0
κ
η0
κ 0 0 −η0

, (2.74)
a ≡

a0(r < βR)
a1(r < βR)
a2(r < βR)
a3(r < βR)
a0(r > βR)
a1(r > βR)
a3(r > βR)

, v ≡

U
0
0
0
0
0
0

, (a2(r > βR) = 0) . (2.75)
We find as solution,
a =
U
C

βκ[β5(4κ+ 6) + 5β2(κ− 1)− 9κ+ 9]
−3Rβκ[β5(2κ+ 3)− 2κ+ 2]
−3βκR−2(β2 − 1)(κ− 1)
R3β3κ[β3(2κ+ 3)− 2κ+ 2]
C
−3Rβ[β5(2κ+ 3)− 2κ+ 2]
R3β3[−3β5(κ− 1) + 5β3κ− 2κ+ 2]

, (2.76)
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where
C = 6β5 + (6β6 + 3β5 − 10β3 + 9β − 8)κ+ (β − 1)4[β(4β + 7) + 4]κ2 + 4 (2.77)
has been factored out for clarity, being the greatest common divisor to most coefficients.
The friction coefficient ζHBM is obtained by dividing the total force, i. e., the integrated
surface stress, by the velocity of the sphere in the direction of the force. The magnitude
of this force is
F =
∮
SR
(−p cos θ + τrr cos θ − τrθ sin θ) dS . (2.78)
With the shear stress tensor components τrr = 2η∂rur and τrθ = η[(∂θur)/r+∂ruθ−uθ/r],
a lengthy but straightforward calculation (see section 4.1.1) shows
F = −4piηa1|r=R . (2.79)
Hence, the friction coefficient reads
ζHBM =
12piη0βR
C [β
5(2κ+ 3)− 2κ+ 2] . (2.80)
Observe that in the isothermal limit (κ → 1, β → 1), the correct value ζ0 = 6piη0R is
recovered. The dependence of ζHBM/ζ0 on κ and β is depicted in figure 2.2 and exhibits
the steepest slope close to κ = 1 or β = 1. In absolute terms, the reduction of the friction
grows the further the step is located away from the particle’s surface, and the steeper
it is, naturally. At this point, a remark on the monotonicity of the partial derivatives
with respect to the parameters might be of interest. Although, at first glance, figure 2.2
suggests a redundancy of the parameters κ and β, a closer inspection in figure 2.3 reveals a
qualitatively different behavior. Whereas ∂κζHBM continuously approaches zero as β → 1,
∂βζHBM diverges as β → 1 as long as κ 6= 1. In other words, the limits β → 1 and κ→ 1
do not interchange in approaching the isothermal system from the heated one. This can
be understood in the following way: On the one hand, applying κ→ 1 first, establishes the
isothermal case for all values of β > 1, and renders the friction independent of β. On the
other hand, setting β = 1 with κ > 1 resembles a slip surface condition in the isothermal
system, which always exhibits a discontinuity in the stress at the particle surface, by
construction. Further, it is interesting to observe how first a saddle point, and then two
extrema appear in ∂βζHBM as κ is increased, while ∂
2
κζHBM has no zeros at all.
To obtain the effective temperature T xHBM, the dissipation function φ(r) associated
with the solution (2.71) is required. Using the notation A : B ≡ ∑i,j AijBij , it is defined
via the deformation rate tensor Γ(r) as [78]
φ(r) ≡ 2η0Γ(r) :Γ(r) = η0
[∇u(r)+(∇u(r))T ] : [∇u(r)+(∇u(r))T ] /2
= 2η0
[
(∂rur)
2 +
(
(∂θuθ + ur)
2 + (ur + uθ cot θ)
2
)
r−2
]
+ η0 [r∂r(uθ/r) + (∂θur)/r]
2 ,
(2.81)
which depends only on r and θ for the solution (2.71),
φ(r, θ) = η0
[
9(r5a2 + a3)
2 sin2 θ + 3
(−r2a1 + 2r5a2 − 3a3)2 cos2 θ]/r8. (2.82)
Integration over the solid angle gives the radial viscous dissipation
φ(r) =
η0
r8
[
15a23 + 6a1a3r
2 + r4
(
a21 − 4a1a2r3 + 10a22r6
)]
, (2.83)
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Figure 2.2: Friction coefficient ζHBM of a hot sphere of radius R surrounded by a solvent
with a viscosity step from η0/κ to η0 at r = βR, normalized to the isoviscous value
ζ0 = 6piη0R.
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Figure 2.3: Dependence of the friction coefficient ζHBM and its derivative on the parameters
β and κ, individually. From the upper to the lower curves, the step height is increased as
κ = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 in the left, and the radial position of the step grows as β = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5+0.1
in the right plots.
from which the total dissipation follows as 2pi
∫∞
R φ(r)r
2dr. For constant viscosity we may
use the coefficients (2.72) to find
φ(r) =
η0U
2R2
r8
[
15
4
R4 − 9
2
R2r2 +
9
4
r4
]
. (2.84)
Plugging this into the definition (2.56) of T xHBM yields
T xHBM =
∫
V T (r)φ(r) d
3r∫
V φ(r) d
3r
= T0 + ∆TR
∫∞
R r
−1φ(r)r2 dr∫∞
R φ(r)r
2 dr
= T0 + ∆TR
5/(8R2)
3/(2R)
= T0 +
5
12
∆T ,
(2.85)
where we have assumed Fourier’s law, T (r) = T0 + ∆TR/r, for the second equality. For
the considered step profile, we obtained another closed result T xHBM(∆T ;κ, β) depending
on the parameters κ and β, which is however too lengthy to be depicted here.
Instead, we wish to compare T xHBM(∆T ;κ, β) to the temperature T
θ
HBM(∆T ;κ, β) of
the rotational Brownian motion of the sphere. It is calculated from the ansatz for the flow
velocity
u(r, θ, φ) = uφφˆ = w(r) sin θ φˆ , (2.86)
where it can be shown that w(r) is given by [82]
w(r) = c1r + c2r
∫ ∞
r
1
η(x)x4
dx . (2.87)
Again, using the definition of the dissipation function φ ≡ η Γ : Γ/2 yields
φ = η
(
w′ − w/r)2 sin2 θ ≡ ηγ2 sin2 θ , (2.88)
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from which we get
T θHBM =
∫∞
R T (r)η
−1(r)r−4 dr∫∞
R η
−1(r)r−4 dr
. (2.89)
As ratio between the relative effective temperatures for rotational and translational Brow-
nian motion, we thus find
T rHBM − T0
T tHBM − T0
=
p0 + p1κ+ p2κ
2 + p3κ
3 + p4κ
4
q0 + q1κ+ q2κ2 + q3κ3 + q4κ4
, (2.90)
where (β ≡ 1 + )
p0 − q0 = 8
(
3(+ 1)5 + 2
)2
p1 − q1 = 
(
16213 + 217812 + 1348211 + 5103010 + 1319319
+ 2463908 + 3436057 + 3663606 + 3046855
+ 2006104 + 1043253 + 413502 + 11400+ 1800
)
p2 − q2 = 32
(
2413 + 42312 + 325211 + 1474310 + 446309
+ 966648 + 1567607 + 1964806 + 1938205
+ 1504154 + 897503 + 393252 + 11550+ 1800
)
p3 − q3 = 3
(
9612 + 125111 + 770410 + 300219 + 832808
+ 1741657 + 2810906 + 3499955 + 3305404
+ 2299503 + 1125002 + 35100+ 5400
)
p4 − q4 = 28
(
167 + 1596 + 6815 + 16344 + 24003 + 22202 + 1260+ 360
)
.
(2.91)
Obviously, since β > 1 by definition, and thus  > 0, each coefficient pi in the numerator of
eq. (2.90) is strictly larger than the corresponding coefficient in the denominator, qi. Hence,
for a viscosity profile that increases from η(R) to η0 in a single step, we have shown that
T θHBM > T
x
HBM holds. That this ordering of the effective temperatures should be generic
is difficult to prove in full rigor, but all numerical and simulation results obtained so far
support this hypothesis [70].
Apart from being a analytically tractable minimal system, there are actual examples
in which a simple viscosity step serves as a sound approximation. Consider a colloidal
suspension with a mixture of 2,6-lutidine and water as solvent. This binary liquid is
prominent for demonstrating the critical Casimir effect [83] since its critical temperature
of demixing lies close to room temperature. By maintaining the system close to this
temperature, a bit of selective laser-heating suffices to induce Casimir forces between
nearby colloids, namely by a local demixing of the solvent. As the viscosity of water and
of 2,6-lutidine differ [84], the friction on the heated colloid must be calculated in the way
just presented. Of course, the assumption of a radially symmetric viscosity profile is not
quite met in a strongly fluctuating environment close to the critical point, but stronger
heating would probably improve the applicability of the assumption.
2.7 Summary
Observing a strong timescale separation between heat and vorticity diffusion, on one side,
and the Brownian motion of the particle, on the other side, a Markovian theory of hot
Brownian motion has been derived in this chapter. After recapitulating some statistical
physics of fluctuations, we have introduced the concept of fluctuating hydrodynamics. This
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theory was originally invented for equilibrium systems. By extending it to our nonequi-
librium system, we have obtained analytical expressions for the effective temperature and
friction coefficient, THBM and ζHBM, which govern the Brownian motion of nonisothermal
suspended particles. Moreover, we have discussed different limits as well as a nonlinear
extension of the theory. As a first analytical application of the abstract results, the ex-
ample of a viscosity step has been discussed in detail, revealing some implications for the
order of different effective temperatures that reach beyond this particular example.
Appendix 2.A Fluctuating hydrodynamics
In this appendix, we recapitulate the complete formal derivation of THBM, given in the
supplement to ref. [67], which was originally worked out by our collaborator M. V. Gnann.
It accomplishes an exact contraction of the fluctuating hydrodynamics description to the
postulated effective Markovian Langevin equation (2.14). We therefore split the fluid
velocity and the pressure into a systematic part (u, p) and a random part (u˜, p˜) that obey
eqs. (2.46),
∇ · Π(r, t) = 0, t ≥ 0, r ∈ V, (2.92a)
∇ · u(r, t) = 0, t ≥ 0, r ∈ V, (2.92b)
u(r, t) = U(t) + Ω(t)× r, t ≥ 0, r ∈ ∂B (2.92c)
and eqs. (2.47),
∇ · Π˜(r, t) = −∇ · τ˜(r, t), t ≥ 0, r ∈ V, (2.93a)
∇ · u˜(r, t) = 0, t ≥ 0, r ∈ V, (2.93b)
u˜(r, t) = 0, t ≥ 0, r ∈ ∂B, (2.93c)
where Πij = 2ηΓij − δijp (Π˜ij = 2ηΓ˜ij − δij p˜), with Γ = (∇u + ∇uT )/2 (Γ˜ = (∇u˜ +
∇u˜T )/2), denotes the systematic (random) stress tensor and (U(t),Ω(t)) the velocity and
angular momentum of the Brownian particle B. The sum (u + u˜, p + p˜) then solves the
inhomogeneous Stokes problem with inhomogeneous boundary conditions. Note that B
denotes the interior of the Brownian particle, while B¯ and ∂B denote its closure and
boundary. Then, the volume V is given by V = R3 \ B¯. (The following argumentation can
be easily generalized to bounded volumes V by choosing appropriate boundary conditions
on ∂V \ ∂B for the fluid velocity). The motion of the Brownian particle is described by
Newton’s law, eqs. (2.48),
mU˙(t) = −
∫
∂B
(Π(r, t) + Π˜(r, t)) · n(r) d2r , (2.94a)
J · Ω˙(t) = −
∫
∂B
r ×
[
(Π(r, t) + Π˜(r, t)) · n(r)
]
d2r . (2.94b)
Here, n(r) denotes the inner normal field of B and m and J the mass of the Brownian
particle and the tensor of inertia. Eqs. (2.92), (2.93), and (2.94) are complemented by the
local fluctuation–dissipation theorem (2.39),
〈τ˜ij(r, t)τ˜kl(r′, t′)〉 = 2η(r, t)kBT (r, t)δ(r − r′)δ(t− t′) [δikδjl + δilδjk] , (2.95)
(and τ˜ = 0 on ∂B) which specifies the two-point correlations for the Gaussian white noise
representing the thermal stress fluctuations in the fluid according to the local equilibrium
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assumption. For a discussion of choosing proper boundary conditions for τ˜ we refer to
ref. [76].
Our aim is to achieve a contraction of the problem by integrating out the fluid variables
following Hauge and Martin-Lo¨f [76]. We therefore define
b(t) =
(
U(t)
Ω(t)
)
, L :=
(
m 0
0 J
)
,
obeying a linear Langevin equation of the form
L · b˙(t) = h(t) + h˜(t), (2.96)
where
h(t) = −
∫
∂B
(
Π(r, t) · n(r)
r × [Π(r, t) · n(r)]
)
d2r , (2.97a)
h˜(t) = −
∫
∂B
(
Π˜(r, t) · n(r)
r ×
[
Π˜(r, t) · n(r)
])d2r (2.97b)
are systematic and random forces and torques acting on B.
Since eq. (2.92) is linear, velocity and pressure fields u(r, t) and p(r, t) are linear func-
tionals of b(t) subject to the boundary conditions (2.92c). Moreover, since by eq. (2.97a)
h(t) is a linear functional of b(t), we can write
h(t) = −Z · b(t). (2.98)
The positive semidefinite friction tensor Z is defined by specifying its quadratic form
b · Z · b for arbitrary, but time-independent, b. Using antisymmetry of the box product
under transpositions and Gauss’ integral theorem, we gain
b · Z · b =
∫
∂B
U · Π (r, t) · n(r) d2r +
∫
∂B
Ω · [r × (Π(r, t) · n(r))] d2r
=
∫
∂B
[U + Ω× r] · [Π(r, t) · n(r)] d2r
(2.92c)
=
∫
∂B
[(u(r, t)) · Π(r, t)] · n(r) d2r
=
∫
V
∇ · [Π(r, t) · u(r, t)] d3r
=
∫
V
[(∂iΠij)uj + Πij∂iuj ] d
3r
(2.92a)
=
∫
V
Πij∂iuj d
3r
=
∫
V
[η(∂iuj + ∂jui)− pδij ] ∂iuj d3r
(2.92b)
=
∫
V
φ(r, t) d3r,
(2.99)
where we used the definition of the dissipation function φ(r, t) as
φ = η [(∂iuj)(∂iuj) + (∂iuj)(∂jui)] .
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Due to the structure of eq. (2.93) and the representation of the random forces by
eq. (2.97b), h˜(t) describes Gaussian white noise, too. It therefore suffices to characterize
the two-point correlation matrix
〈
h˜(t)⊗ h˜(t′)
〉
, which is positive semidefinite. Hence, we
fix an arbitrary b ∈ R6 and calculate the correlations
b ·
〈
h˜(t)⊗ h˜(t′)
〉
· b =
〈(
b · h˜(t)
)(
b · h˜(t′)
)〉
.
Then, we find
b · h˜(t) = −U ·
∫
∂B
Π˜(r, t) · n(r) d2r −Ω
∫
∂B
r ×
[
Π˜(r, t) · n(r)
]
d2r
=
∫
∂B
[U + Ω× r] ·
[
Π˜(r, t) · n(r)
]
d2r
(2.92c)
=
∫
∂B
[
(u(r, t)) · Π˜(r, t)
]
· n(r) d2r
=
∫
V
∇ ·
[
Π˜(r, t) · u(r, t)
]
d3r
=
∫
V
[
(∂iΠ˜ij)uj + Π˜ij∂iuj
]
d3r .
(2.100a)
Using the definition of the stress tensor and eq. (2.93a), we arrive at
b · h˜(t) = −
∫
V
(∂iτ˜ij)uj d
3r +
∫
V
[η(∂iu˜j + ∂j u˜i)− p˜δij ] ∂iuj d3r
(2.92b)
= −
∫
V
(∂iτ˜ij)uj d
3r +
∫
V
η
2
(∂iu˜j + ∂j u˜i)(∂iuj + ∂jui) d
3r
(2.93b)
= −
∫
V
(∂iτ˜ij)ujd
3r +
∫
V
Πij∂iu˜j d
3r
(2.93c)
= −
∫
V
(∂iτ˜ij)ujd
3r −
∫
V
(∂iΠij) u˜j d
3r
(2.92a)
=
∫
V
τ˜ij∂iuj d
3r .
(2.100b)
In the last equality we also used the property τ˜ = 0 on ∂B. Using this result for the
two-point correlations of h˜, we gain
b ·
〈
h˜(t)⊗ h˜(t′)
〉
· b
=
∫
V
∫
V
(∂iuj(r, t))(∂kul(r
′, t′))
〈
τ˜ij(r, t)τ˜kl(r
′, t′)
〉
d3r d3r′
(2.95)
=
∫
V
2η(r, t)kBT (r, t)δ(t− t′)
× [(∂iuj(r, t))(∂iuj(r, t′)) + (∂iuj(r, t))(∂jui(r, t′))]d3r
=
∫
V
2kBT (r, t)δ(t− t′)φ(r, t) d3r .
(2.101)
Comparison with eq. (2.99) yields〈
h˜(t)⊗ h˜(t′)
〉
= 2ZkBTHBMδ(t− t′), (2.102)
with THBM given by
THBM =
∫
V T (r, t)φ(r, t) d
3r∫
V φ(r, t) d
3r
, (2.103)
as stated in eq. (2.56).
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2.A.1 Universality of leading order
It turns out that the linear order in ∆T of THBM is universal for all constitutive relations
η(T ). Let T (r) = T0(1 + (r)) and φ(r) = φ0(1 + O()), where (r) ∝ ∆T describes the
(small) variation from the ambient temperature T0. Then, retaining only terms up to O(),
THBM =
∫
φT0(1 + ) d
3r∫
φ d3r
= T0
(
1 +
∫
φ d3r∫
φ d3r
)
= T0
(
1 +
∫
φ0 d
3r∫
φ0 d3r +
∫
φ0O() d3r
)
= T0
(
1 +
∫
 φ0 d
3r∫
φ0 d3r
)
,
(2.104)
which is determined only by the isothermal dissipation function φ0. The same first order
coefficient is also obtained from the thermodynamic estimate (1.13), viz.
Θ =
∫
φ d3r
/∫
φ
T0(1 + )
d3r =
T0
∫
φ d3r∫
φ(1− ) d3r = T0
(
1−
∫
φ d3r∫
φ d3r
)−1
= T0
(
1 +
∫
φ d3r∫
φ d3r
)
.
(2.105)
Chapter 3
Various Realizations of Hot
Brownian Motion
The technical difficulties in the discussion of hot Brownian motion arise from the equations
of fluid dynamics with space-dependent viscosity. Whereas closed analytical solutions to
the Stokes equations with constant viscosity exist for various boundary conditions, such
solutions rarely exist in the case of inhomogeneous viscosity. In this chapter, we discuss in
detail different boundary conditions for the Stokes equations with radial viscosity profiles.
3.1 Hydrodynamics
3.1.1 Simple and not so simple problems
The Stokes problem, i. e., finding the friction force on a translating sphere in a viscous
liquid, is one of the most famous examples of hydrodynamic boundary value problems
which are exactly solvable—at least in the limit of a vanishing Reynolds number Re→ 0.
In general, the complete set of equations describing the dynamics of an incompressible
Newtonian liquid, the Navier–Stokes equations,
∂u
∂t
+ (u· ∇)u = −∇
(p
ρ
)
+ 2∇· νΓ (3.1a)
∇·u = 0 , (3.1b)
allow their solution only by numerical methods. However, due to the absence of a con-
structive proof, so far, there are no rigorous statements concerning the validity of these
numerical solutions with respect to the idealized problem (3.1) [85]. Here, u(r, t), p(r, t),
and Γ(r, t) denote the flow velocity, pressure and strain rate tensor, respectively, and ρ
and ν(r, t) ≡ η(r, t)/ρ the density and kinematic viscosity of the liquid. Note that in the
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations the pressure only serves as a Lagrange multiplier
to satisfy the condition (3.1b) [86]. A whole science and industry has developed under the
label “computational fluid dynamics” (CFD) dealing with algorithms and procedures to
model fluid flow at various length scales around objects of arbitrary shape. Under certain
conditions pertaining to the symmetry and scale, both in size and velocity, of the system
considered, solutions can be found analytically. The most prominent number to discrim-
inate different scales is the Reynolds number Re, defined as follows. Eq. (3.1a) can be
reformulated in reduced variables
u := u/U, t := t·U/L, x := x/L,
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with characteristic length L and velocity U . In the case of homogeneous viscosity η(r, t) =
η0, the last term of eq. (3.1a) can be rewritten as 2ν∇· Γ = ν∇2u, which scales as νU/L2.
After multiplication by L2/(νU), eq. (3.1a) then becomes
UL
ν
(
∂u
∂t
+ u· ∇u
)
= −∇ pL
ηU
+∇2u. (3.2)
The factor Re ≡ ULν is called Reynolds number and relates the magnitude of inertial to
viscous forces. In the case of viscous flow around a colloid of microscopic size σ, the relevant
length scale L is set by σ, and the velocity scale is set by the relative speed U between the
colloid and the fluid resting at infinity. For an exemplary suspension of micron-sized beads
in water (ρ = 103 kg/m3, µ = 10−3 kg/m s), realistic scales are σ ∼ 10−6 m, U ∼ 10−2 m/s,
and the Reynolds number is Re ∼ 10−2  1. Under these conditions, the l. h. s. of eq. (3.2)
is much smaller than the r. h. s. and is therefore neglected in the so-called creeping flow
approximation, resulting in the stationary Stokes equations
∇p = 2∇· ηΓ = 2Γ∇η + η∇2u, (3.3a)
∇·u = 0 . (3.3b)
Sometimes the condition (3.3b) is erroneously identified with the incompressibility prop-
erty of the fluid. While it is true that a constant density ρ in conjunction with the
continuity equation,
∂tρ = ∇· (ρu) = ∇ρ·u+ ρ∇·u , (3.4)
implies ∇·u = 0, the converse implication, namely ∇·u = 0 → ρ = const., does not
hold, however. Spatial modulations in ρ do not necessarily imply that the flow cannot be
considered divergence-free. As remarked, e. g., by Zwanzig and Bixon [47], even physically
compressible liquids are described by eqs. (3.3) under stationary conditions. In the case
of hot Brownian motion, we may assume the temperature field to follow the Brownian
particle instantaneously, and thus the density profile, too. The convection of ∇ρ with
the flow u is then the only source of temporal variation ∂tρ, and the second summand in
eq. (3.4), ρ∇·u, vanishes. In general, effects of the compressibility only come into play for
high frequency modes of motion. However, as is shown in ref. [43], in three dimensions, the
relevant systematic part of the flow field around a Brownian particle equals that created
by a steady motion of the particle.
3.1.1.1 Axisymmetric flow
“Simple” solutions of these equations arise due to a high symmetry and / or the homogene-
ity of the system considered. For the example of a translating sphere in an homogeneous
liquid, the flow field must be axisymmetric about the sphere’s velocity U , i. e., independent
of the angle φ. This allows the treatment in terms of the Stokes stream function Ψ(r) which
is defined up to a normalization constant as the flux through any surface with its perimeter
given by the revolution of r around the symmetry axis. It can be shown that the velocity
field has the vector potential −Ψ∇φ. More specifically, u = −∇×(Ψ∇φ) = rˆr ∂zΨ− zˆr ∂rΨ,
whereby its divergence is assured to vanish through the identity ∇·∇ × (.) = 0 [87]. One
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observes the following property, which is due to the axisymmetry,
∇× u = −∇×∇× (Ψφˆ/r)
= −∇(∇·Ψφˆ/r) +∇2Ψφˆ/r
= [∆(Ψ/r)−Ψ/r3]φˆ
= [(∆Ψ)/r + 2(∇r−1)· (∇Ψ) + Ψ/r3 −Ψ/r3]φˆ
=
φˆ
r
[
∆− 2
r
rˆ· ∇
]
Ψ ≡ φˆ
r
E2Ψ ,
(3.5)
where the identities (3.99), (3.100), and (3.101) have sequentially been used. In spherical
coordinates (r, θ, φ), the axisymmetric Laplace-operator reads
∆ =
1
r2
∂r(r
2∂r) +
1
r2 sin θ
∂θ(sin θ∂θ)
= ∂2r +
2
r
∂r +
cos θ
r2 sin θ
∂θ +
1
r2
∂2θ ,
(3.6)
and the term completing it to E2 reads
2
r sin θ
(sin θrˆ + cos θθˆ)· ∇ = 2
r
∂r +
2 cos θ
r2 sin θ
∂θ . (3.7)
Hence, the operator E2, defined in eq. (3.5), reads in spherical coordinates
E2 = ∂2r −
cos θ
r2 sin θ
∂θ +
1
r2
∂2θ = ∂
2
r +
sin θ
r2
∂θ
(
1
sin θ
∂θ
)
. (3.8)
Irrotational velocity field Any irrotational solution u can thus be found by solving
E2Ψ = 0. It satisfies the Stokes equations (3.3) only in certain cases. First, if the
viscosity is homogeneous, the curl eliminates the terms ∇p and η∇2u in eq. (3.3), and
∇ × Γ∇η = 0. Consequently, every irrotational flow satisfies the Stokes equations for
η = η0. The pressure p is then to be found from eq. (3.3) via ∇·∇p = η∇2(∇·u) = 0.
Second, under inhomogeneous conditions, but for translational symmetry in the z-direction
(such as for the flow around an infinite cylinder), one calculates
∇× Γ∇η = 1
r
(∂r [(∂rη)∂φ(∂rΨ + Ψ/r)]− (∂rη)∂rrφΨ) zˆ = 0 , (3.9)
where the second equality holds due to the axisymmetry whence ∂φ(.) = 0. And,
∇× η∇2u = [(∂zη)(∆ur − ur/r2)− (∂rη)∆uz + η∇×∇2u] φˆ
= (∂rη)
(
∂rΨ
r3
− ∂rrΨ
r2
+
∂rrrΨ
r
)
φˆ ,
(3.10)
where explicit use has been made of the translational symmetry and the assumption ∇×
u = 0. Thus, the right hand side of eq. (3.3a) is curl-free and therefore must possess a
potential which is identified with the pressure p if and only if Ψ satisfies
∂rΨ
r3
− ∂rrΨ
r2
+
∂rrrΨ
r
= 0 . (3.11)
The general solution of which reads
Ψ(r) = Ψ0 + c[1 + ln(r/r0)]r
2 , (3.12)
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with constants Ψ0, c, r0. In fact, eq. (3.11) simply constitutes the condition ∇ × u = 0
in terms of the stream function. So the Stokes equations are satisfied by irrotational,
axi- and translationsymmetric flows determined by the stream function (3.12), even if the
viscosity is inhomogeneous. However, such solutions diverge for r → ∞, a problem to
be discussed in a later section which pertains to the Reynolds number not being small at
large distances. Whatever the viscosity profile η(r) is explicitly, the equations (3.3) reduce
to scalar differential equations in r for Ψ, rendering the solution to the Stokes problem a
feasible task—favorable boundary conditions provided.
If the system is neither translationally symmetric nor is the viscosity homogeneous,
the terms on the r. h. s. of eq. (3.3a) read
Γ∇η =
[
(∂rη)
(
∂rzΨ
r
− ∂zΨ
r2
)
+
1
2
(∂zη)
(
∂rΨ
r2
− ∂rrΨ
r
+
∂zzΨ
r
)]
rˆ
+
[
1
2
(∂rη)
(
∂rΨ
r2
− ∂rrΨ
r
+
∂zzΨ
r
)
− (∂zη)
(
∂rzΨ
r
)]
zˆ (3.13a)
η∇2u = η
([
∂rrzΨ
r
− ∂rzΨ
r2
+
∂zzzΨ
r
]
rˆ
+
[
−∂rΨ
r3
+
∂rrΨ
r2
− ∂rrrΨ
r
− ∂rzzΨ
r
]
zˆ
)
(3.13b)
= 0 by the identity (3.99) with ∇× u = 0, and ∇·u = 0. (3.13c)
Due to the existence of various mixed products of η and derivatives thereof with deriva-
tives of Ψ to different orders, which do not cancel even after taking the curl, a set of
partial coupled differential equations persists. Their solution can, in general, be found
only approximately, e. g., by series expansions for small r.
Velocity field with nonvanishing curl Obviously, E2Ψ obeys the same symmetry
as Ψ itself, i. e., it is independent of the angle φ. Therefore, substituting Ψ by E2Ψ in
eq. (3.5) yields
−∇×∇×
( φˆ
r
E2Ψ
)
=
φˆ
r
E2(E2Ψ) (3.14)
⇔ ∇×∇×∇× u = − φˆ
r
E2(E2Ψ) ≡ − φˆ
r
E4Ψ . (3.15)
This identity allows for a “simple” solution in the case of homogeneous viscosity η(r) = η0.
Taking the curl of eq. (3.3a), and using the vector identity (3.99), yields
0 = −∇× (η0∇×∇× u) = φˆ
r
E4Ψ , (3.16)
which is a scalar differential equation in the variables r and z. In general, it can be solved
by separation of variables, as demonstrated, for instance, by Happel and Brenner [87].
Probably the most prominent example of axisymmetric flow is that of a solid sphere
uniformly dragged through a quiescent fluid. Trying the ansatz Ψ(r, θ) = f(r) sin2 θ, we
find from eq. (3.8),
E2Ψ(r, θ) = f ′′(r) sin2 θ − 2f(r)r−2 sin2 θ ≡ g(r) sin2 θ . (3.17)
And eq. (3.16) implies 0 = E2[g(r) sin2 θ] ⇔ g′′ − 2g/r2 = 0, which has the fundamental
solutions r2 and 1/r. Obviously, f ′′− 2f/r2 = g = c1/r+ c3r2 has the same homogeneous
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solutions for the function f(r), plus the particular solution c3r
4/10 − c1r/2. Altogether,
the solution to eq. (3.16) reads
Ψ(r, θ) = (c0/r − c1r/2 + c2r2 + c3r4/10) sin2 θ , (3.18)
and from the definition of the stream function,
u = −∇× (Ψ∇φ) = −∇×
[
Ψ/(r sin θ)φˆ
]
= rˆ/(r2 sin θ)∂θΨ− θˆ/(r sin θ)∂rΨ , (3.19)
this yields
ur(r, θ) =
(
2c0/r
3 − c1/r + 2c2 + c23/5
)
cos θ
uθ(r, θ) =
(
c0/r
3 + c1/(2r)− 2c2 − 2c3r2/5
)
sin θ .
(3.20)
Now, the pressure p(r, θ) can be found directly by integrating the momentum Stokes
equation, leading to the complete solution (p,u) stated in eq. (2.71). The force on a
sphere of radius R moving at a constant velocity U can thus be calculated to be
F = −6piη0RU ≡ −ζ0U , (3.21)
which defines its friction coefficient ζ0 in a homogeneous fluid.
Unfortunately, in the case of an inhomogeneous viscosity profile, the Stokes equations
cannot be reduced to eq. (3.16), but one is left with the full expressions (3.9) and (3.10),
none of which vanish trivially as ∇× u 6= 0. The complications with the mixed products
mentioned above, renders the Stokes problem “not simple”, again.
3.1.1.2 Arbitrary symmetry
If the condition of axial symmetry of the flow field is not met, for instance in the case of the
translation of a rod perpendicular to its symmetry axis, the stream function method does
not apply. Already for a homogeneous viscosity profile, the solution is in general rather
hideous [88–90]. Therefore, some “simple” cases of interest are discussed analytically, in
the following, and some approximations are presented for “not so simple” systems.
3.1.2 A rotating sphere
Whereas the classical rotational Stokes problem of finding the friction coefficient of a
steadily rotating particle in a viscous fluid assumes homogeneity of the density and vis-
cosity, we relax this assumption for the heated rotating particle. The general case of an
arbitrarily shaped heated particle, which induces an asymmetric temperature profile in
the solvent, gives rise to formidable technical complications. With the aim of deriving
analytical results, we simplify our discussion to a spherical bead (cf. figure 3.1), in the
following. We may therefore assume a radial temperature field T (r) [91] which translates
into a radially varying viscosity η(r) via some (known) constitutive law. We further take
the solvent to be incompressible, which is a good approximation for most common solvents,
such as water, and eases the calculation.
For the purely rotational motion of a steadily rotating sphere, analytical solutions can
be found, as follows.
1. Due to the cylindrical symmetry the flow field does not depend on the azimuthal
angle φ.
2. Neglecting centrifugal effects, there is no reason to assume the flow field to contain
a polar component.
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Figure 3.1: Artist’s conception of a Brownian particle heated by a focussed laser beam [70].
An orientation vector, arbitrarily assigned to the particle initially, allows to keep track
of the rotational Brownian motion. The angle θ is defined as the angle between this
orientation vector and the z-axis in the laboratory frame. When the particle orientation
is confined to a potential, the distribution of θ serves as a means to determine its effective
temperature of rotational hot Brownian motion.
3. Due to stationarity and the absence of sinks and sources, there cannot be a radial
component of the flow field.
4. A radially symmetric viscosity profile does not disturb the property of the homoge-
neous system that the angular velocity is constant throughout a thin spherical fluid
shell at radius r.
The high symmetry of the velocity field
u(r, θ, φ) = uφφˆ = w(r) sin θ φˆ (3.22)
around the sphere entails a highly degenerate strain rate tensor. The tensor element Γθφ
contains uφ only in the form ∂θ(uφ/ sin θ) = ∂θw(r) = 0, leaving us with only a single
relevant entry (see section 3.B)
Γφr =
1
2
(
∂ruφ − uφ
r
)
=
1
2
(
w′ − w
r
)
sin θ . (3.23)
Since the viscosity is assumed to vary only radially, its gradient is ∇η(r) = η′rˆ, and the
equation of motion, eq. (3.3a), reduces to
∇p = [2η′Γφr + η∇2uφ − ηuφr−2 sin−2 θ] φˆ
=
[
η
(
w′′ +
2
r
w′ − 2
r2
w +
w
r2 sin2 θ
)
sin θ
+ η′
(
w′ − w
r
)
sin θ − η w
r2 sin θ
]
φˆ .
(3.24)
Due to the cylindrical symmetry, the pressure gradient must not contain an azimuthal
component, though, i. e., ∇p = 0. This leads to the ordinary differential equation for
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w(r),
η′
η
(
w′ − w
r
)
+ w′′ +
2
r
w′ − 2
r2
w = 0
⇔ w′′ +
(
2
r
+
η′
η
)
w′ −
(
2
r
+
η′
η
)
w
r
= 0 .
(3.25)
For the known case of a constant viscosity η(r) = η0 one easily verifies by insertion the
solution w = a1r + a2/r
2 with constants ai. For an unbounded fluid a1 = 0 so that the
flow field takes the familiar form u = Ω × r(R/r)3 for a sphere of radius R rotating at
constant angular velocity Ω. A constant viscosity can be interpreted as a degenerate case
(for n = 2) of the power law viscosity field
η(r) = η0(r/R)
n−2 . (3.26)
For the latter η′/η = (n− 2)/r, hence eq. (3.25) reduces to
w′′ + nw′/r − nw/r2 = 0 , (3.27)
which has the general solution
w(r) = a1r + a2r
−n . (3.28)
Thus, the flow field in an unbounded fluid with a viscosity as in eq. (3.26) with arbitrary
n > 0, reads
u = Ω× r (R/r)n+1 . (3.29)
For even more general viscosity profiles η(r), the task of solving eq. (3.25) can be reduced
to an integration using the Wronskian.
Recapitulate that one can prove that the equation
y′′ + P (x)y′ −Q(x)y = 0 (3.30)
has at most two independent solutions y1 and y2 [92]. The Wronskian is defined as
W ≡ y1y′2 − y′1y2 . (3.31)
Differentiating the Wronskian yields
W ′ = y1y′′2 − y′′1y2
= y1[−P (x)y′2 +Q(x)y2]− [−P (x)y′1 +Q(x)y1]y2
= −P (x)[y1y′2 − y′1y2] = −P (x)W ,
(3.32)
which can be integrated to obtain
W = W0 exp
[
−
∫ x
P (x1)dx1
]
(3.33)
directly. On the other hand it follows from eq. (3.31) that
W = y21
(
y2
y1
)′
, (3.34)
and hence knowing one solution y1, the second one can be calculated by equating eq. (3.33)
and eq. (3.34) and subsequent integration. N. b. the lower integration limit is unimportant
as it may be subsumed in the constant W0.
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Knowing the particular solution w(r) = r, the second solution w2 is (up to a scaling
factor)
w2(r) = w1(r)
∫ ∞
r
exp
[
−
∫ r1
(η′/η + 2/r2) dr2
] /
w21(r1) dr1
= r
∫ ∞
r
exp [− ln η(r1)− 2 ln r1]
/
r21 dr1
= r
∫ ∞
r
1
η(r1)r41
dr1 ,
(3.35)
and the general solution to eq. (3.25) reads
a1r + a2r
∫ ∞
r
1
η(r1)r41
dr1 . (3.36)
For power-law viscosity profiles with an additive constant η = η0−c(r/R)−m one calculates
w(r) = a1r − a2
(
r
R
)m
c(m− 3)r2 2F1
(
1,
m− 3
m
; 2− 3
m
;
η0
(
r
R
)m
c
)
, (3.37)
where 2F1(a, b; c; z) denotes the hypergeometric function. The result for a common liquid,
such as water, can be found in appendix 3.D.1—together with a detailed calculation.
3.1.2.1 Effective rotational temperature
In order to calculate T θHBM from its definition (2.56), we require the dissipation function
φ ≡ ηΓ : Γ/2. For the rotational flow field in eq. (3.22), it reads
φ = η
(
w′ − w/r)2 sin2 θ ≡ ηγ2 sin2 θ . (3.38)
Rewriting eq. (3.25) in terms of γ = w′ − w/r, yields
γ′ + ([ln η]′ + 3/r)γ = 0 , (3.39)
which is solved (up to a constant factor) by
γ(r) ∝ (R/r)3/η(r) . (3.40)
Note, that we do not need the full solution w(r) explicitly, at this point, but rather its
“derivative” γ(r). This is to be expected as the viscous forces, and thus the dissipation
function, depend only on the strain rate tensor and not the velocity field itself. From
eq. (3.38) we find
φ ∝ η−1r−6 sin2 θ . (3.41)
Therefore, the temperature governing the rotational degrees of freedom of a heated spher-
ical particle is given by
T θHBM =
∫∞
R T (r)η
−1(r)r−4 dr∫∞
R η
−1(r)r−4 dr
. (3.42)
The accuracy of this prediction is depicted in figure 3.2, where it is compared to the
results from molecular dynamics simulations of a hot nanobead in a Lennard-Jones fluid
(see section 5.2 for details). Even for temperature increments ∆T on the order of the
ambient temperature T0, the theoretical values of T
θ
HBM closely follow those measured in
the simulation.
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Figure 3.2: Effective rotational temperature T θHBM of a heated nanobead in a Lennard-
Jones fluid [67, 70]. The solid line depicts the theoretical prediction (3.42) where the
viscosity and temperature profiles, η(r) and T (r), were directly taken from molecular dy-
namics simulations. By measuring the mean square displacement of an orientation vector
fixed to the bead, the effective diffusion coefficient DθHBM was obtained, which translates
into the effective temperature T θHBM ( ) using the generalized Stokes–Einstein relation
(2.1). The required friction coefficient ζθHBM was determined in separate simulations. A
method to measure the effective temperature T θHBM directly is to record the distribution
of the orientation of the heated particle in a confining potential V (θ). The data closely
followed a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, p(θ) ∝ exp[−V (θ)/kBT θHBM] for each temper-
ature increment ∆T . This is how the points ( ) were obtained. Both sets of data-points
faithfully follow the theoretical prediction and they are distinct form the temperature at
the particle surface ( ) and the effective temperature of translational hot Brownian
motion ( ).
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3.1.2.2 Effective friction coefficient
The torque, a rotating sphere exerts upon the surrounding fluid, is
T =
∫
S
r × f(r)dS , (3.43)
where f(r) = 2ηΓφrφˆ = ηγ sin θ φˆ denotes the surface force density. On the sphere’s
surface S, r × φˆ = −R θˆ = R sin θ zˆ −R cos θ ρˆ, and hence
|T | = 2pi
∫ pi
0
R2 sin θ η(R)|γ(R)| sin θ R sin θ dθ = 8
3
piR3η(R)|γ(R)| , (3.44)
as the φ-integral over the ρˆ-component vanishes identically. The friction coefficient ζ ≡ |T |/|Ω|
is found by solving eq. (3.40) for w. The homogeneous equation
w′ − w/r = 0 (3.45)
has the solution w(r) = cr. Thus varying the constant gives
c′(r)r =
1
η(r)
(
R
r
)3
· const. , (3.46)
which leads to
w(r) =
( r
R
)[
c1 + c2
∫ ∞
r
R3
η(r1)r41
dr1
]
. (3.47)
The boundary conditions u(R) and limr→∞ u(r), and the viscosity profile η(r) fix the
constants c1 and c2, which in turn can then be used to obtain ζ. For an unbounded
medium, w(r →∞) = 0 implies c1 = 0, and w(r = R) = ΩR determines
c2 = ΩR
/∫ ∞
R
R3
η(r1)r41
dr1 . (3.48)
As eq. (3.47) implies
w′(r) =
c2
R
∫ ∞
r
R3
η(r1)r41
dr1 − c2 R
2
η(r)r3
, (3.49)
we find
γ(R) = w′(R)− w(R)/R = −Ω
(
R3η(R)
∫ ∞
R
η(r)−1r−4dr
)−1
, (3.50)
and hence:
ζθHBM =
8
3
pi
/∫ ∞
R
η(r)−1r−4dr . (3.51)
With both the effective temperature and the effective friction coefficient of rotational
hot Brownian motion in eqs. (3.42) and (3.51) at hand, it is a simple exercise to obtain
the effective diffusion coefficient,
DθHBM =
kBT
θ
HBM
ζθHBM
=
3kB
8pi
∫ ∞
R
T (r)η(r)−1r−4dr , (3.52)
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Figure 3.3: Left: Rotational diffusion coefficient DθHBM of a heated nanosphere with
surface temperature of the fluid T0 +∆T ( ) in a cooler solvent at ambient temperature
T0 as compared to the isothermal system at T0 + ∆T ( ). Right: The two nontrivial
summands in eq. (3.53) composing DθHBM − D0. The first summand ( ) is slightly
nonlinear in ∆T , and it dominates the second summand ( ) which adds a stronger
nonlinear behavior.
(the denominator in (3.42) exactly cancels the integral in (3.51)). For the standard tem-
perature profile T (r) = T0 + ∆TR/r, we find
DθHBM =
3kBT0
8pi
∫ ∞
R
[
1
η(r)r4
− 1
η0r4
+
1
η0r4
]
dr +
3kB∆TR
8pi
∫ ∞
R
η(r)−1r−5dr
= D0 +
3kBT0
8pi
∫ ∞
R
[
1
η(r)r4
− 1
η0r4
]
dr +
3kB∆TR
8pi
∫ ∞
R
η(r)−1r−5dr .
(3.53)
The first term is the equilibrium diffusion coefficient which is supplemented by a purely
hydrodynamic correction due to the reduced viscosity, and the last summand which en-
codes the additional speed-up due to the increased thermal fluctuations. The analytic
evaluation of the integrals occurring in eq. (3.53) is given in section 3.D.
3.1.3 Hot rods
The results from the previous section, together with those already obtained for the trans-
lational hot Brownian motion [77], allow us to give a first approximation for the relaxation
times of hot nanorods as measured by Ruijgrok et al. [68, 93]. As they possess an aspect ra-
tio of merely 12 : 5 ≈ 2, we deem these rods to be better approximated by spheres than by
slender rods. Therefore, we use eq. (3.51) and the differential shell method [77] to calculate
the rotational and translational friction coefficient for a Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann–Hesse
(VF) temperature dependence of the solvent viscosity,
η(T ) = η∞ exp[A/(T − TVF)] , (3.54)
(see chapter 4 for details of the calculation). Thence we estimate the relaxation times
τr,t ∝ ζr,tHBM/κ [68] by assuming a linear dependence between the trap stiffness κ and the
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Figure 3.4: Inverse relaxation times τ−1r,t of rotational (solid line) and translational (dashed
line) hot Brownian motion of a nanoparticle in an optical trap. The values have been
calculated for a sphere at an elevated temperature T0 + ∆T as compared to the ambient
temperature T0 = 298 K. These curves correspond to the ones depicted in Fig. 3 b) and c)
of ref. [68]. The scaling constants σr,t encode the different geometrical factors, 8piR
3 and
6piR, and the stiffness of the optical trap. Inset: The plot of the inverse translational
versus the inverse rotational relaxation time [70] reveals a qualitatively equivalent curve
to the one found in Fig. 3 d) of ref. [68]. The dotted line indicates the behavior if the
effective viscosity were the same for translation and rotation.
heating ∆T . In order to compare the rotational and translational relaxation times, we
normalize them by a constant σr ∝ R3 and σt ∝ R, respectively. The results are depicted
in figure 3.4 and show a good qualitative agreement with Fig. 3 of ref. [68].
To go beyond the spherical approximation for the Brownian motion of heated rodlike
particles, four different modes can be discussed: the translation both parallel and per-
pendicular to the particle’s symmetry axis, the rotation about the symmetry axis as well
as the rotation about one of the other main axes. Qualitatively, these are degenerate
in that the translation in a direction perpendicular to the symmetry axis and the rota-
tion about this direction are analogous insofar as hydrodynamics are concerned, i. e., the
friction coefficient is the same—perhaps up to a constant factor.
3.1.4 Collinear translation
Consider the translation of a rod along its symmetry axis. For simplicity, one is tempted
to treat the rod as infinitely long such as to benefit from the high (cylindrical) symmetry
of the problem, rendering it effectively two-dimensional. However, the Stokes equations for
creeping flow do not have a solution, in this case. To overcome this problem, which arises
as the Reynolds number is not small throughout all space, Oseen proposed to include the
approximate advection term U · ∇u in the Stokes equations [94]. Instead of eq. (3.3), we
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now seek the solution of
∇p = ρU · ∇u+∇· τ = ρU · ∇u+ 2Γ∇η + η∇2u . (3.55)
It is obtained by substituting u→ u−U into the Navier–Stokes equations and retaining
only terms linear in u. In cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z), with zˆ along the rod’s symmetry
axis, the only valid ansatz for the flow field is u(r) = u(r)zˆ, with the boundary condition
U = U zˆ.∗ The only components of the strain rate tensor in cylindrical coordinates that
contain u· z = u are
Γzz ≡ ∂u
∂z
, Γφz ≡ 1
2r
∂u
∂φ
, Γzr ≡ 1
2
∂u
∂r
, (3.56)
of which the first two terms vanish due to symmetry. Eq. (3.55) thus becomes
∇p =
[
ρU
∂u
∂r
+
∂u
∂r
∂η
∂r
+ η
(
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂u
∂r
))]
zˆ , (3.57)
which must vanish due to the axial symmetry of the system. Using the short-hand notation
X ′ ≡ ∂X/∂r, and γr ≡ u′, the equation to solve reads
γr(η
′ + η/r + ρU) + ηγ′r = 0 . (3.58)
It is conveniently integrated as follows, leaving the integration constant γr0η0r0 to be fixed
by the boundary conditions u(R) = U , and limr→∞ u(r) = 0. Eq. (3.58) implies(
ln
γr
γr0
)′
= −
(
ln
η
η0
)′ − 1
r
− ρU
η
(3.59a)
⇔ ln γr
γr0
= − ln η
η0
− ln r
r0
−
∫ r
R
ρU
η(r˜)
dr˜ (3.59b)
⇔ γr(r) = γr0η0r0
η(r)r
e
− ∫ rR ρUη(r˜) dr˜ (3.59c)
⇔ u(r) = γr0η0r0
∫ ∞
r
e
− ∫ r∗R ρUη(r˜) dr˜
η(r∗)r∗
dr∗ . (3.59d)
The no-slip condition on the surface of the cylinder yields
γr0η0r0 = U
∫ ∞
R
e
− ∫ r∗R ρUη(r˜)dr˜
η(r∗)r∗
dr∗
−1 . (3.60)
Friction coefficient With the solution at hand, the friction coefficient per unit length
of the infinite rod is readily obtained as ζ¯
‖
HBM = F
‖/(lU), where the force on a segment
of length l is
F ‖ = 2piRlη
∂u
∂r
∣∣∣
r=R
= 2piRlη(R)γr(R) = 2pilγr0η0r0 . (3.61)
Combining this expression with eq. (3.60), yields the coefficient of friction per unit length
ζ¯
‖
HBM = 2pi
∫ ∞
R
e
− ∫ r∗R ρUη(r˜) dr˜
η(r∗)r∗
dr∗
−1 . (3.62)
∗ Frequently, also the convention u|r=R = −U is used, with U → −U in eq. (3.55).
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In the case of a constant viscosity η(r) = η0, the appearing integrals are easily evaluated
to exp[− ∫ r∗R ρU/η(r˜)dr˜] = exp[ρUη−10 (R− r∗)], and thus
ζ¯
‖
0 = 2piη0e
ρURη−10
(∫ ∞
R
e−ρUη
−1
0 r
∗
/r∗dr∗
)−1
∼ 2piη0− ln(ρURη−10 )− γ
=
2piη0
− lnRe− γ
(3.63)
in leading order for small velocities U . The additive term γ in the denominator denotes
Euler’s constant ≈ 0.5772. Slightly different results, depending on the type of approxi-
mation made, are given in the literature [87, 95]. In contrast to the friction coefficient of
a sphere in Stokes flow, which represents a simple proportionality constant relating the
particle velocity to the force acting on it, the friction coefficient of a cylinder element,
ζ¯
‖
HBM, itself depends on U . This is to be expected from Oseen’s approximation eq. (3.55).
Although it does not contain the term u· ∇u which makes the full Navier–Stokes equa-
tions nonlinear, the former contains a nonlinearity at the particle surface r = R, where
u = U . Since the friction is determined just at this surface by integration of the stress, it
consequently cannot be only linear.
Effective temperature The dissipation function based upon the above velocity field
u = uzˆ takes the simple form φ(r) = η(r)γr(r)
2. Hence, the effective temperature,
formally evaluated in the limit η∞ →∞ as discussed in section 2.5.1, reads
T
‖
HBM = limη∞→∞
∫∞
R T (r)φ(r)rdr∫∞
R φ(r)rdr
= lim
η∞→∞
∫∞
R T (r)η(r)
−1r−1e−
∫ r
R
ρU
η(r˜)
dr˜
dr∫∞
R η(r)
−1r−1e−
∫ r
R
ρU
η(r˜)
dr˜
dr
. (3.64)
Again, the nonlinearity of Oseen’s equation leaves its trace, here, in terms of the cutoff
function exp[−ρU ∫ rR(η(r˜))−1dr˜]. A cutoff length rc which increases with decreasing U ,
and vanishes in the limit η∞ →∞, is introduced by the exponential term. Approximating
the latter by a step function, eq. (3.64) is approximated by
T
‖
HBM '
∫ rc
R T (r)η(r)
−1r−1dr∫ rc
R η(r)
−1r−1dr
→
{
T (R) , rc → 0
T0 , rc →∞ ∗.
(3.65)
For finite rods, a compact solution of the hydrodynamic equations is not available for
inhomogeneous viscosity and temperature fields—even under homogeneous conditions, it is
based on a perturbation expansion (see e. g., Lamb [88]). However, for cylindrical particles
with a high aspect ratio, the effective temperature should be well approximated by the
surface temperature, THBM ' T (R)—in strong contrast to the case of finite particles. A
numerical approximation of THBM for finite elongated particles, namely prolate spheroids,
is presented in section 3.1.6.
3.1.5 Transverse translation
As for collinear motion, the Stokes equations have no solution for an infinite rod in trans-
verse motion. Thus, we again consider Oseen’s proposal, eq. (3.57), in cylindrical coordi-
nates. Now, however, the flow is not axisymmetric, and the pressure p has a nonvanishing
gradient.
∗ e. g., for Fourier’s law T (r) = T0 + ∆TR/r or any other profile where the temperature decays to
T (r →∞) = T0.
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3.1.5.1 Homogeneous viscosity
Lamb [88] found the first approximate solution to this problem in terms of a series ex-
pansion of Bessel functions. We shortly recapitulate his results for homogeneous viscosity
before we introduce a prescription to find the approximate friction coefficient of a finite
rod—both in parallel and transverse motion. The general form of the divergence-free so-
lution to Oseen’s equation (3.55) is easily constructed, as exemplified here for a supposed
homogeneous flow along the x-axis, U = U xˆ. Taking the divergence of eq. (3.55) yields
∇2p = 0. If the pressure p is treated as the derivative of some function φ, i. e., p = ρU∂xφ,
the latter must satisfy ∇2φ = 0. The general solution for φ can be expressed as an infinite
series,
φ = a0 ln r + a1∂x ln r + a2∂y ln r + a11∂xy ln r + . . . (3.66)
Further, eq. (3.55) dictates a solution of the form u = ∇φ+ u′, where both
(η0∇2 + ρU∂x)u′ = 0 (3.67)
and ∇·u′ = 0 must be obeyed. The latter implies the existence of a vector potential
ψ(x, y)zˆ for u′, which does not depend on z due to the translational symmetry in the
z-direction. Since the curl and Laplace operators commute, we can rewrite eq. (3.67) in
terms of the vector potential as
ρU∂x∇× ψzˆ = −η0∇× (∇2ψ)zˆ . (3.68)
This yields a scalar differential equation, (ρU∂x +∇2)ψ = 0 for ψ(x, y), which, however,
does not determine u′ completely due to the negligence of the action of the curl. A way
to find the complete solution is rather to start with a scalar potential χ for u′ and to add
appropriate terms to obey both conditions, (3.67) and ∇·u′ = 0. One finds
0 = (ρU∂x + η0∇2)u′ = ρU∂x∇χ+ η0∇2∇χ , 0 = ∇·∇χ = ∇2χ = 0 , (3.69)
which are contradictory, in general. By adding a multiple of χxˆ to ∇χ, this discrepancy
is resolved, viz.
0 = (ρU∂x + η0∇2)(∇χ+ αχxˆ) = ∇(ρU∂x + η0∇2)χ+ αxˆ(ρU∂x + η0∇2)χ (3.70a)
0 = ∇· (∇χ+ αχxˆ) = (∇2 + α∂x)χ , (3.70b)
which are simultaneously satisfied for α = ρU/η0. The solution to eq. (3.70) is efficiently
found in terms of cylindrical coordinates (r, θ, z), more precisely, in polar coordinates (r, θ)
as the system’s symmetry rules out any z-dependence. In these coordinates, the operator
(∇2 + α∂x) reads
1
r
(
∂r (r∂r)
)
+
1
r2
∂2θθ + α
(
cos θ∂r − 1
r
sin θ∂θ
)
. (3.71)
The ansatz χ(r, θ) = f(r) exp(kr cos θ) leads to
0 =
(1
r
+ ∂r
) [
k cos θ χ+ ekr cos θf ′(r)
]
− 1
r2
∂θ [kr sin θ χ]
+ α
(
k cos2 θ χ+ cos θ ekr cos θf ′(r) + k sin2 θ χ
)
=
k
r
cos θ χ+ k2 cos2 θ χ+
(1
r
+ 2k cos θ
)
ekr cos θf ′(r) + ekr cos θf ′′(r)
− k
r
cos θ χ+ k2 sin2 θ χ+ αkχ+ α cos θ ekr cos θf ′(r)
=
[
k(k + α)f(r) +
(1
r
+ (2k + α) cos θ
)
f ′(r) + f ′′(r)
]
ekr cos θ
, (3.72)
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which yields a separate differential equation for f(r) alone if k = −α/2 is chosen, namely[−α2/4 + r−1∂r + ∂2rr] f(r) = 0 . (3.73)
This is Bessel’s equation, the general solution of which reads (see, e. g., Arfken and We-
ber [92], eq. (11.68))
f(r) = aJ0(iαr/2) + bY0(iαr/2) . (3.74)
And if b = ia, this solution can be written as f(r) = −2iK0(αr/2)/(pia) (see ref. [92],
eq. (11.118)). This is the celebrated result, Lamb presented as χ ∝ ekx ∫∞0 ekr coshωdω [88].
Together with eq. (3.66), this completes the general solution of Oseen’s equations:
u = ∇φ+ η0
ρU
∇χ+ χxˆ . (3.75)
Lamb gave an approximation to χ for small values of αr by expanding the exponential
and the Bessel function individually to first order, i. e.,
χ ∝ (1− αx/2)[γ + ln(αr/4)] + . . . , (3.76)
where γ denotes Euler’s constant γ ≈ 0.5772. With this approximation at hand, applica-
tion of the no-slip boundary condition at the cylinder’s surface yields definite expressions
for the fluid velocity u and the pressure p close to the surface, which can then be straight-
forwardly used to calculate the friction force per unit length F¯ on the cylinder of radius
R,
F¯⊥ = 4piη0U/[1/2− γ − ln(Re/4)] . (3.77)
The comparison with eq. (3.63), the friction coefficient for translation parallel to the
symmetry axis of the cylinder, shows that the friction between both modes differs by a
factor of 2—up to an additive constant in the denominator, which is unimportant in the
limit U → 0.
3.1.5.2 Inhomogeneous viscosity
Even an approximate solution to Oseen’s equations for the transverse translation of an
infinite cylinder is not obtained in a closed form in the case of a spatially varying viscosity,
in general. For the gradients∇η and∇u in the viscosity and velocity mix, thereby coupling
Oseen’s equations for different coordinates.
However, the transverse friction coefficient of a hot nanorod can be approximated given
the parallel one and assuming that their ratio remains 2 : 1 in a good approximation even
for an inhomogeneous viscosity. Then, we may write
ζ¯⊥HBM ≈ 4pi
∫ ∞
R
e
− ∫ r∗R ρUη(r˜)dr˜
η(r∗)r∗
dr∗
−1 . (3.78)
3.1.6 Finite rods
Having derived approximations for the parallel and transverse friction coefficients for in-
finite cylinders, these can be used to estimate the corresponding quantities as well as
the rotational friction coefficient ζr for rods of large but finite aspect ratios Q. For a
homogeneous liquid, the friction coefficients are approximately
ζ
‖
0 ≈
2piη0L
lnQ
, ζ⊥0 ≈
4piη0L
lnQ
, ζr0 ≈
L2
12
ζ⊥0 , (3.79)
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where L denotes the length of the rod [96]. A close reinspection of eq. (3.63) reveals that
the friction per unit length approximately depends universally on a single dimensionless
number: the inverse Reynolds number 1/Re ≡ η0/(ρUR) for the infinite cylinder, and the
aspect ratio Q = L/(2R) for a finite cylindrical rod. To be precise,
ζ¯
‖
0 [infinite cylinder] ∼ f(1/Re) , ζ¯‖0 [finite rod] ∼ f(Q) , ζ⊥0 ∼ 2ζ‖0 (3.80)
with
f(x) = 2piη0/ lnx . (3.81)
We can approximate the integral in (3.78) and (3.63) by
∫ ∞
R
e
− ∫ r∗R ρUη(r˜) dr˜
η(r∗)r∗
dr∗ ≈
∫ ∞
R
eρUR(1−r∗/R)/η(R)
η(r∗)r∗
dr∗ = eκRe
∫ ∞
R
e−κRe r∗/R
η(r∗)r∗
dr∗ , (3.82)
where κ ≡ η0/η(R) is defined as the ratio of the ambient viscosity and its value at the rod’s
surface. If we assume the universal behavior of (3.80) to carry over to the inhomogeneous
case, we find the scaling function
f(x) = 2pieκ/x
∫ ∞
R
e−κ r∗/(xR)
η(r∗)r∗
dr∗ . (3.83)
Yet a simpler approximation is obtained as follows. Define
I(r) ≡ −
∫ r
R
ρU
η(r∗)
dr∗ ≈ ρU(R− r)κ/η0 , (3.84)
with which the integral (3.82) can be expressed as
−1
ρU
∫ ∞
R
eI(r)I ′(r)
r
dr =
−1
ρU
[
eI(r)
r
∣∣∣∣∞
R
+
∫ ∞
R
eI(r)
r2
dr
]
. (3.85)
The lower boundary term in the brackets is −1/R as I(R) = 0, and the upper boundary
term vanishes since the integrand in (3.84), ρU/η(r) → ρU/η0, is supposed to monotoni-
cally approach a finite value as r →∞, and thus exp[I(r)]/r → 0. It follows that
−1
ρU
∫ ∞
R
eI(r)I ′(r)
r
dr =
1
ρUR
− 1
ρU
∫ ∞
R
eI(r)
r2
dr
≈ 1
ρUR
− 1
ρU
[
1
R
+ eρURκ/η0
∫ ∞
R
e−ρUrκ/η0
r2
dr
]
=
κ eρURκ/η0
η0
Γ(0, ρURκ/η0)
=
κ
η0
eκReΓ(0, κRe)
≈ − κ
η0
[γ + ln(κRe)] .
(3.86)
Hence, the scaling function reads approximately
f(x) = 2pi
η0
κ
[ln(x/κ)− γ]−1 . (3.87)
Eq. (3.80) now provides explicit approximations for the friction coefficients of finite nanorods
when x is set to Q in eq. (3.87) or (3.83).
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Figure 3.5: Inverse relaxation times τ−1t of translational hot Brownian motion of rods with
various aspect ratios Q, calculated at an elevated temperature T0 + ∆T as compared to
the ambient temperature T0 = 298 K. One observes that the approximation breaks down
for small aspect ratios Q ' 10 at higher temperatures.
Approximate quantitative results The scaling function above coincides asymptoti-
cally for x→∞ with the homogeneous friction coefficient ζ‖0 up to some additive constant
in the denominator. Again, as discussed in section 3.1.2.2 for a sphere, we may consider
the relaxation times—now of a hot finite rod. The results are depicted in figure 3.5 which
clearly shows the utmost limits of our approximation: the observed maximum around
∆T = 55 of the curve for an aspect ratio of Q = 10 is unphysical. Further numerical
evaluation via an extended differential shell method is necessary to assess the quality of
the approximations, whatsoever.
First order numerical evaluation for spheroidal particles As an alternative to a
finite cylindrical rod, a prolate spheroid is commonly taken as templates for an elongated
particle. The Stokes problem for translation or rotation of such a particle is analytically
tractable, albeit with technically much more complex solutions as compared to the case
of a spherical particle. In the following, we evaluate the dissipation function associated
with the flow field obtained by Chwang and Wu [97] in order to calculate THBM in the first
order of ∆T . As shown in section 1.2, in this case, we need not consider the temperature
dependence of the viscosity. The fundamental solution to the Stokes equations given a
singular force monopole fD = 8piηαδ(r) characterized by the constant vector α is called
Stokeslet and reads [97]
US(r;α) = α/r + (α· r)r/r3 . (3.88)
The solutions to the Stokes equations with arbitrary forcing can, in general, be written
as a series expansion in terms of higher order derivatives of eq. (3.88). In particular, we
require the following terms:
(a) the potential doublet
−∇2US(r;α)/2 ≡ UD(r;α) = ∇(∇·α/r) = −α/r3 + 3(α· r)r/r5 (3.89)
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with forcing fD = 4piηα∇2δ(r),
(b) the so-called rotlet,
UR(r;α) = ∇×US(r;α)/2 = α× r/r3 , (3.90)
with forcing fR = 4piη∇× [αδ(r)],
(c) and the so-called stresslet,
USS(r;α,β) = −[(β· ∇)UR(r;α) + (α· ∇)UR(r;β]/2
= [−α·β/r3 + 3(α· r)(β· r)/r5]r , (3.91)
which exerts no net force on the fluid.
A superposition of these solutions is then sufficient to construct the solution for the flow
around a rotating prolate spheroid parameterized by
x2/a2 + (y2 + z2)/b2 = 1 , a ≥ b . (3.92)
In detail, Chwang and Wu find that a line distribution of stresslets, rotlets, and poten-
tial quadrupoles precisely satisfy the Stokes equations under the no-slip boundary condi-
tion on the spheroid’s surface S, u|S = 0, and the condition at infinity, u(|r| → ∞) =
(Ωy,−Ωx, 0). It reads
u = Ωyxˆ− Ωxyˆ + u1(r) + u2(r) , (3.93)
which is a superposition of the solutions u1 and u2 for the pure shear flows u1(|r| → ∞) =
Ωyxˆ and u2(|r| → ∞) = −Ωxyˆ, respectively. These take the form
u1,2 = ±
[
Ωr2,1rˆ1,2 + β1,2
∫ c
−c
(c2 − r′2)2 ∂
∂r2,1
UD(r − r′; rˆ1,2)dr′
+
∫ c
−c
(c2 − r′2) (α1,2USS(r − r′; xˆ, yˆ) + γ1,2UR(r − r′; zˆ)) dr′] , (3.94)
with r1 = x and r2 = y. The coefficients α1,2, β1,2, and γ1,2 are specified by the boundary
conditions and read
α1,2 = 4τ
−2
0 /(1− τ−20 )β1
β1 =
1
2
(1− τ−20 )γ1
(−2τ−10 + lnχ) (2τ−10 (2τ−20 − 3) + 3(1− τ−20 ) lnχ)−1
β2 =
1
4
(1− τ−20 )γ2
(−2τ−10 + (1− τ−20 ) lnχ) (2τ−10 (2τ−20 − 3) + 3(1− τ−20 ) lnχ)−1
γ1 = Ω(1− τ−20 )
(−2τ−10 + (1 + τ−20 ) lnχ)−1
γ2 = −γ1/(1− τ−20 ) ,
(3.95)
with χ ≡ (1 + τ−10 )/(1 − τ−10 ). The solution for the flow field generated by a spheroid of
an eccentricity τ−10 = 0.9 and a separation of its focal points 2c which is rotating at an
angular velocity Ωzˆ = 1s−1zˆ, is depicted in figure 3.6.
From eq. (3.93), we derive the dissipation function φ = [∇u + (∇u)T ]/2. It can be
expressed in terms of spheroidal coordinates (τ, ζ, ϕ), where
x = cτζ
y = c
√
(τ2 − 1)(1− ζ2) cosϕ
z = c
√
(τ2 − 1)(1− ζ2) sinϕ ,
(3.96)
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Figure 3.6: Flow field around a spheroid rotating about a short major axis. This mode
lacks the cylindrical symmetry of a rotating sphere. It is this more worthwhile discussing
than the rotation about the long major axis for which the solution u(r) for a spheroid
amounts to the appropriately rescaled solution for a rotating sphere (not shown).
and dφ(τ, ζ, ϕ) = c3(τ2 − ζ2)φ(τ, ζ, ϕ)dτdζdϕ. After integration over the “angular” coor-
dinates ζ, ϕ, the “radial” dissipation function φτ (τ) can be used to calculate the effective
temperature in first order,
T θHBM =
∫ ∞
τ0
T (τ)φτ (τ)dτ
/∫ ∞
τ0
φτ (τ)dτ +O(∆T
2) , (3.97)
given some temperature field T (τ). In particular, for the case of interest here, a homoge-
neously heated spheroid at the temperature T0 + ∆T , it reads (see section 3.C)
T (τ) = T0 + ∆T arccoth τ/ arccoth τ0 . (3.98)
The first order term of the effective temperature THBM can thus be calculated via eq. (3.97).
The results for ∂T θHBM/∂∆T |∆T=0 at various values of the eccentricity τ−10 are depicted
in figure 3.7. Obviously, only at eccentricities τ−10 & 0.9, corresponding to an aspect ratio
& 2.5 does this Taylor coefficient differ appreciably from 3/4, the value obtained for a
perfect sphere. It apparently attains 1/2 in the limit of an infinitesimally thin spheroid,
where τ0 → 1.
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Figure 3.7: Variation of the first order coefficient ∂T θHBM/∂∆T |T0 of T θHBM with the ec-
centricity τ−10 of the spheroidal particle. No numerically stable integration was attained
that covers the whole range τ−10 ∈ (0, 1). Therefore, a 7th order series expansion of φτ in
1/τ was employed to generate the correct asymptotic behavior as τ−10 → 0, while the full
expression for φτ was evaluated numerically for the right half of the plot. As a guide to
the eye, a matching curve ( ) has been added by hand.
3.2 Summary
As introduction, we gave a brief overview of general solution methods of the Stokes equa-
tions. While the translation of a sphere through an isoviscous medium is the classical
example, the Stokes equations have no closed analytical solution for a radial viscosity pro-
file. Instead, we solved the problem of a rotating sphere and derived the effective friction
coefficient and temperature. We further extended the discussion to elongated particles,
specifically to rods and spheroids. As results, we obtained approximations for the parallel
and perpendicular friction coefficients of hot nanorods, and we obtained, to the first order
in ∆T , the effective temperature T θHBM of hot spheroids.
Appendix 3.A Useful identities
∇× (∇× u) = ∇(∇·u)−∇2u (3.99)
Proof: εijk∂jεklm∂lvm = (δilδjm− δimδjl)∂j∂lvm = ∂i∂jvj − ∂i∂jvi
∆(fg) ≡ ∇·∇(fg) = f∆g + 2∇f · ∇g + g∆f (3.100)
In cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z):
∇φ = φˆ/r ; ∇· (f(r, φ, z)∇φ) = r−1∂φ(f(r, φ, z)/r) , esp.: ∇·∇φ = 0 . (3.101)
In spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ):
∇φ = φˆ/(r sin θ) ; ∇· (f(r, φ, z)∇φ) = ∂φ(f(r, φ, z)/r)/(r sin θ) , esp.: ∇·∇φ = 0 .
(3.102)
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Appendix 3.B Strain rate tensor in selected curvilinear co-
ordinate systems
The strain rate tensor Γ is the symmetric tensor with the following entries [78].
In cylindrical coordinates
Γrr =
∂ur
∂r
Γφφ =
1
r
∂uφ
∂φ
+
ur
r
Γzz =
∂uz
∂z
Γrφ =
1
2
(
r
∂(uφ/r)
∂r
+
1
r
∂ur
∂φ
)
Γrz =
1
2
(
∂ur
∂z
+
∂uz
∂r
)
Γφz =
1
2
(
∂uφ
∂z
+
1
r
∂uz
∂φ
)
.
(3.103)
In spherical coordinates
Γrr =
∂ur
∂r
Γθθ =
1
r
∂uθ
∂θ
+
ur
r
Γφφ =
1
r sin θ
∂uφ
∂φ
+
ur + uθ cot θ
r
Γrθ =
1
2
(
r
∂(uθ/r)
∂r
+
1
r
∂ur
∂θ
)
Γrφ =
1
2
(
1
r sin θ
∂ur
∂φ
+ r
∂(uφ/r)
∂r
)
Γθφ =
1
2
(
sin θ
r
∂(uφ/ sin θ)
∂θ
+
1
r sin θ
∂uθ
∂φ
)
.
(3.104)
Appendix 3.C Temperature field around a hot spheroidal
particle
The temperature field T (r) in the presence of a hot spheroidal particle of “radius” τ0 and
surface temperature T0 + ∆T obeys the Laplace equation and the boundary conditions
∇2T (τ) = 0 , T (τ0) = T0 + ∆T , T (τ →∞) = T0 . (3.105)
The Laplacian reads
∇2 = 1
c2(τ2 − ζ2)
[
∂τ
(
(τ2 − 1)∂τ
)
+ ∂ζ
(
(1− ζ2)∂ζ
)]
+
∂2φ
c2(τ2 − 1)(1− ζ2) , (3.106)
but due to the assumption of a constant temperature at the particle surface, the derivatives
with respect to ζ and φ vanish. Integrating eq. (3.105) once yields
∂τT (τ) ∝ (τ2 − 1)−1 , (3.107)
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and hence
T (τ) = a0 + a1 ln
(
τ − 1
τ + 1
)
= a0 − 2a1 arccoth τ . (3.108)
Together with the boundary conditions in eq. (3.105), we find eq. (3.98) in contrast to the
statement in ref. [98].
Appendix 3.D Explicit integrals based on water viscosity
The abstract results of the previous sections are made explicit by inserting a Vogel–
Fulcher–Tammann–Hesse type dependence of the solvent viscosity on temperature,
η(T ) = η∞ exp[A/(T − TVF)] , (3.109)
and a temperature profile obeying Fourier’s law,
T (r) = T0 + ∆TR/r . (3.110)
3.D.1 The flow field u
The general form of the flow field u is given in eq. (3.22), and it depends on the viscosity
profile according to eq. (3.36). Hence, let us evaluate the integral contained therein, using
the substitutions
α ≡ A
T0 − TVF , β ≡
∆TR
T0 − TVF , x ≡
α
1 + β/r
. (3.111)
Evaluating
dx =
αβ
(1 + β/r)2r2
dr =
x2
αβ
(α
x
− 1
)2
dr (3.112)
we find ∫
dr
η(r)r4
=
1
η∞
∫
exp
{
− A
T0 − TVF + ∆TR/r
}
r−4dr
=
1
η∞
∫
e−x
(α/x− 1)4
β4
αβ
x2
(α/x− 1)−2 dx
=
α
η∞β3
∫
e−x
x2
(α
x
− 1
)2
dx .
(3.113)
The algebraic term can be expanded to
1
x2
(α
x
− 1
)2
=
(
− α
2
3x3
+
α
x2
− 1
x
)′
=
([
α2
6x2
− α
x
]′
− 1
x
)′
=
([{
−α
2
6x
}′ − α
x
]′
− 1
x
)′
,
(3.114)
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which shows that by repeated integration by parts, only integrals of the type
∫
e−x/xdx =
Ei(−x) remain apart from the boundary terms. Collecting all of them yields
−η∞β3
∫
dr
η(r)r4
=
( α3
3x3
− α
2
x2
(
1 +
α
6
)
+
α
x
(
1 + α+
α2
6
))
e−x
+ α
(
1 + α+
α2
6
)
Ei(−x)
=
(β + r)
[
2β2 − (2 + α)βr + (2 + 5α+ α2) r2]
6r3
e−
αr
b+r
+ α
(
1 + α+
α2
6
)
Ei
(
− αr
β + r
)
.
(3.115)
As a side remark, observe that the limit ∆T → 0, i. e., β → 0 correctly reproduces the
known result for rotational motion in a homogeneous medium. For inserting the Taylor
series
Ei
(
− αr
β + r
)
= Ei(−α)−
(
β
r
+
(1− α
2
)β2
r2
−
(2− 4a+ a2
6
)β3
r3
)
e−α +O(β4) , (3.116)
and
e
− αr
β+r =
(
1 + α
β
r
− α(1− α
2
)β2
r2
+ α
(
1− α+ α
2
6
)β3
r3
)
e−α +O(β4) (3.117)
into the r.h.s. of eq. (3.115) and retaining only terms up to order β3 yields
β0 :
2 + 5α+ α2
6
e−α + α
(
1 + α+
α2
6
)
Ei(−α)
β1 :
−(2 + α) + 2 + 5α+ α2 + α(2 + 5α+ α2)
6r
e−α +
−α
r
(
1 + α+
α2
6
)
e−α = 0
β2 :
2− (2 + α)− α(2 + α) + α(2 + 5α+ α2)
6r2
e−α
− α
(
1− α2
)
(2 + 5α+ α2)
6r2
e−α +
(1− α
2r2
)
α
(
1 + α+
α2
6
)
e−α = 0
β3 :
2 + 2α− α(2 + α) + α(1− α2 )(2 + α)− α(1− α2 )(2 + 5α+ α2)
6r3
e−α
+
α
(
1− α+ α26
)
(2 + 5α+ α2)
6r3
e−α −
(2− 4a+ a2
6r3
)
α
(
1 + α+
α2
6
)
e−α =
e−α
3r3
.
(3.118)
Hence, taking into account the integration boundaries, we can now write the definite
integral
lim
β→0
∫ ∞
r
dr1
η(r1)r41
= lim
β→0
−1
η∞β3
[
2 + 5α+ α2
6
e−α + α
(
1 + α+
α2
6
)
Ei(−α)︸ ︷︷ ︸
value at the upper integral boundary
−
(
2 + 5α+ α2
6
e−α + α
(
1 + α+
α2
6
)
Ei(−α) + e
−α
3r3
β3︸ ︷︷ ︸
value at the lower integral boundary, cf. eqs. (3.118)
+O(β4)
)]
= − e
−α
3η∞r3
=
1
3η0r3
,
(3.119)
which yields the well-known velocity field |u| ∝ r−2 sin θ, cf. eq. (3.29).
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3.D.2 The unnormalized temperature average, i. e., the diffusion coeffi-
cient
The explicit expression for the hot Brownian temperature of a particle in spherically
symmetric temperature and viscosity profiles follows from the definition (2.56), THBM =∫
V T (r)φ(r)d
3r
/∫
V φ(r)d
3r, and the dissipation function (3.41), φ ∝ η−1r−6 sin2 θ, and
reads
THBM =
∫∞
R T (r)η
−1(r)r−4 dr∫∞
R η
−1(r)r−4 dr
, (3.120)
after performing the angular integration. While the integral in the denominator is coin-
cidentally evaluated in the preceding subsection, the numerator consists of two integrals,
T0
∫ ∞
R
η−1r−4dr + ∆TR
∫ ∞
R
η−1r−5dr , (3.121)
the first of which is, again, the integral from above. The second one can be computed also
in the same fashion, with the only difference that β appears as β−4 in eq. (3.113), and the
algebraic term (3.114) now reads
1
x2
(α
x
− 1
)3
=
[([{ α3
24x
}′
+
α2
2x
]′
+
3α
2x
)′
+
1
x
]′
. (3.122)
Again, repeated integration by parts yields
24η∞β4
∫
dr
η(r)r5
= α
(
26 + 36α+ 12α2 + α3
)
Ei
(
− αr
β + r
)
+
β + r
r4
[−6β3 + 2(3 + α)β2r − (6 + 8α+ α2)βr2
+
(
6 + 26α+ 11α2 + α3
)
r3
]
e−
αr
b+r .
(3.123)
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Chapter 4
Toy Model and Numerical
Methods
In this chapter, we scrutinize the translational Brownian motion of a heated nanosphere.
Since this problems lacks a simple closed exact solution, we pursue two paths: a precise
numerical solution method and an approximate analytical model. For clarity, we omit
the upper index x in the notation of the effective parameters, as we are only dealing with
translational Brownian motion throughout this chapter.
Recall the fundamental procedure from chapter 2: Given the temperature profile T (r, t)
and the temperature-dependence of the viscosity η(T ), the viscosity profile η(r, t) must
be derived and inserted into eqs. (2.9a)-(2.10). From the solution of these equations, the
effective temperature and friction are subsequently derived. In practice, however, solving
the Stokes problem is by far more complex in the case of a spatially varying viscosity
profile than it is in the homogeneous case. In short, the generalized Stokes problem takes
the form
∇· η[∇u+ (∇u)T ]−∇p = 0 , ∇·u = 0 . (4.1)
In the limit of homogeneous viscosity, η(r)→ η0 =constant, the classical Stokes equations
are recovered since the viscosity can be written in front of both ∇-operators and the
transposed vector gradient (∇u)T is annihilated by the condition of divergence freedom.
4.1 Differential shell method
A systematic procedure to solve eq. (4.1) for uniform translation of the particle is the
differential shell method. We can largely follow the formalism outlined by Levine and
Lubensky [99] for the formally similar situation of an elastic medium with a radial profile
of the elastic moduli. Let the spherical particle of radius R be centered at the origin and
completely immersed in the solvent obeying eq. (4.1). To ease the notation, we omit the
argument r of the functions in the following—in particular η implies η(r), unless stated
otherwise. Consider the integral of eq. (4.1)
I(ρ) =
∫
Ω
(∇· η[∇u+ (∇u)T ]−∇p) dV , Ω = Bρ(0) \BR(0) (4.2)
over a sphere of radius ρ centered at the origin and excluding a cavity of radius R. For
each solution of eq. (4.1), I(ρ) = 0 ∀ ρ > R. On the other hand, since ∇· η[∇u+(∇u)T ] =
(∇η)· [∇u + (∇u)T ] + η∇2u for any divergence-free velocity field u(r), the integral may
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be decomposed as
I(ρ) =
∫
Ω
[
(∇η)· [∇u+ (∇u)T ] + η∇2u−∇p]dV
=
∫
Ω
∇η· [∇u+ (∇u)T ] dV +
N−1∑
n=0
∫
Ωn
(
η∇2u−∇p) dV , (4.3)
where Ωn denotes a spherical shell of thickness  ≡ (ρ − R)/N and radius rn ≡ R +
(n/N)(ρ−R). With ∆ηn ≡ η(rn + )− η(rn) we define a stair-like viscosity profile
ηs(r) =
N−1∑
n=0
∆ηnθ(r − rn) , θ(x) ≡
{
1 , x > 0
0 , x ≤ 0 (4.4)
that converges to the true profile in the limit limN→∞ ηs(r) = η(r) of infinitesimal shell
thickness. Its gradient has the magnitude
∂rη
s(r) =
N−1∑
n=0
∆ηnδ(r − rn). (4.5)
Thus the first integral on the right hand side of eq. (4.3) can be rewritten as∫
Ω
∇η· [∇u+ (∇u)T ] dV = lim
N→∞
∫
Ω
(
N−1∑
n=0
∆ηnrˆδ(r − rn)
)
· [∇u+ (∇u)T ] dV
= lim
N→∞
N−1∑
n=0
rˆ
2
∆ηn·
(
[∇u+ (∇u)T ]|rn−0 + [∇u+ (∇u)T ]|rn+0
)
. (4.6)
Since left- and right-sided derivatives ∇u|rn±0 are bounded in the limit N → ∞, while
∆ηn → 0, this integral vanishes. Consequently, as I(ρ) = 0, the sum on the right hand
side of eq. (4.3) vanishes, too:
0 =
N−1∑
n=0
∫
Ωn
(
η∇2u−∇p) dV
= lim
N→∞
N−1∑
n=0
∫
Ωn
(
ηs∇2u−∇p) dV . (4.7)
This means that every piece-wise continuous solution u(r), p(r) to the set of N homoge-
neous Stokes equations ηs∇2u(r) = ∇p(r), ∇·u = 0, for the shells in which ηs = const.,
is a solution to the original Stokes equations (4.1) in the limit N → ∞. This prescribes
a solution algorithm which can however be executed only numerically, in general. The
solution within each of the N shells (of constant viscosity) is easily obtained from Stokes’
well-known result combined with the conditions at the boundaries between neighboring
shells. Finally, the limit of N →∞ delivers the sought solutions u(r) and p(r) of eq. (4.1).
Recall from section 2.6 the general ansatz for the velocity and pressure fields around a
uniformly translating sphere,
ur(r, θ) =
(
a0 +
a1
r
+ a2r
2 +
a3
r3
)
cos θ
uθ(r, θ) = −
(
a0 +
a1
2r
+ 2a2r
2 − a3
2r3
)
sin θ
p(r, θ) = p0 +
(a1
r2
+ 10a2r
)
η cos θ ,
(4.8)
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with the coefficients
a0 = U, a1 = −3UR/2, a2 = 0, a3 = UR3/2 (4.9)
for an infinite homogeneous system. For a radially varying viscosity profile η(r), we must
allow for some dependence of the coefficients ai on r. In fact, finding this dependence is
the whole aim of the following algorithm.
For a finite number of shells N , the coefficient functions can be written as
ai(r) =
N−1∑
n=0
(∆ai)nθ(r − rn) , (4.10)
where the shell interfaces are positioned at rn, as above. The fundamental requirements
at each point in a viscous fluid are the continuity of the velocity u and the stress τ .
Especially, at r = rn the first of eqs. (4.8) delivers the condition
0 =
∑
i=−3,−1,0,2
[a|i|(rn)− a|i|(rn + )]rin
=
∑
i=−3,−1,0,2
(∆a|i|)nrin
(4.11)
Dividing by  and taking → 0, we have
r3a′0 + r
2a′1 + r
5a′2 + a
′
3 = 0 , (4.12)
where (· )′ denotes the radial derivative ∂/∂r(· ). Similarly, from the second of eqs. (4.8),
we obtain
2r3a′0 + r
2a′1 + 4r
5a′2 − a′3 = 0 . (4.13)
Another set of equations comes from the continuity of the stress components −p + τrr
and τrθ, so together with the sum and difference of eqs. (4.12) and (4.13) the system of
ordinary differential equations reads
3r3a′0 +2r
2a′1 +5r
5a′2 = 0 (4.14a)
r3a′0 +3r
5a′2 −2a′3 = 0 (4.14b)
r2a′1 +2r
5a′2 +2a
′
3 = −
η′
η
(r2a1 + 2r
5a2 + 2a3) (4.14c)
r5a′2 +a
′
3 = −
η′
η
( r5a2 + a3) . (4.14d)
4.1.1 Boundary conditions and effective friction
In order to solve eqs. (4.14) completely, global boundary conditions must be supplied. In
a typical drag experiment, the force F = F zˆ on the sphere is prescribed and the velocity
of the fluid vanishes at infinity. The force on a spherical surface of radius r centered at the
particle’s position is given by the total stress, i. e., the bulk and shear stresses, integrated
over the aforementioned surface. Its magnitude reads
F =
∮
Sr
dS(−p cos θ + τrr cos θ − τrθ sin θ). (4.15)
By Newton’s third law, F does not depend on r, especially it is exactly the force act-
ing on the particle. By inspecting the pressure and the shear stress tensor components
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τrr = 2ηΓrr = 2η∂rur and τrθ = η[(∂θur)/r+ ∂ruθ−uθ/r] evaluated for the solution (4.8),
we immediately find that the integral (4.15) is independent of p0 as
∫ pi
0 cos θ sin θ dθ = 0.
Next, we calculate that the first two summands are proportional to
∫ pi
0 cos
2 θ sin θ dθ = 2/3
while the last term is proportional to
∫ pi
0 sin
3 θ dθ = 4/3. The radial parts of these terms
read
p
cos θ
= −η
(a1
r2
+ 10a2r
)
(4.16a)
τrr
cos θ
= 2η
(
a′0 +
a′1
r
− a1
r2
+ a′2r
2 + 2a2r +
a′3
r3
− 3a3
r4
)
(4.16b)
τrθ
sin θ
= η
(
a′0 +
a′1
2r
+ 2a′2r
2 + 3a2r − a
′
3
2r3
+
3a3
r4
)
. (4.16c)
Weighting these terms with the factors found above, i. e., the first two equations by 2/3,
and the third by 4/3, directly yields the total force
F = −4piηa1 + 4piη
3r
[
4r3a′0 + 3r
2a′1 + 6r
5a′2 + a
′
3
]
. (4.17)
One easily confirms by subtracting eq. (4.14b) from 3×(4.14a) that
8r3a′0 + 6r
2a′1 + 12r
5a′2 + 2a
′
3 = 0 (4.18)
and thus the square bracket in eq. (4.17) equals zero. In fact, the force on any closed surface
enclosing the particle is the same. Incidentally, this calculation proves a corresponding
claim made by Levine and Lubensky [99]. Since F is spatially constant by Newton’s law,
the coefficient a1(r) is fixed by eq. (4.17) to be
a1 =
−F
4piη
⇒ a′1 =
F
4pi
η′
η2
(4.19)
Insertion into eq. (4.14c) recovers eq. (4.14d), and the remaining equations simplify to
3r3a′0 +5r
5a′2 = −
F
2pi
η′
η2
r2 (4.20)
r3a′0 +3r
5a′2 −2a′3 = 0 (4.21)
r5a′2 +a
′
3 = −
η′
η
(r5a2 + a3) (4.22)
Equations (4.20) and (4.21) can be combined and a closed subsystem emerges:
−4r5a′2 + 6a′3 = −
F
2pi
η′
η2
r2
r5a′2 + a
′
3 = −
η′
η
(r5a2 + a3)
(4.23)
Once the coefficients a2(r) and a3(r) are known, a0(r) follows from eq. (4.21)
a0(r) = −3r2a2(r) + 2r−3a3(r)− 6
∫ ∞
r
(
ρa2(ρ) + ρ
−4a3(ρ)
)
dρ (4.24)
In order to solve equations (4.20)-(4.22), we need to endow them with boundary conditions.
At the particle’s surface, we set ur(R, θ) = U cos θ, uθ(R, θ) = −U sin θ, i. e.,
a0(R) −F/(4piη(R)R) +a2(R)R2 +a3(R)R−3 = U (4.25)
a0(R) −F/(8piη(R)R) +2a2(R)R2 −a3(R)R−3/2 = U (4.26)
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And to assure the boundedness of our solution in a simple way, we require
lim
r→∞ a0(r) = 0 and limr→∞ a2(r) = 0, (4.27)
and the latter to decay faster than r−2. Together with the difference of equations (4.25)
and (4.26) these are sufficient boundary conditions for the system (4.20)-(4.22) or (4.23).
Note, that in writing the boundary conditions in equations (4.25) and (4.26), U and F are
understood to be dependent quantities. For F = F (U) depends on the solution (ur, uθ)
to be found. But as only the difference of both equations is required as a boundary
condition, which does not depend on U , and as we are only interested in the effective
friction coefficient ζ ≡ F/U , we may set F arbitrarily to F = 1. Thence, eq. (4.25)
directly gives that (constant) effective friction coefficient, namely
ζ−1HBM = a0(R)− 1/(4piη(R)R) + a2(R)R2 + a3(R)R−3
∣∣
F=1
. (4.28)
4.1.2 Effective temperature
Recall from section 2.4 that in order to calculate the effective temperature, the viscous
dissipation φ in terms of the solution {a0(r), . . . , a3(r)} has to be inserted into eq. (2.56).
From eq. (2.81),
φ = 2η
[
(∂rur)
2 +
(
(∂θuθ + ur)
2 + (ur + uθ cot θ)
2
)
r−2
]
+ η [r∂r(uθ/r) + (∂θur)/r]
2 ,
(4.29)
we find
φ =
η sin2 θ
4r8
[
6(r5a2 + a3) + r
{
2r3a′0 + r
2a′1 + 4r
5a′2 − a′3
} ]2
+
η cos2 θ
r8
[(
r2a1 − 2r5a2 + 3a3
)2
+ 2
(− r2a1 + 2r5a2 − 3a3
+r
{
r3a′0 + r
2a′1 + r
5a′2 + a
′
3
} )2]
(4.30)
where the spatially varying velocity field is now encoded in the functions a0(r), . . . , a3(r).
By adding and subtracting equations (4.14a) and (4.14b), respectively, the curly brackets
in eq. (4.30) are seen to vanish. Hence, the dissipation φ equals formally that of a velocity
field with constant coefficients a0, . . . , a3,
φ(r, θ) = η(r)
[
9(r5a2 + a3)
2 sin2 θ + 3
(−r2a1 + 2r5a2 − 3a3)2 cos2 θ]/r8. (4.31)
Integration over the solid angle gives the radial viscous dissipation function
φ(r) =
η(r)
r8
[
15a23 + 6a1a3r
2 + r4
(
a21 − 4a1a2r3 + 10a22r6
)]
, (4.32)
from which the effective temperature THBM can be calculated following its definition (1.14).
However, to evaluate the functions ai(r) explicitly requires, in general, numerical meth-
ods. Thus, the expressions (4.28) and (4.32) are very inconvenient as a practical tool to
determine ζHBM and THBM for the anticipated multifaceted everyday applications of hot
Brownian motion. With these in mind, it is most desirable to have an approximate ana-
lytical solution at hand, and we present one in the following section.
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4.2 Simplified hydrodynamic model
We wish to cast the rather abstract solutions for the translational Brownian motion of
a nanosphere into a form suitable for addressing a wide range of phenomena related to
such motion without the complications inherent to numerical solution procedures. To this
end, we introduce a toy model that evades the technical difficulties related to the vector
character of the fluid velocity but retains the long-ranged nature of the hydrodynamic flow
field. Below we will turn this toy model into a precise and reliable semiphenomenologi-
cal mathematical tool for analytical calculations by calibrating it against the numerical
solution outlined in the previous section. It will provide both further physical insight as
well as analytical results in a compact form which are useful for practical applications. It
should be remarked, that this model has been used before [100], albeit with a different
interpretation of its results.
We replace u(r) by a fictitious diffusing scalar u(r) without direct physical signifi-
cance [101], for which eq. (4.1) reduces to
∇ · η(r)∇u(r) = 0 . (4.33)
The pressure, which plays the role of an Lagrange multiplier assuring the incompressibility
condition ∇·u = 0 becomes obsolete for the scalar u(r, θ). In spherical coordinates with
azimuthal symmetry, we have ∇ = rˆ∂r + (θˆ/r)∂θ, and thus
0 =
[(
2r + r2[ln η(r)]′
)
∂r + r
2∂2rr + cot θ ∂θ + ∂
2
θθ
]
u(r, θ) (4.34)
With the separation ansatz u(r, θ) =
∑∞
l=0 u
l
r(r)u
l
θ(θ), this reduces to two ordinary differ-
ential equations (
cot θ ∂θ + ∂
2
θθ
)
ulθ(r, θ) = −l(l + 1) (4.35)[(
2r + r2[ln η(r)]′
)
∂r + r
2∂2rr
]
ulr(r, θ) = l(l + 1) . (4.36)
The constant l is fixed by the boundary conditions, which, however, cannot be inferred
from physical reasoning for the unphysical scalar model. For simplicity we choose l = 0
for the following calculations, which eventually turns out to yield rather precise results.
Eq. (4.36) then reads (
2
r
+ [ln η]′
)
∂rur + ∂
2
rrur = 0 . (4.37)
With the substitution γr ≡ ∂rur it reads
∂γr
∂r
= −
(
2
r
+ [ln η]′
)
γr . (4.38)
Upon integration we get
γr =
K
r2η
, K = const. (4.39)
This relation combined with the specific form of η(r) determine the radial scalar “velocity”
gradient γr up to a constant to be fixed by the value of ur relative to the liquid at rest at
the particle surface. Integrating twice yields
ur(r) = K
∫ ∞
r
dr′
r′2η(r′)
, (4.40)
which simplifies to K/η0r ≡ UR/r for homogeneous viscosity η(r) ≡ η0, and thus re-
produces correctly the leading order of the (vectorial) velocity field u = −3/4[U +
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rˆ(U · rˆ)]R/r − 1/4[U − 3rˆ(U · rˆ)]R3/r3 with U being the particle velocity [78]. This
recommends the scalar model as a physically reasonable practical approximation. The
total viscous momentum transfer is obtained by integration of γr over the particle surface.
Since we have chosen l = 0, γr = const at the boundary, and the total friction force is, in
analogy with eq. (4.15),
F = −
∮
SR
ηγrdS = −4piR2η(R)γr(R) = −4piK , (4.41)
where K is the integration constant introduced above. For homogeneous viscosity η = η0,
γr =
K
r2η0
=
Uη0R
r2η0
=
UR
r2
. (4.42)
In this case, the friction force reads F = −4piη0RU , which differs from the well-known
exact solution by a factor of 3/2. This discrepancy is not surprising since we have neglected
the vectorial character and moreover the angular dependence of the flow field by choosing
l = 0 in our model. The simplest calibration of the scalar model consists in correcting this
constant factor such as to match the result to the exact solution in the homogeneous case.
4.2.1 Friction coefficient for inhomogeneous viscosity
In order to estimate the influence of spatially varying viscosity on the effective friction,
we need to insert the explicit form of η(r) into eq. (4.39). We then obtain the effective
friction coefficient ζHBM from eq. (4.41) and from the definition
ζHBM ≡ −F
U
=
4piK∫∞
R γrdr
. (4.43)
Viscosity profiles of the form η(r) = η0[1− (1− 1/κ)(R/r)n], n ∈ N result in
ζ0
ζHBM
= 2F1
(
1,
1
n
; 1 +
1
n
;
κ− 1
κ
)
, (4.44)
where 2F1(a, b; c; z) denotes the hypergeometric function. For the two cases n = 1, 2,
shown in figure 4.1, ζ0/ζHBM can be expressed as
ζ0
ζHBM
=
κ lnκ
κ− 1 , (n = 1) (4.45)
and
ζ0
ζHBM
=
κ arctanh
√
κ−1
κ√
κ(κ− 1) , (n = 2) . (4.46)
In water, the viscosity profile around a heated particle can be approximated by combining
Fourier’s law with the phenomenological Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann–Hesse law,
T (r) = T0 + ∆T · R
r
, η(T ) = η∞ exp[A/(T − TVF)] , (4.47)
where η∞, A, and TVF are material parameters (for water, η∞ = 29.84µPa· s, A = 496.9 K,
TVF = 152.0 K). The integration over γr by use of relation (4.39) can be performed
analytically (see appendix 4.A). We obtain for the effective friction coefficient,
ζ0
ζHBM
=
eA/T
∗
∆T
[
A
(
Ei
[
− A
T ∗ + ∆T
]
− Ei
[
− A
T ∗
])
+ (T ∗ + ∆T )e−
A
T∗+∆T
]
− T
∗
∆T
, (4.48)
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where Ei(x) denotes the exponential integral of x, and the abbreviation T ∗ ≡ T − TVF is
used. This result features as the top dashed line (black) in figure 4.1.
The comparison with the numerical calculations (symbols in figure 4.1) suggests that
there is scope for an improved calibration of the toy model. Closer inspection moreover
suggests that a substantial improvement should be possible by a calibration with a function
of the ratio of the ambient viscosity and the solvent viscosity at the surface of the Brownian
particle, κ ≡ η0/ηs, independent of the precise functional form of η(r). To obtain this
calibration, we consider a step profile η(r) = ηs [1 + (κ− 1)Θ(r − b)] jumping from ηs to
η0 = κηs at r = b, for which the exact solution can be obtained with the method detailed
in section 4.1. The scalar model with the constant calibration factor predicts the friction
coefficient
ζ(scalar) =
β
1 + (β − 1)κ · 6piη0R (4.49)
with β ≡ b/R, while the solution of Stokes’ equations gives,
ζ(Stokes) = 6piη0R · 2β
[
2− 2κ+ β5(3 + 2κ)][
4 + 6β5 +
(−8 + 9β − 10β3 + 3β5 + 6β6)κ+ (−1 + β)4(4 + β(7 + 4β))κ2]−1 . (4.50)
The former is obtained by inserting η(r) via eq. (4.39) into eq. (4.43) while the latter results
from eq. (4.28) with appropriate constant coefficients analogous to eq. (4.9) obtained from
matching the velocity and stress at the step. Note that eq. (4.49) yields the correct
predictions for the trivial limits κ → 1 and b → R, and the limit κ → 0 of a frozen
surface layer, whereas the joint limit κ → ∞ and b → R, corresponding to a particle
coated with an infinitesimal superfluid layer, is ambiguous. To recover the expected slip
boundary condition ζ = 4piη0R, [78] one has to take this limit along the curve defined
by b/R = 1 + 1/(2κ) where the denominator in eq. (4.49) yields 3/2. Since we assume
that a rather universal calibration factor α ≡ ζ(Stokes)/ζ(scalar) exists which is qualitatively
appropriate for a large class of viscosity profiles beyond a simple step viscosity, we impose
this constraint on α. Thereupon the calibration factor
α =
3
(
80κ4 + 80κ3 + 60κ2 + 20κ+ 3
)
200κ4 + 250κ3 + 205κ2 + 65κ+ 9
(4.51)
obtained as the ratio of eqs. (4.50) and (4.49), becomes independent of β. The improved
results for ζHBM depicted as solid lines in figure 4.1 are then obtained by multiplying the
effective friction coefficient derived from the scalar model for a given η(r) by α. These
practically coincide quite universally with the numerical predictions obtained from the
differential shell method for various viscosity profiles over a broad range of κ. For moderate
temperature increments θ ≡ ∆T/(T0 − TVF) < 1, corresponding to ∆T ≈ 0 . . . 150 K for
water at room temperature, which are of primary interest in practical applications, the
result can be further simplified by expanding eqs. (4.48, 4.51) in a series in θ,
ζ0
ζHBM
= 1 +
193
486
[
ln
η0
η∞
]
θ −
[
56
243
ln
η0
η∞
− 12563
118098
ln2
η0
η∞
]
θ2 +O(θ3). (4.52)
4.2.2 Effective temperature in the simplified model
The toy model does not only allow for an analytical prediction of the effective friction, it
moreover yields analytical results for the effective temperature THBM, if used in eq. (2.56).
Recall that the effective Brownian temperature THBM defined in eq. (2.56) is found by
expressing the local dissipation rate φ(r) by the local viscosity η(r) and deformation
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Figure 4.1: Relative effective friction coefficients ζ0/ζHBM for exemplary long-ranged radial
viscosity profiles η(r) with κ ≡ η0/η(r=R) in a parameter regime of potential practical
interest [77]. Analytical predictions of the scalar toy model are compared to numerical
results from the differential shell method (symbols). While the simplest version of the
model (dashed lines), which employs a constant calibration factor, exhibits noticeable
systematic errors, the more elaborate version (solid lines), should be sufficiently accurate
for practical applications. The top most solid curve ( ) corresponds to eq. (4.52).
rate tensor Γ(r). Its scalar analogue is φ(r) = 2η(r)[∂rur(r)]
2 = 2η(r)γ(r)2, with which
eq. (4.39) yields
T
(scalar)
HBM =
∫∞
R T (r)η(r)
−1r−2dr∫∞
R η(r)
−1r−2dr
. (4.53)
For Fourier’s and the Vogel–Fulcher–Tammann–Hesse law, the following effective temper-
ature is obtained,
T
(scalar)
HBM = T0 + ∆TR
∫∞
R η(r)
−1r−3 dr∫∞
R η(r)
−1r−2 dr
= T0 + ∆TR
∫∞
R exp
(
− AT0−TVF+∆TR/r
)
r−3 dr∫∞
R exp
(
− AT0−TVF+∆TR/r
)
r−2 dr
,
(4.54)
where the integrals can be evaluated analytically as detailed in section 4.A.
A most simple expression is obtained in the special case of a temperature-independent
viscosity η(r) = η0. Then, with T (r) = T0 +∆TR/r, the scalar model predicts an effective
temperature
T
(scalar)
HBM =
∫
V T (r)φ(r) d
3r∫
V φ(r) d
3r
= T0 + ∆TR
∫
V r
−5 d3r∫
V r
−4 d3r
= T0 +
∆T
2
. (4.55)
Quantitatively, this is close to the exact result (2.85) for constant viscosity,
T
(Stokes)
HBM = T0 +
5
12
∆T . (4.56)
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Figure 4.2: Effective temperature THBM obtained by various methods [51]. Given the
radial temperature and viscosity profiles, T
(scalar)
HBM from the scalar toy model ( ) differs
significantly from the numerical result T
(Stokes)
HBM using the differential shell method ( ). The
first order approximation (4.55) of the scalar model (upper line, ) yields a better overall
accuracy than the first order approximation (4.56) using the true solution to the Stokes
equations, which serves as a good approximation for small temperature increments ∆T
(lower line, ).
The explicit expression resulting from eq. (4.54) is inconveniently complicated, and, as
figure 4.2 reveals, it does not match the results obtained from the differential shell method
very well. While the true first order expansion (4.56) serves as a good approximation for
small ∆T , an overall satisfactory approximation covering the whole physically relevant
temperature range is given by the first order result (4.55) of the scalar model. This
approximate expression is expected to suffice for most practical purposes, in particular with
regard to the various minor contributions that were neglected altogether in our discussion.
Note the difference between this approximation and the one stated in Rings et al. [51]
(supplementary materials) which requires a term of second order. This necessity arises
from the difference in second order between the two definitions of the effective temperature,
derived from fluctuating hydrodynamics and in the thermodynamic approximation.
Finally, combining the effective temperature T
(scalar)
HBM from eq. (4.54) with the effective
friction coefficient ζ
(scalar)
HBM composed of the expressions (4.43) and (4.39), the constant
factor 3/2, and the calibration (4.51), in the generalized Stokes–Einstein relation (2.1),
D
(scalar)
HBM = kBT
(scalar)
HBM /ζ
(scalar)
HBM , (4.57)
we obtain the effective diffusion coefficient
D
(scalar)
HBM =
1
6piα
∫ ∞
R
T (r)η(r)−1r−2 dr . (4.58)
As illustrated in figure 4.3, the direct evaluation of eq. (4.58) proves to be less accurate
than the combination of the approximation (4.56) for THBM with the calibrated analytic
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Figure 4.3: Temperature dependence of the effective diffusion coefficient DHBM(∆T ) rel-
ative to the diffusion coefficient at ambient conditions, D0 = kBT0/(6piη0R) [77]. The
symbols ( ) were obtained numerically by the differential shell method, and the curves
show different approximations from the scalar model: (a) with the simple calibration by a
constant numerical factor corresponding to a combination of eq. (4.48) and eq. (4.54) ( ),
(b) with the more sophisticated calibration factor in eq. (4.58) ( ) and its series expan-
sion up to second order in ∆T ( ), (c) with two approximation of the Stokes–Einstein
relation (4.57) where T
(scalar)
HBM is replaced by T0 + ∆T/2 ( ), and by T0 + 5∆T/12 ( ),
eq. (4.59), showing the best convergence with the numerical data. As a reference, the naive
suggestion to identify the effective diffusion coefficient with kBT (R)/(6piη(R)R), with the
parameters T (R), η(R) at the particle surface is also shown ( ).
result from the scalar model for ζHBM. That is, a practical formula for DHBM is obtained
as the product of the approximations (4.56) and (4.52),
DHBM ≈ kBT0
ζ0
(
1 +
5∆T
12T0
)(
1 +
193
486
[
ln
η0
η∞
]
θ −
[
56
243
ln
η0
η∞
− 12563
118098
ln2
η0
η∞
]
θ2
)
(4.59)
with θ ≡ ∆T/(T0 − TVF).
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, we focussed on numerical and approximate analytical solutions for the
translational Brownian motion of a heated nanosphere. First, we introduced the differ-
ential shell method to calculate the effective friction for inhomogeneous viscosity. Next,
we introduced a simple toy model which is analytically solvable. We finally calibrated
the model’s predictions against the numerical results, first obtained, to find numerically
accurate closed analytical expressions for the effective friction coefficient ζHBM and tem-
perature THBM of translational hot Brownian motion. The expressions (4.52), (4.56), and
(4.59) represent our main results for practical application to solvents with a Vogel–Fulcher–
Tammann–Hesse type temperature dependence as in eq. (3.54).
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Appendix 4.A Integrals
We seek a radially symmetric solution of eq. (4.37) for the viscosity and temperature pro-
files given in eqs. (4.47). Integrating eq. (4.37) once, results in ∂rur = const· [η(r)r2]−1.
For the second integration, we use the abbreviations X ≡ A/(T0 − TVF), and Y ≡
R∆T/(T0 − TVF): ∫
dr
r2η(r)
=
∫
1
r2
exp
{ −X
1 + Y/r
}
dr
x =X
(
1 +
Y
r
)−1
, dx = XY (r + Y )−2dr
=
∫
(r + Y )2
XY r2
e−xdx
=
X
Y
∫
e−x
x2
dx
=
X
Y
(
−e
−x
x
−
∫
e−x
x
dx
)
= −X
Y
(
e−x
x
+ Ei(−x)
)
.
(4.60)
In order to find ur(r), we need to supply eq. (4.37) with some boundary condition. We
choose ur(r) to be the scalar “velocity” with respect to a remote observer at r → ∞.
Hence, the fluid velocity at the particle surface, r = R, is found by integrating ∂rur from
∞ to R. In these limits, the integral in eq. (4.60) is evaluated to
−e
−X
Y
− XEi[−X]
Y
(4.61)
and
−e
− XR
Y+R
Y
− e
− XR
Y+R
R
−
XEi
[
− XRY+R
]
Y
, (4.62)
respectively. The individual limits of these expressions as ∆T → 0, i. e., Y → 0 do not
exist. However, in the definite integral the limits
lim
Y→0
(
−e
−X
Y
+
e−
XR
Y+R
Y
)
=
ae−a
R
lim
Y→0
−XEi[−X]
Y
+
XEi
[
− XRY+R
]
Y
 = −ae−a
R
(4.63)
cancel, and only limY→0 e
− XR
Y+R
R =
e−X
R is left, which coincides with the result obtained
when the limit Y → 0, i. e., η = const, is taken before the integration.
Apart from the integral (4.60), to evaluate T
(scalar)
HBM in eq. (4.53) we require the integral∫
dr
r3η(r)
. It can be evaluated by the same means detailed in section 3.D, which yield∫
dr
r3η(r)
=
X
2Y 2
(
[(2 +X)x−X] e
−x
x2
+ (2 +X)Ei(−x)
)
. (4.64)
Chapter 5
From Experiments and
Simulations to Applications
5.1 Photothermal correlation spectroscopy (PhoCS)
While the heating of suspended nanoparticles is sometimes an unintended side effect in
applications such as particle tracking or trapping, there are important applications with the
tables turned that deliberately exploit the heating. A prominent example is photothermal
detection [102–104]. Normally, the absorption cross-section of nanometer-sized particles
is too small to generate scattering signals which peak out of the noisy background. This
usually precludes the direct detection of nanoparticles by optical (nonfluorescent) methods.
But the photothermal detection technique overcomes these limitation by creating a long-
ranged optical lens around the nanoparticle, as detailed in figure 5.1. The details of this
effective lensing mechanism are of interest by themselves, and a quantitative analysis of
the scattered electromagnetic field has been published only recently [69, 105].
Particles passing through the common focal volume of a heating and a detection laser
beam leave a trace of photothermal bursts in the detector, which encodes information
about the diffusivity. The intensity of the photothermal bursts is proportional to the
local power densities of the lasers used for heating the particle and detecting the induced
refractive index change, respectively. In practical applications, diffraction usually limits
the experimental realization of a spatially uniform heating rate within the observation
volume. In contrast to the mathematical idealization as a singular entity, the focus of a
laser beam always extends over a nonvanishing range where the light intensity decays, in
the lowest laser mode, radially from the center axis. This confinement provides a method
to determine the diffusion coefficient of a Brownian particle, namely by measuring its
transit time through the focus, repeatedly. In short, this is the principle of photothermal
correlation spectroscopy (PhoCS) [24, 106].
In order to test the generalized Stokes–Einstein relation (2.1) also experimentally, a
PhoCS setup with gold nanoparticles in water has been used in the group of Prof. Ci-
chos [24, 51]. Since the heating rate within the observation volume is nonuniform, this
implies, via eq. (2.1), that the diffusion in the focus is inhomogeneous. This effect must not
be confused with the inhomogeneous temperature and viscosity profiles inherent to hot
Brownian motion! Here, both effects are multiplied together—the inhomogeneous laser
intensity induces the hot Brownian motion of particles whose surface temperature varies
along their trajectories. A wider focus of the heating laser would avoid this complica-
tion but is generally undesirable as one wants to minimize sample irradiation. Thus, the
apparent diffusion coefficient deduced from the transit time statistics of many particles
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of the photothermal detection principle exploited in experiments to
measure the Brownian motion of heated gold nanobeads (not to scale). A pulsed laser
(green) of a wavelength roughly corresponding to the resonance frequency of the surface
plasmons of the gold bead is used to heat the latter periodically. The resultant tempera-
ture profile around the particle induces an accompanying profile in the optical density of
the solvent. A second (red) laser beam which is focused close to the focus of the green laser
is scattered in an intricate manner by the long-ranged modulation of the index of refrac-
tion [69, 105]. Pictorially speaking, this effect can be understood as lensing mechanism,
and the scattered light can then be detected by a photodetector or camera. In order to
suppress the noise in such a measurement, the heating laser is, in general, modulated at a
well-defined frequency, usually in the kHz range, and the scattering signal is only recorded
exactly in phase with the modulation of the heating, using a so-called lock-in amplifier. In
fact, it turns out that only with this filtering does the photothermal detection technique
provide a sensitive detection and positioning tool for nanometer-sized particles.
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passing through the focus involves some implicit averaging over a spatially heterogeneous
DxHBM(r). In the following, we derive a theoretical expression for this average
∗.
First, the local diffusion coefficient DHBM(r) follows immediately from the heating
power density I(r) via
DxHBM(r) = kBT
x
HBM(r)/ζHBM(r) , (5.1)
by noting that the temperature increment at the particle surface ∆T (r) ∝ I(r) if the
absorption coefficient of the particle is temperature insensitive. Eq. (5.1) can be calculated
using the scalar approximation eq. (4.58) or the simpler approximation (4.59).
Second, assuming a radially symmetric heating power distribution in the focus, the
appropriate averaging procedure is similar to that for a particle released at the center of
the focus, which can be traced back to a standard first-passage-time problem [32, 107]. The
distribution P (r, t) of escape times for the particle is obtained by solving the Smoluchowski
equation with an absorbing boundary condition at the boundary B of the focus volume,
∂P
∂t
= ∇·D(r)∇P, P (r, 0) = δ(r − r0), P (r, t) = 0 on B (5.2)
The spherically symmetric boundary value problem for the mean escape time τp(r) = τp(r)
of a particle starting at position r is
τ ′p(2/r + ∂r)D +Dτ
′′
p = −1 with τp(r) = 0 on B , (5.3)
which has the general solution
τp(r) =
∫ r
ω
(
c
D(r′)r′2
− r
′
3D(r′)
)
dr′ , (5.4)
ω being the radius of the focus volume and c a constant of integration. For the escape
problem of a particle starting in the center of the focus, c = 0 is required by τp(0) < ∞.
The apparent diffusion coefficient thus reads
D¯xHBM = ω
2/6τp(0) . (5.5)
For the related transit problem, which is of interest for our transit time analysis, the
situation is slightly more complicated. The most likely transit paths are only touching or
barely entering the focus, so that the transit time distribution Ptransit(t) diverges at t = 0.
However, the characteristic transit time τt may be extracted from the experimentally
obtained transit time distribution by fitting the asymptotic law [108, 109]
Ptransit(t 0) ∼ t−3/2 exp(−t/τt) . (5.6)
The stochastic errors inferred from the fits are displayed as error bars in figure 1.5. The
apparent diffusion coefficient follows from τt as
D¯xHBM = ω
2/pi2τt , (5.7)
for spherical focus geometry. In practice, the focus is usually more elongated along the
optical axis than transverse to it, so that it may be better approximated by a cylinder, in
which case
D¯xHBM = ω
2/α21τt , (5.8)
∗ Note that the notion of apparent diffusion coefficients in inhomogeneous media is slightly ambiguous.
Different generalizations of the homogeneous case pertain to different types of diffusivity measurements;
S. Revathi and V. Balakrishnan, J. Phys. A: Math. Gen. 26, 5661 (1993).
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where α1 denotes the first zero of the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero. The
different numerical factors in the last two expressions therefore provide a lower bound for
the systematic numerical uncertainties involved in the determination of the absolute value
of D¯xHBM.
Another uncertainty arises since the focus geometry cannot be controlled or determined
precisely in the diffusion experiment. In those experiments described in refs. [24, 51], a
nominal lateral focus size ρ = 300 nm has therefore been estimated by fitting a Gaussian
intensity profile ∝ exp[−r2/(2ρ2)] to the photothermal image of single immobilized gold
nanoparticles obtained with the same setup. As the axial extension of the focus is usu-
ally large compared to the lateral one (about 1µm), the focal volume is approximated
by a cylindrical shape, corresponding to a diffusion experiment in two dimensions, only.
This is corroborated by the approximate independence of the diffusion in the three space
dimensions, i. e., each stochastic particle trajectory can—to a good approximation—be
decomposed into three independent random walks along three perpendicular axes. Hence,
the expression (5.8) applies for D¯xHBM. In the lateral direction, the Brownian motion takes
place in an inhomogeneous landscape of the diffusion coefficient DxHBM(r) which varies
with the distance from the axis since the particle temperature varies according to the local
laser intensity in the focal domain. Particles are identified as “in the focus” if the signal
intensity surpasses a certain threshold set to a fixed percentage of the maximum signal
of the whole time trace of bursts. The threshold therefore defines the actual focus size ω
relevant for the burst width analysis, which stays constant during the measurements of a
given sample, due to scaling of the threshold with the maximum signal.
Figure 1.5 shows the result of such measurements for various laser powers. The surface
temperatures Tˆs = T0 + ∆Tˆ for particles at the center of the laser focus have been cal-
culated from known quantities, namely the incident laser intensity, the optical absorption
coefficient of the particles, and the heat conductivity of the solvent [24]. Because of our
limited knowledge of the focus geometry, the factor of proportionality in eq. (5.6) could
not be determined precisely, though. Therefore, we took the liberty to use the value of
ω as a freely adjustable overall fit parameter to match the experimental data with the
theoretical prediction for D¯HBM and find ω ≈ 250 nm for the R = 60 nm particles and
ω ≈ 170 nm for the R = 40 nm gold nanoparticles [51]. Note that ω may generally differ
between the measurements of different samples (viz. particle sizes) due to variations in the
signal-to-noise ratio and the sample geometry. Yet, the good agreement of the functional
dependence with the prediction provides strong support for our analytical results, over
a considerable temperature range. The quality of the experimental data and the com-
parison to the theoretical predictions does not suffer substantially from the uncertainty
in the parameters ρ and ω since these only influence an overall factor, as apparent from
eqs. (5.5)-(5.8). Hence, scaling the data plotted in figure 1.5 by a common factor such
as to match the isothermal diffusion coefficient at ∆T = 0, the uncertainty of the focus
geometry can be overcome. The temperature scale Ts = T0 +∆T is calculated from the in-
cident laser power, the absorption cross sections of 2199 nm2 for R = 20 nm and 7424 nm2
for R = 30 nm particles [102], and a focus size of ωρ = 300 nm.
5.1.1 Inhomogeneous diffusion
While the first passage time approach yields sufficiently accurate predictions on par with
the results from the experiment specified above, this procedure circumvents a much deeper
conceptual, and not readily answered question, namely: Given a spatially varying friction
coefficient ζ(r) and temperature T (r), what is the resulting Fokker–Planck equation and
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its time-dependent solution? In studying different models of varying parameters, one finds
that there is no single unambiguous generalization of the equilibrium situation with ho-
mogeneous parameters [59, 110–112]. This problem and its consequences are illustrated
in the appendix 5.A. As it was pointed out [111] and discussed quite recently [112], the
exact way in which the diffusivity varies—in the friction or temperature only, or in both
simultaneously—is a crucial point. But even for these three cases, no generic prescription
of generalizing the Fokker–Planck equation to inhomogeneous systems is available. There-
fore, it is so far unknown, how exactly the Brownian motion of a heated nanoparticle in
a laser beam of space-dependent intensity must be described. The first passage time ap-
proach, above, is based on only one ad hoc choice, but it nevertheless serves as a practical
approximation for lateral diffusion in a laser focus.
5.1.1.1 Example: Twin focus geometry
In certain cases, the inhomogeneous laser intensity does not pose such a difficulty. As
an example, consider the so-called “Twin-PhoCS” setup, which is identical in structure
to the PhoCS setup [105, 106], but where the signed scattering signal is detected instead
of its intensity only (cf. figure 5.2). Simply speaking, the signal changes its sign, when
the detected nanoparticle traverses the focal plane. It has recently been shown that this
effect allows a precise measurement of the axial drift velocity of heated nanoparticles in
an external field [105]. Albeit the exact position of the zero crossing and the exact shape
of the signal depend on the relative axial position of the heating laser and the detection
laser, we assume, without loss of generality, favorable conditions, i. e., a symmetric signal
with respect to the focal plane, in the following. As it has been found that the gradient
in the laser intensity close to the focal plane is much smaller than the gradient in the
photothermal signal across this plane, we may approximate the diffusivity to vary only
laterally but not axially in the thin observation layer above and below the focal plane. To
a good approximation, the elongated focus shape, sketched in figure 5.2 [105],
S(z, r) = S0 exp
(−2r2/ω2r) (z − z0) exp (−2z2/ω2z) (5.9)
can then be modeled by a simple linear profile in the z-direction with the positive and
negative lobes given by
S±(z, r) = S0 exp
(−2r2/ω2r) (z − z0) Θ [±(z − z0)] , (5.10)
respectively. The (unnormalized) crosscorrelation function is defined as
G+−(τ) =
〈
S+(z, r)S−(z′, r′)Φ(x,x′, τ)
〉
, (5.11)
with the advection-diffusion propagator,
Φ(x,x′, τ) = (4piDτ)−3/2 exp
[
− ∣∣x− x′ + V τ ∣∣2 / (4Dτ)] , (5.12)
describing the probability density to find a particle at position x′ at time t+ τ under the
condition that it originated from x at the earlier time t. In the approximation of a thin
observation layer and strong drift along the z-axis, mentioned above, it suffices to consider
the one-dimensional motion along the z-direction. The appropriate propagator reads
Φ(r; z, z′, τ) = (4piDτ)−1/2 exp
[
− (z − z′ + V (r)τ)2 /(4D(r)τ)] , (5.13)
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Figure 5.2: Left: Sketch of the twin focus of photothermal correlation spectroscopy (cour-
tesy of M. Selmke [113]): a) without an external field, the drift velocity Vz = 0 and the
measured signal is mainly due to particles diffusing in either lobe of the focus, whereas
for b) the system with a substantial external field, the drift velocity Vz 6= 0, and the
signal frequently changes it sign, indicating a particle moving from one lobe to the other.
Right: A typical time trace of the photothermal signal. Particles in the “positive” focal
domain generate a positive signal which is uncorrelated to negative spikes generated by
other particles. Only when the same particle passes through both lobes does it generate
correlated signals, visible in the time trace as spikes of opposite sign in short succession.
Only these contribute systematically to the cross correlation function G+−(τ).
where the radial distance r serves as a mere parameter. Performing the axial and azimuthal
integrals appearing in eq. (5.11) with expressions (5.10) and (5.13), only the radial inte-
gration remains, viz.
G+−(τ) = S20
∫ ∞
0
[
V piτ2
(
D(r) + τV 2/6
)
erfc
(
τV
2
√
D(r)τ
)
− 1
3
√
piD(r)τ3
(
4D(r) + τV 2
)
exp
(
− τV
2
4D(r)
)]
exp
(
−4r
2
ω2r
)
r dr . (5.14)
In general, it can only be evaluated numerically given the (complicated) dependence of
D(r) via DHBM(∆T ) and ∆T (r). A generic plot of the result is depicted in figure 5.3,
based on the Vogel–Fulcher temperature dependence of the viscosity. By varying the drift
velocity V , the calculated correlation function is to be brought into good agreement with
an experimentally measured correlation function, which provides an indirect method of
determining V .
5.2 Molecular dynamics simulations
In the preceding chapters, an effective equilibrium description of hot Brownian motion in
terms of Markovian equations of motion with a set of effective friction and temperature
parameters has been developed. And, as depicted in the last section, it has passed its first
test in cleverly devised experiments where some of these parameters could be measured.
Nevertheless, it is also clear that these effective parameters will be less universal and
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Figure 5.3: Unnormalized plot of the crosscorrelation function G+−(τ) given in eq. (5.14)
with the local diffusion coefficient taking the effective value which corresponds to the local
temperature, D(r) = DHBM
[
∆Tˇ exp(−2r2/ω2r )
]
. The values of the temperature increment
at the center of the laser focus, ∆Tˇ , and the focal width ωr have been exemplary chosen.
more context-sensitive than their conventional equilibrium counterparts. For example,
one has to expect different effective parameters for different degrees of freedom of the
colloidal particle, such as translational and rotational motion, and they differ not merely by
simple geometric or kinematic factors [70]. Also momentum and conformational degrees of
freedom turn out to be governed by distinct effective temperature, as already independently
pointed out by Barrat and coworkers [81]. On the one hand, it is generally understood that
Brownian motion is a mesoscopic phenomenon and as such allows some coarse-graining over
microscopic degrees of freedom. In other words, the effective temperatures and transport
coefficients of the colloidal particle should emerge form the “middle world” [1] of stochastic
thermodynamics [65] and fluctuating hydrodynamics [75, 76, 114] rather than directly from
a much more intricate microscopic description. As a consequence, the effective parameters
may still be expected to be reasonably insensitive to many of the usually elusive (and
often accidental) microscopic details, such as the precise functional form of the atomic
interactions.
On the other hand, the appropriate mesoscopic approach is not always entirely ob-
vious and straightforward, a priori. Therefore, it is valuable to have direct access to a
comprehensive microscopic characterization of some model system. A standard way to
achieve this is via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which, in contrast to real experi-
ments, provide complete control over the microscopic conditions. Following the pioneering
work by Alder and Wainwright [115], there have been extensive investigations of the mi-
croscopic basis of classical fluid dynamics in general, and of Brownian motion and its
transport properties in particular [43, 116–118]. In the following, we present results from
the intensive collaboration with D. Chakraborty. Highly parallel and thus very efficient
molecular dynamics simulations which were performed on graphics cards (GPUs) specif-
ically designed for that purpose [67, 70]. They display one of the latest developments in
computer technology and may safely be called miniature supercomputers in view of the
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Figure 5.4: Artistic sketch of the system of Lennard-Jones particles considered in the
molecular dynamics simulations in ref. [67]. The (hot) nanoparticle is identified by a
group of particles which are bound by a finite potential in addition to the long-ranged
Lennard-Jones interaction.
large number of processing units running in parallel. For certain types of algorithms which
allow a high degree of parallelization, their computational power easily supersedes that
of a conventional single CPU by a factor of hundred, while being only moderately more
expensive and energy consuming.
There are different techniques of simulating the dynamics of fluids, depending on the
level of coarse-graining desirable and permissible. In certain situations, it might suffice
to treat the medium as a perfect continuum and to numerically compute approximate
solutions to the Navier–Stokes equations. However, in order to assess the physics on small
length scales and thermal fluctuations of the solvent, as it is the case for single nanopar-
ticles in solution, only a lower level of coarse-graining can be applied. One way to add
stochasticity is via the method of “stochastic rotational dynamics” [119], where the fluid
is modeled as a set of point-particles which interact via a specific stochastic rotation of
their velocities, in each simulation step. Although it has been shown that, when coarse-
grained, this technique is consistent with the Navier–Stokes equations, it pertains to a gas
rather than to a dense liquid. Therefore, it seems advisable to take into account even more
microscopic details, in the simulations, and model both the solvent and the nanoparticle
as being composed of atoms∗ which interact via realistic mutual forces. To be specific, in
refs. [67, 70], we chose a Lennard-Jones interaction potential U(r) = 4[(σ/r)12 − (σ/r)6],
which is strongly repulsive on inter-particle distances below an effective particle diameter,
but also has an attractive minimum and decays to zero on long distances. Systems with
this type of interaction have long served as model systems for simulating liquids in and out
of equilibrium [120–123]. In order to model an immersed nanoparticle, too, a (spherical)
∗ The term atom is to be taken literally, as an object without internal structure, but must not be mistaken
for a real chemical atom.
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Figure 5.5: Corresponding temperature and density values from the respective radial pro-
files around a heated nanoparticle, measured in molecular dynamics simulations [67]. The
particle temperature was varied over a broad range from Tp = 1.00 to Tp = 3.00. For all
values, a clear relation between T and ρ is observed. It was thus sufficient to measure the
viscosity at corresponding values of (T, ρ) (•), in order to determine the profile η(r). The
inset shows the measured η(T ) dependence (), fitted by eq. (5.15) (----), and compared
to alternative expressions proposed in the literature [120, 123] (-- --, -- - --).
cluster of the Lennard-Jones particles is selected to additionally interact via a “finitely
extensible nonlinear elastic” (FENE) potential which prevents the cluster from melting.
During the simulation, this cluster is then interpreted as the nanoparticle and it is ther-
mostated independently from the other particles in order to model a heated nanoparticle.
With this setup at hand, a series of numerical experiments can be performed, such as:
• the determination of the friction on the uniformly dragged or rotated (heated)
nanoparticle,
• the measurement of the mean square displacement of the freely moving (heated)
nanoparticle and thence its effective diffusion coefficient,
• the simulation of an optical trap by applying a confining potential on the nanopar-
ticle; from the distribution of its position its effective temperature for translational
motion may be obtained directly,
• the orientation of a spherical nanoparticle can be confined in the simulation, exceed-
ing the capability of a real optical trap; thus the effective temperature for rotational
motion can be measured separately;
• the measurement of the temperature, density, and viscosity distributions in space
• the investigation of a wealth of systems which are hard to assess in real experi-
ments, such as nanoparticles of various shapes, surface properties and temperature
distributions; the interaction of several nanoparticles etc.
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5.2.1 Calibration of the Lennard-Jones system
In our hydrodynamic theory of hot Brownian motion presented in the previous chapters,
we have not explicitly taken into account possible spatial variations in the fluid density.
For those degrees of freedom which can be safely described using the Stokes flow alone
without any inertial effects, our theory is perfectly tailored to incorporate density fluctu-
ations since they merely renormalize the spatially varying viscosity η(r) which we use as
an input parameter for the theory. In contrast, density variations should be considered
where transient longitudinal modes of the fluid velocity field are of interest, namely for
T vHBM. But a rough estimate of the variations of the density reveals that these account for
less than 5% over a temperature range from 0◦C to 100◦C. For clarity, we have therefore
chosen not to include this effect into the hydrodynamic theory, above. However, to make
closer contact with the molecular dynamics simulations, we do take care of the density
variations, since we are able to precisely determine these in the simulations, and they are
more pronounced in the studied Lennard-Jones fluid than to be expected for water. In
an effort to systematically characterize the temperature dependence of both the density
and the viscosity, a large number of simulations for a broad range of heating rates were
performed [67]. As figure 5.5 depicts, the sample points (T (r), ρ(r)) of the radial tempera-
ture and density profiles corresponding to various different radial distances r nicely follow
a straight line in the T − ρ plane. This one-to-one correspondence allowed the indirect
determination of the viscosity profiles η(r) around a nanoparticle heated to different tem-
peratures: A set of isothermal systems was simulated for corresponding (T, ρ) pairs, and
the bulk viscosity was measured. This yielded a one-to-one relation η(T ), well-matched
by a phenomenological fit,
ln
[
η(T )/ηLJ∞
]
= (ALJ/T )4 , (5.15)
with parameters ηLJ∞ and ALJ, from which η(r) could be calculated by measuring T (r).
The latter proved much simpler than any direct measurement of the viscosity profile, as it
boils down to averaging the kinetic energy in thin concentric spherical shells of radius r.
5.2.2 Measurement of observables
Configurational degrees of freedom We spare the reader the full details of the sim-
ulations which can be found in the supplementary materials of ref. [67]. However, a few
points of special interest are elucidated in the following. The diffusion coefficient DHBM
can be determined rather accurately from both for translational and rotational (hot) Brow-
nian motion by simply recording trajectories of the particle position and orientation and
computing their mean square displacement and autocorrelation function, respectively. The
friction coefficient ζHBM for a Brownian particle is obtained from the autocorrelation func-
tion of the force acting on it, which is, however, less trivial and requires us to take a
number of limits in the correct order [116, 124].
First, the “Brownian limit” needs to be taken which itself consists of two limits, that of
infinite mass of the Brownian particle and the thermodynamic limit of an infinite solvent.
Let us recapitulate from [124] the reasoning for taking this limit. The generalized Langevin
equation describing the motion of a Brownian particle of mass M ,
F (t) ≡ P˙ (t) = −M−1
∫ t
0
G(t− τ)P (τ) dτ + ξ(t) , (5.16)
entails a memory kernel G(t) which relates the initial total force F (0) and momentum
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P (0) to the instantaneous “projected” force ξ(t),
〈F (0)· ξ(t)〉 = 〈P 2(0)〉M−1G(t) . (5.17)
The force ξ thus is not the total stochastic force F (t) (the integral is also a random
variable), but it has the special properties
〈ξ(t)〉 = 0, 〈ξ(t)·P (0)〉 = 0, ξ(0) = F (0) , (5.18)
which are obviously exactly realized in a closed system with an infinitely massive, i. e., fixed
Brownian particle. The Langevin equation (5.16) takes its familiar form in the Markov
limit,
P˙ (t) = −µ−1ζP (t) + ξ(t) , (5.19)
where µ denotes the reduced mass, which becomes the bare mass M in the thermodynamic
limit of an infinite solvent, and reads µ = Nm in the limit of M →∞ for a finite bath of
N solvent molecules of mass m. The friction coefficient ζ is defined as
ζ =
1
3kBT
∫ ∞
0
〈F (0)· ξ(t)〉 dt , (5.20)
which contains the projected force ξ that is quite inaccessible. However, this hurdle is
overcome in the limit µ→∞, as illustrated in the following. From equipartition, we know
that
〈P 2(0)〉 = 3kBTµ , (5.21)
Insertion of eqs. (5.17) & (5.21) into the Langevin equation (5.16) yields
F (s) =
〈F (0)· ξ(s)〉P (s)
3µkBT
+ ξ(s) , (5.22)
after Laplace transformation. After some algebra, this can be reformulated into
〈F (0)· ξ(s)〉 = 〈F (0)·F (s)〉
/(
1− 〈F (0)·F (s)〉
3µkBTs
)
, (5.23)
which relates a term containing ξ to one devoid of it, in the limit µ → ∞, and thus gets
rid of the projected force in eq. (5.20). In fact, the friction coefficient then reads
ζ =
1
3kBT
lim
t→∞〈F (0)·P (t)〉 = −
1
3kBT
lim
t→∞〈P (0)·F (t)〉 , (5.24)
where the second equality is owing to complex conjugating the second term in the definition
of the correlation function 〈AB〉 ≡ 〈AB∗〉. In detail, F = −P˙ = −iLP and P˙ ∗ = −iLP ∗,
whence 〈F (0)·P ∗(t)〉 = 〈−iLP (0)·P ∗(t)〉 = −〈P (0)[iL·P ∗(t)]〉 = −〈P (0)F ∗(t)〉 .
Second, the limit t → ∞ as the upper integration limit deserves some attention. As
nicely explained by Bocquet et al. [116] and detailed below, it is crucial to take the ther-
modynamic limit of 〈F (0)·P (t)〉 first. If the order of the limits is reversed, the resulting
quantity, assumed to be the friction coefficient, vanishes. For verification, consider the last
term of eq. (5.24),
〈P (0)·F ∗(t)〉 = 〈P (0)· iLP ∗(t)〉 = d
dt
〈P (0)·P ∗(t)〉 . (5.25)
Using eq. (2.31) to evaluate the last correlation function, we find
〈P (0)·P ∗(t)〉 = 〈P 2〉 e−t/τN , (5.26)
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of the orientation angle θ, as defined in figure 3.1, of a heated
nanosphere in a harmonic angular confinement V (θ) ∝ (θ − pi/2)2. The symbols present
simulation data for two distinct particle temperatures, Tp = 0.8 /kB ( ), and 1.25 /kB
( ) [70]. The corresponding distribution functions p(θ) ∼ e−βV (θ) with β−1 = kBTHBM(Tp)
are depicted by the solid lines and are in nearly perfect agreement with the data points.
with the relaxation time τN = Nm/ζ for a bath of N particles. As limt→∞ exp(−t/τN ) = 0
for all finite values of τN , i. e., N < ∞, while limN→∞ exp(−t/τN ) = 1 for t < ∞, this
proves that the order of the limits is essential.
As the thermodynamic limit cannot be achieved in a finite simulation system, in prac-
tice, the friction coefficient is conveniently extracted from the slope of the decaying momen-
tum autocorrelation function (5.26) in a semilogarithmic diagram. The result is reliable as
long as the second ingredient of the Brownian limit, that of infinite particle mass M →∞
is attained. It can be realized in the simulations by fixing the position of the Brownian
particle, a method known by the name of “constrained dynamics algorithm” [72]. In par-
ticular, the effective friction coefficient ζxHBM was determined in this way, which was then
combined with the effective diffusion coefficient DxHBM to yield, via the Stokes–Einstein
relation, the effective temperature T xHBM.
For rotational Brownian motion, the constrained dynamics approach is tenuous as it
involves transformations between noninertial frames. Therefore, the rotational friction
coefficient ζθHBM was determined in separate simulations where, at various heating rates,
a constant torque was applied to the nanoparticle and the resulting angular velocity was
thus monitored [70]. Again, the effective temperature is given by the Stokes–Einstein
relation, T θHBM = kBD
θ
HBMζ
θ
HBM.
A second, independent method to determine THBM is provided by measuring the dis-
tribution of the particle positions or orientations in a potential well, V (x, y, z) or V (θ),
respectively. As the right panel of figure 1.4 depicts, the distribution of the positions ac-
curately follows a Boltzmann distribution given by the effective temperature T xHBM. The
same holds true for the rotational hot Brownian motion, albeit with the effective temper-
ature T θHBM, as convincingly illustrated in figure 5.6.
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Kinetic degrees of freedom In section 2.5.2, we have motivated the conjecture that
the kinetic degrees of freedom be governed by a set of effective temperatures different from
those for the configurational degrees of freedom. This claim is first of all supported qualita-
tively by the molecular dynamics simulations [67] where the mean square particle velocity
was found to follow a Boltzmann distribution with some temperature T vHBM 6= T xHBM. To
compare, also quantitatively, our theoretical predictions with the results from the simula-
tions however requires the measurement of the longitudinal flow field, assumed to satisfy
the Euler equations to some approximation. This is a more intricate task than perhaps
expected, at first. As pointed out by Keblinski and Thomin [43], the time-averaged cross-
correlation function between the velocity of the Brownian particle and the fluid velocity at
some distance r equals, up to a normalization constant, the steady fluid velocity relative
to a uniformly moving particle. Consequently, rather precise measurements of the Stokes
flow around a Brownian particle can be performed by integrating over a sufficiently long
time interval to obtain a good statistical accuracy. The inherently transient nature of the
limit t → 0 of the velocity correlation function, which defines T vHBM, impedes such an
approach.
Instead of directly measuring the velocity field around the Brownian particle, or time-
averaging the velocity crosscorrelation function, we extract the necessary information from
the full time dependence of the crosscorrelation function,
〈U(0)·u(r, t)〉 , (5.27)
where the brackets 〈. . .〉 denote an ensemble average over many system realizations and
includes the average of the fluid velocity over all points within a thin concentric shell of
radius r around the particle. We thus follow the spirit of ref. [43], but take advantage of the
full time dependence of the crosscorrelation. Two features are apparent in figure 5.7: the
curves are rather noisy due to the sparse data provided by the small number of molecules
in the thin shells, but nevertheless two peaks decaying with the radius r can be clearly
recognized, a narrow one at short times and a broad one at later times. Under the as-
sumption that the first peak remedies the longitudinal mode we seek, we infer the spatial
distribution of the longitudinal flow field from these peak values, i. e.,
u(r) ∝ max
t
(〈U(0)·u(r, t)〉) . (5.28)
The results obtained from simulations at different heating rates are depicted in figure 5.8.
While the origin of the steep decay close to the Brownian particle remains unclear so
far, the functional dependence of eq. (5.28) for r & 8σ was used to evaluate the effective
temperature T vHBM defined in eq. (2.69). The results shown in figure 1.3 as the upper solid
line exhibit a convincing coincidence with the temperature values obtained from the limit
t→ 0 of the autocorrelation function 〈U(0)·U(t)〉 of the Brownian particle alone.
5.3 Summary
Whereas the preceding chapters were mainly concerned with the theoretical description of
hot Brownian motion, in this chapter, we shed light on approaches to hot Brownian motion
from computational and experimental physics. The method of photothermal correlation
spectroscopy, which we briefly sketched here, is so far its most innovative application. It
provides a method to detect metal particles of size much smaller than the optical wave-
length, and their diffusion coefficients and drift velocities.
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Figure 5.7: Temporal crosscorrelation function between the velocity U(0) of the nanopar-
ticle of radius R ≈ 5σ and the velocity u(r, t) of a thin concentric shell of fluid for different
values of the radius r from the center of the particle. For each of the curves corresponding
to r = 10.9σ ( ), r = 14.9σ ( ), and r = 22.9σ ( ), a clear first peak is observed,
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Figure 5.8: Double-logarithmic plots of the peak of the crosscorrelation function
maxt (〈U(0)·u(r, t)〉) in dependence on the radius r for six different temperatures of the
heated Brownian particle. The appearance of two distinct regimes close to the parti-
cle and further away, are still not well-understood. As a phenomenological approxima-
tion of the transient solution to Euler’s equations, we fit a function ( ) of the form
vσ2 exp(−r/rc)/r2 with fit parameters v, rc to the data.
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In the second part of this chapter, we presented some details and results from large-
scale molecular dynamics simulations of a heated nanoparticle in a Lennard-Jones system.
The comforting agreement with our theoretical predictions strongly supports the latter.
Appendix 5.A Stochastic differential equations
The Langevin equation of the form
x˙(t) = Ax(t) +Bξ(t) (5.29)
is not defined in a mathematically rigorous sense for Markov processes since the stochastic
force ξ(t) is the derivative of the nondifferentiable Wiener process W (t). Instead, the
correct stochastic differential reads
dx = α(x, t)dt+ β(x, t)dW (t) , (5.30)
where the identification with eq. (5.29) is achieved by setting α(x, t) = Ax(t), β(x, t) = B,
and dW (t) = ξ(t)dt. The interpretation of eq. (5.30) as the prescription of how to change
a quantity x(t) in one step of the process involving the deterministic drift α and diffusion
β is more illustrative if one considers its integrated form,
x(t) = x(t0) +
∫ t
t0
α(x(t′), t′)dt′ +
∫ t
t0
β(x(t′), t′)dW (t′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(∗)
. (5.31)
Here, the integral (∗) allows for different realizations depending on the choice of support
points of the integrand β(x, t) [112, 125–127]. The two most prominent types of calculus
are Ito’s,
I(β; t, t0) = ms-lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
β(x(ti−1), ti−1)[W (ti)−W (ti−1)] , tn → t, (5.32)
where the diffusion coefficient is evaluated before taking the step; and the Stratonovich
integral,
S(β; t, t0) = ms-lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
β([x(ti) + x(ti−1)]/2, ti−1)[W (ti)−W (ti−1)] , tn → t, (5.33)
in which the evaluation is performed at the center of the time interval. A generalized pre-
scription with the support position as parameter has also been discussed for a while [112].
Due to the Markov property the difference ∆W (ti) ≡ W (ti) − W (ti−1) is independent
of the integrand β(x(ti−1), ti−1) in Ito’s integral, but is correlated with the integrand
β([x(ti) + x(ti−1)]/2, ti−1) in Stratonovich’s integral.
5.A.1 Change of variables and Fokker–Planck equation
The differentials dW (t) of the (Gaussian) Wiener process have the property to be of order
1/2 in time, i. e., [dW (t)]2 = dt. With this at hand, it is straightforward to show how to
change variables using Ito’s calculus [125, p. 95]. Expanding
f [x(t) + dx(t)] = f [x(t)] + f ′[x(t)]dx(t) +
1
2
f ′′[x(t)]dx(t)2 +O([dx(t)]3) , (5.34)
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and inserting eq. (5.30) yields, up to second order in dW (t),
df [x(t)] ≡ f [x(t) + dx(t)]− f [x(t)]
= f ′[x(t)] (α(x(t), t)dt+ β(x(t), t)dW (t)) +
1
2
f ′′[x(t)] (β(x(t), t)dW (t))2
=
(
f ′[x(t)]α(x(t), t) +
1
2
f ′′[x(t)] (β(x(t), t))2
)
dt+ f ′[x(t)]β(x(t), t)dW (t) ,
(5.35)
which is known as Ito’s formula and differs from the expression known from ordinary
calculus. The Fokker–Planck equation for the SDE given in eq. (5.30) is calculated with
the help of Ito’s formula as follows. Consider the temporal evolution of the expectation
value of an arbitrary function f [x(t)],
d
dt
〈f [x(t)]〉 =
〈
f ′α+
1
2
f ′′β2
〉
, (5.36)
since 〈g(x, t)dW (t)〉 = g(x, t)〈dW (t)〉 = 0. Now, the average
〈g[x(t)]〉 =
∫
g(x)p(x, t|x0, t0)dx (5.37)
is computed by integration over all positions x—not the trajectories x(t)—with the con-
ditional measure p(x, t|x0, t0)dx. The deterministic differential equation determining the
conditional probability density function p(x, t|x0, t0) is obtained from eq. (5.36) by inte-
gration by parts,
d
dt
〈f [x(t)]〉 =
∫ (
−f∂x(αp) + 1
2
f∂2x(β
2p)
)
dx , (5.38)
where boundary terms are assumed to vanish, i. e., all occurring averages 〈.〉 are assumed
to exist. Further, the left hand side can be evaluated to
d
dt
〈f [x(t)]〉 = d
dt
∫
f(x)p(x, t|x0, t0)dx =
∫
f(x)∂tp(x, t|x0, t0)dx . (5.39)
As eq. (5.38) holds for any function f , the integrands in eq. (5.38) and eq. (5.39) must coin-
cide. Thus, the Fokker–Planck equation for the conditional probability density p(x, t|x0, t0)
of the stochastic process described by eq. (5.30) reads in Ito’s calculus
∂tp = −∂x(αp) + 1
2
∂2x(β
2p) . (5.40)
5.A.2 Ito and Stratonovich
In order to obtain Stratonovich’s formulation of the Fokker–Planck equation, the connec-
tion between both types of stochastic integrals, I(t, t0) and S(t, t0), needs to be established.
Consider the Ito SDE
dx = a(x, t)dt+ b(x, t)dW (t) , (5.41)
and the Stratonovich SDE
dx = α(x, t)dt+ β(x, t)dW (t) . (5.42)
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We now turn the Stratonovich integral S(β, t, t0) into an Ito integral and will find that an
additional term arises. First, expand the integrand,
β
(
x(ti) + x(ti−1)
2
, ti−1
)
= β
(
x(ti−1) +
x(ti)− x(ti−1)
2
, ti−1
)
= β (x(ti−1), ti−1) +
1
2
∆β (x(ti−1), ti−1) ,
(5.43)
and apply Ito’s formula to the second summand,
∆β =
(
β′a+
1
2
β′′b2
)
∆t+ β′b∆W , (5.44)
where ∆t ≡ ti− ti−1 and ∆W ≡W (ti)−W (ti−1). Inserting everything into eq. (5.33) and
collecting only terms up to second order in ∆W (Gaussian limit), yields
S(β, t, t0) = ms-lim
n→∞
n∑(
β∆W + β′b∆W 2/2
)
= ms-lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
β (x(ti−1), ti−1) [W (ti)−W (ti−1)]
+ ms-lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
b(x(ti−1))∂xβ (x(ti−1), ti−1) [ti − ti−1]/2
= I(β, t, t0) +
1
2
∫ t
t0
b(x(t′), t′)∂xβ(x(t′), t′)dt′ ,
(5.45)
which holds for all solutions x(t) of the Ito SDE (5.41). One now observes by identifying
α = a− b∂xb/2 and β = b that the stochastic trajectory (cf. eq. (5.31)) in Stratonovich’s
form
x(t) = x(t0) +
∫ t
t0
α(x(t′), t′)dt′ + S(β, t, t0) (5.46)
coincides with Ito’s as
x(t) = x(t0) +
∫ t
t0
{
α+
1
2
β∂xβ
}(
x(t′), t′
)
dt′ + I(β, t, t0) . (5.47)
In other words, this means that the Stratonovich SDE
dx = α(x, t)dt+ β(x, t)dW (t) (5.48)
is solved by the same trajectory x(t) as the Ito SDE
dx =
[
α(x, t) +
1
2
β(x, t)∂xβ(x, t)
]
dt+ β(x, t)dW (t) . (5.49)
Plugging this into eq. (5.40) yields the Fokker–Planck equation for the Stratonovich SDE
above:
∂tp = −∂x
[(
α+
β
2
β′
)
p
]
+
1
2
∂2x(β
2p)
= −∂x(αp) + ∂x
(
−β
2
β′p+
1
2
∂x(β
2p)
)
= −∂x(αp) + ∂x
(
−β
2
β′p+
β′
2
β +
1
2
β∂x(βp)
)
= −∂x(αp) + 1
2
∂x (β∂x(βp))
(5.50)
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5.A.3 Elimination of fast variables
The following is again formulated in one spatial dimension, but the generalization to
arbitrary dimension is straightforward. The appearing variables x = x(t), v = v(t), and
ξ = ξ(t) are assumed to be time-dependent throughout without mentioning, and the
parameters T = T (x) and ζ = ζ(x) are assumed to be spatially varying.
The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process describing he Brownian motion of a mesoscopic par-
ticle in a spatially inhomogeneous solvent reads
dx
dt
= v (5.51)
m
dv
dt
= −ζv +
√
2ζkBTξ . (5.52)
The particle velocity v can be eliminated as a fast variable if its relaxation time τ ≡ m/ζ
is small, τ  1. Then eq. (5.52) simplifies to v =
√
2ζ−1kBTξ, which can be inserted into
eq. (5.51) to obtain the Langevin equation for the slow position variable x,
d
dt
x(t) =
√
2ζ−1(x)kBT (x)ξ =
√
2D(x)ξ(t) . (5.53)
Using the results from the previous section, this equation treated as an Ito SDE leads to
the Fokker–Planck equation
∂tp(x, t) = ∂
2
x[D(x)p(x, t)] , (5.54)
and treated as an Stratonovich SDE, via eq. (5.50), it leads to
∂tp(x, t) = ∂x
(√
D(x)∂x
[√
D(x)p(x, t)
])
=
1
2
∂x
[
D′(x)p(x, t)
]
+ ∂x [D(x)∂xp(x, t)]
= −1
2
∂x
[
D′(x)p(x, t)
]
+ ∂2x [D(x)p(x, t)] .
(5.55)
The induced drift coefficient −D′(x)/2 appears here, which is absent in Ito’s formula-
tion. It has a considerable effect on the temporal evolution of the probability distri-
bution function p(x, t). For an exemplary Gaussian profile of the diffusion coefficient
D(x) = 1 + exp(−x2), figure 5.9 depicts a clear discrepancy between both formulations.
Remark Both formulations of the Fokker–Planck equation yield the same (well-known
diffusion) equation in the homogeneous limit, D(x) = D0, however neither one coincides
with
∂tp(x, t) = ∂x [D(x)∂xp(x, t)] , (5.56)
obtained from the following (naive) argument applying Fick’s law [128, 129] and the con-
tinuity equation. The former states that the particle flux j is proportional to the concen-
tration gradient,
j = −D∇p , (5.57)
while the latter expresses the balance of particle flux and concentration change in a steady
state,
∂tp = −∇· j . (5.58)
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Figure 5.9: Temporal evolution of the probability density for an exemplary Gaussian
profile of the diffusion coefficient D(x) = 1 + exp(−x2). The solid lines correspond to
Stratonovich, the dashed lines to Ito. Observe, how the induced drift −D′(x)/2 in the
Stratonovich Fokker–Planck equation reduces the appearance of a local minimum at x = 0
for late times.
Together, these equations yield
∂tp = ∇· (D∇p) . (5.59)
which results in the diffusion equation ∂tp = D0∇2p for a homogeneous system.
Summarizing, we have illustrated that the dynamical equation for the spatial distribu-
tion of a Brownian particle in an environment with a space-dependent diffusion coefficient
cannot be unambiguously inferred. Already the two different interpretations of the action
of the random force, the Ito and Stratonovich formulations, yield different Fokker–Planck
equations, and various other realizations are conceivable.
Appendix 5.B Parameters for the solvent viscosity
Parameter values used for all graphs pertaining to a suspension of gold nanobeads in water:
ambient temperature T0 = 298.0 K
dynamic viscosity of water η(T ) = η∞ exp[A/(T − TVF)]
with η∞ = 0.02984 mPa· s
A = 496.9 K
TVF = 152.0 K
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Parameter values determined in the molecular dynamics simulations of a Lennard-Jones
system:
ambient temperature T0 = 0.75 /kB
dynamic viscosity η(T ) = ηLJ∞ exp[(A
LJ/T )4]
with ηLJ∞ = 1.172 τ/σ
3
ALJ = 0.2674 /kB
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Outlook
Hot Brownian motion is a fundamental nonequilibrium process realized whenever a mi-
croscopic particle is kept at an elevated temperature as compared to its ambient medium.
Despite its relevance for many emerging techniques involving the irradiation of colloidal
suspension by strong laser light, until only recently, this phenomenon has received little
attention. This thesis gives an introduction to the basic principles of hot Brownian motion
and provides an overview of the theoretical concepts and practical tools developed so far
for its study. Molecular dynamics simulations are presented against which the theoretical
predictions have been tested and validated. Another benefit of the simulations is that
they provide insights into questions which are hard to approach theoretically. A promi-
nent example is the effective temperature for the kinetic degrees of freedom, for which a
rigorous theoretical derivation is still under development. Hot Brownian motion provides
the theoretical basis for the innovative experimental technique of photothermal correlation
spectroscopy, which provides a direct application of the theory of hot Brownian motion,
already in use.
On the basis of these findings, a broad spectrum of future research perspectives and
technological applications emerges. As there is already a well-established technology of
functionalizing metal nanoparticles [130], these may possibly find many applications as
markers in microrheology or for tracking microscopic entities such as intracellular vesicles.
Besides, thanks to the good controllability of the laser heating, precise external driving
of Brownian particles is conceivable. One way to achieve directed motion is through
a ratchet mechanism, where the interplay between periodic spatial and temporal control
fields generates a macroscopic flux [127, 131, 132]. While this method works with isotropic
particles, a more direct and much more efficient way of achieving directed motion is to
modify the particles themselves, as discussed in the following outlook.
6.1 Simple estimate of T θHBM for a Janus sphere
A possible application of the laser-induced heating effect is the self-propulsion of so-called
Janus particles [133]. Alluding to the double-faced Greek god, the surface of these par-
ticles is split into two domains with distinct absorption properties. Usually, they are
manufactured by coating approximately half of a micrometer-sized PMMA or polystyrene
bead with a thin gold layer [134, 135]. While the bulk of the particle is transparent to
the laser, the gold cap is highly absorbent and heats up generating an asymmetric tem-
perature distribution in the surrounding fluid (cf. figure 6.1). As with thermophoresis
in an externally imposed temperature gradient, which drives the solute particles either
to the hot or to the cold, the self-generated temperature gradient induces a persistent
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of a two-faced nanoparticle, a so-called Janus bead. The top half
represents the gold face which absorbs the laser light and thus heats up, while the lower
half is hardly absorbing. Consequently, the temperature field is asymmetric around the
Janus bead. The left image is taken from our molecular dynamics simulations, but with
the temperature color-coding not to scale. It presents a miscroscopic realization to be
compared to the hydrodynamic description from which the right plot was obtained. It
depicts the temperature field given in eq. (6.1) together with an artistic sketch of the
Janus particle.
random walk of the Janus bead with persistence controlled by the competition between
self-thermophoresis and rotational hot Brownian motion. In general, the resulting effec-
tive diffusion coefficient is strongly enhanced compared to a uniformly heated Brownian
particle. This effect is therefore a promising candidate for building micro- and nanoscopic
vehicles controlled by laser light. In order to quantify this phenomenon, we first need to
determine the effective temperature and friction of such a hybrid particle without taking
into account the self-propulsion. The second step, which must eventually follow, is to
quantify the self-thermophoretic propulsion either phenomenologically or microscopically,
a task that requires detailed information about the molecular interactions between the
Janus bead and the solvent, which is not the subject of this thesis.
The simplest asymmetric temperature profile T (r, θ) obtained as the first order solution
of the Laplace equation, ∇2T (r, θ) = 0, is
T (r, θ) = T0 + ∆T
(
R
r
+ χ
R2
r2
cos θ
)
, (6.1)
where χ is an asymmetry parameter, χ ∈ [0, 1]. As we have seen in the previous chapters,
the effective parameters that govern the rotational and the translational Brownian motion
are different. In deriving them for homogeneously heated particles, we have made explicit
use of the radial symmetry of the temperature profile. Hence, we must, in principle,
rederive all parameters for the asymmetric profile, anew. However, having the strong
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self-thermophoresis mechanism in mind, we may refrain from calculating the parameters
associated to the translational degrees of freedom as these are dominated by the self-
propulsion. The persistence of this motion is only limited by the rotational diffusion
which therefore requires a close inspection.
Solving the generalized Stokes equations with the inhomogeneous viscosity given by
η[T (r, θ)] poses a difficult task, since the asymmetry lifts the degeneracy of the orientation
of the rotation axis. The constellation of the axis of rotation being parallel to the symmetry
axis of the Janus particle is most promising in terms of solving the equations, but it does
not contribute to the physical question, namely: How is the self-propulsion limited by
rotational hot Brownian motion. For the rotation around the particle’s symmetry axis does
not limit the propulsion, whatsoever. Any other constellation of the two axes, completely
breaks the symmetry of the hydrodynamic problem.
At first glance, an estimate might be obtained by pursuing the path which lead to the
first order term in THBM(∆T ), i. e., employing, in a first approximation, a temperature
independent viscosity η = η0. With the dissipation function φ(r, θ) given in eq. (3.41), the
effective temperature would thus read
T θHBM =
∫∞
R T (r, θ)r
−4 sin3 θ drdθ∫∞
R r
−4 sin3 θ drdθ
. (6.2)
But, since the integral over sin3 θ cosn θ vanishes for odd values of n, the asymmetric
temperature term does not enter, here. This statement holds in particular for the term
χ∆T (R/r)2 cos θ in eq. (6.1), and moreover, in general for every asymmetric temperature
distribution, since it can always be decomposed into cosine modes of odd order. Therefore,
it is essential to include some inhomogeneity of the viscosity to obtain a correction to the
equilibrium rotational diffusion, at all. An ad-hoc approach is to formally take the result
obtained for a radial viscosity profile, and to insert the true viscosity profile:
T θHBM =
∫∞
R T (r, θ)η
−1(r, θ)r−4 sin3 θ drdθ∫∞
R η
−1(r, θ)r−4 sin3 θ drdθ
. (6.3)
The results of this approximation together with the notorious Vogel–Fulcher viscosity is
depicted in figure 6.2 for various values of the asymmetry parameter χ. Apparently, there
is a pronounced nonlinear effect for moderate temperature increments ∆T which saturates
as the latter exceeds experimentally realistic and relevant values.
It must be noted that the approximation (6.3) does not constitute a rigorous expansion
of T θHBM to some fixed order in χ or ∆T . A brief calculation shall demonstrate some
difficulties in such an expansion in χ. In order to approximate T θHBM, we need to consider
only the term in brackets in eq. (6.1) since
THBM = T0 +
∫
V ∆T (r)φ(r)d
3r∫
V φ(r)d
3r
(6.4)
holds with ∆T (r) = ∆T (r, θ) ≡ T (r) − T0 ≡ ∆T (r) + χ∆T (R/r)2 cos θ, where ∆T (r)
denotes the variation of the radial temperature field, alone. While ∆T (r, θ) is exactly
linear in χ, the series expansion of the dissipation function φ(r) = φ(r, θ) must be expected
to contain terms of higher order. With φχ ≡ ∂φ(r, θ)/∂χ|χ=0, it reads
φ(r, θ) = φ(r) + χφχ(r, θ) +O(χ
2) . (6.5)
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Figure 6.2: Relative correction to the ambient temperature T0 in the approximation (6.3)
for the effective rotational temperature T θHBM for a spherical Janus particle. The curves
depict, from bottom to top, the results obtained with the asymmetry parameter χ in
eq. (6.1) increasing from 0 to 1.
To first order in χ, we thus find
THBM − T0 =
∫
V ∆T (r, θ)φ(r, θ) dV∫
V φ(r, θ) dV
≈
[∫
V
φ(r, θ) dV
]−1(
1− χ
∫
V φχ(r, θ) dV∫
V φ(r)
)
×
[∫
V
∆T (r)φ(r) dV + χ
∫
V
(
∆TR2
r2
φ(r) cos θ + ∆T (r)φχ(r, θ)
)
dV
]
=
∫
V ∆T (r)φ(r) dV∫
V φ(r) dV
− χ
∫
V ∆T (r)φ(r) dV
∫
V φχ(r, θ) dV[∫
V φ(r) dV
]2
+ χ
∆TR2
r2
∫
V φ(r) cos θ dV∫
V φ(r) dV︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
+χ
∫
V ∆T (r)φχ(r, θ) dV∫
V φ(r) dV
+O(χ2)
=
(
T symmHBM − T0
) [
1− χ
∫
V φχ(r, θ) dV∫
V φ(r) dV
]
+ χ
∫
∆T (r)φχ(r, θ) dV∫
V φ(r) dV
+O(χ2) ,
(6.6)
where T symmHBM denotes the effective temperature valid for a symmetric temperature field
T (r) = T0 +∆TR/r, for which we have obtained results in the preceding chapters. Appar-
ently, these are renormalized both by a multiplicative term and by an additive term. Their
evaluation involves a tedious expansion of the velocity field resulting from the asymmetric
temperature and thus viscosity profiles, since φχ(r, θ) depends on them although it itself
is independent of χ.
To fully describe the thermal motion of a Janus particle is still a much less obvious
task than the calculation above might suggest. An interplay between self-propulsion and
hot Brownian motion, it intricately depends on the surface properties that determine the
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interactions between the fluid and the Janus particle. In an attempt to make some general
statements, these microscopic details are frequently encoded in some phenomenological
parameter associated with an apparent slip velocity of the fluid at the particle surface [26,
136]. In the linear theory of (self-)thermophoresis, this slip velocity is assumed proportional
to both the local temperature and its gradient tangential to the surface, from which the
velocity of the Janus particle follows as
U ∝
∫
S
T (r)e‖· ∇T (r) e‖d2r , (6.7)
where e‖ denotes the unit vector along the projection of ∇T (r) onto the tangent plane
at r. While the constant of proportionality cannot be guessed within a hydrodynamic
theory, and thus the velocity of self-propulsion cannot be quantified, its limiting mecha-
nism, namely the rotational Brownian motion, is well within the scope of our theory of
hot Brownian motion. Our brief calculation above may provide a starting point for future
explorations of this exciting emerging field of research and applications.
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D. Rings, R. Schachoff, M. Selmke, F. Cichos, and K. Kroy, “Hot Brownian Mo-
tion,” Physical Review Letters, vol. 105, p. 090604, 2010 – Copyright (2010) by the
American Physical Society.
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D. Rings, M. Selmke, F. Cichos, and K. Kroy, “Theory of Hot Brownian Motion,”
Soft Matter, vol. 7, pp. 3441–3452, 2011 – Reproduced by permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry (RSC).
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D. Chakraborty, M. V. Gnann, D. Rings, J. Glaser, F. Otto, F. Cichos, and K. Kroy,
“Generalised Einstein relation for hot Brownian motion,” EPL (Europhysics Letters),
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